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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Education In the VJestern world has for centuries been

focused on the snail world around the Mediterranean basin. The

expansion of Europe into the New World of the Americas did not

alter this situation, nor has the subsequent expansion of Western

technological civilisation into the rest of the world produced as

yet a very marked reflection back onto the education of the

average citizen of the Vest.

This is scarcely suprising, since the Mediterranean heritage

is so rich and many-aided. This heritage includes Egyptian civilisation,

the religion of the Hebrews and the Christianity which arose from

it which was decisive both for our approach to history and our

religious life, the sudden, short star-burst of the culture of

Greece, which gave us the foundation of European art and literature

and the beginnings of science and philosophy^, and finally the

architectural, legal, military and perhaps supremely the administrative

achievements of Rome. All these arose round the Mediterranean

basin. Cairo, Jerusalem, Athens and Rome can all be included in

a small circle on the earth's surface 750 miles in radius. If Cairo,

Jerusalem, Athens and Asia Minor only are included and the later develop¬

ment represented by Rome is omitted, the circle only requires to be

^ Though it is true science would not have developed without
mathematics from the Arab world.
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380 miles in radius. It has taken the efforts of scholars and

men of action through all the subsequent centuries to explicate

and fulfill all the germinal fruitfulnes3 that is contained in

this cultural storehouse. And so we may think we may be pardoned

for supposing the little Mediterranean Sea to be the spiritual

and cultural centre of the world, and all else to be incidental.

But if this opinion could be excused before 1500 A.D.,

it is no longer one to which we can obstinately cling. Ignorance

and neglect by educated men in the West of the culture and history

of Oriental and other civilisations is something that can no

longer be condoned.

Ideas and experiments which we feel to have been the sole

inventions of the modern West have had their counterparts long

ago in the Orient. Take just one or two examples. The iron

Industry was nationalised in China in 120 B.C. Former iron¬

masters under private enterprise were put in charge of operations

by the new Government Bureau and even the sale of scrap-iron

was controlled.^ The dynastic records show that complaints were

made of the deterioration in quality of the iron products after

nationalisation. The Chinese had banknotes (known as "flying

money") guaranteed by the national exchequer in the thirteenth

century. The greatest age of Chinese painting was in the Sung

Itynasty (960 - 1127 A.D.), its zenith about the time of the

Norman Conquest of Britain. These paintings, both of landscape

£
^Fitzgerald, China: A Short Cultural History. (Cresset Press,
London, 1935), p. 166.
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and figures, show a subtlety, beauty, sophistication and degree

of civilised refinement which makes it essential to include them

in any catalogue of human achievement. Yet they remain unrecognised

and unknown save to a few specialists. Finally it is hard to

imagine a culture and civilisation, such as that of the Chinese,

which has been continuous in one place from about the time of

Abraham, c. 2,000 B.C., to the present day, which has affected

constantly one fifth of the human race, and has preserved a

recognisable identity both of form and ethos throughout the

centuries to a degree almost unknown elsewhere, - it is hard to

imagine such a civilisation being almost totally neglected in the

education of a civilised person in the West. Yet such is the

case.

It was not until the eighteenth century that it could

safely be said that the West knew more about China than China

knew about the West. In Han times (206 B.C. - 221 A.D.) a Chinese

general, Pan Chao, conducted a remarkable expedition right across

Central Asia and finally encamped on the shores of the Caspian

Sea. From there in 97 A.D. he sent an envoy, Kan Ying, to find

out about the Western world. He brought back to China a certain

amount of fairly accurate information about the Roman Empire at

the time of the Emperor Narva, including geographical facts as to

distances and mileage. References in Roman literature to China,

on the other hand, are of the vaguest. Horace (&5 - 8 B.C.)

connects the Chinese (Seres, identified as being linked with the

culture of silk) variously with the Persians,^the Bactrians^ and

^ Hor. Carm. /+.15.23.

* Ibid. 3.29.27.
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the people of India.^ Horace, in discussing the matter of archery,

probably confuses the Chinese with the nomad tribes of the Asian

steppes when he writesj

"Doctus sagittas tenders Series?
Arcu paterna"'

And the Chinese are placed by Lucan at the sources of the Nile

and made neighbours of the Ethiopians,

we noted that even today popular knowledge about the Orient

is still superficial. But the situation among scholars has, of

course, vastly altered. Many universities offer courses and

opportunities for research in the languages and culture of the

Far East, as well as of the Hear East, which has for much longer
n

been a subject of study in the West, A great deal of research

and writing has been produced all over the world on the subject

of China alone, particularly since the second world war.

The particular field of comparative ethics, with which

this study is concerned, has not received ranch attention, and,

so far as I know, the comparison of the concepts of the Ideal

Man in Ancient China, in classical Greece and in the thought of

Christianity has not been systematically undertaken.

In making this attempt here I have begun with a clearly

5 Ibid. 1.12.56.

° Ibid. 1.29.9. The post is speaking of various parts of the
East, though the poem actually concerns an expedition to
Arabia Felix.

7 The number of universities in Britain with Chinese departments
is still surprisingly small, five in all, namely Oxford,
Cambridge, London, Durham and Birmingham, the last instituted
as a department in 1963. There are none in Scotland.
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defined concept in the Analects of Confucius, namely the figure

described as the^^ chun tzu, 'gentleman' or 'Ideal man'. This
study seeks to prepare the ground by a brief discussion of the

translation of ethical terms from Chinese into English} then to

give the setting by a description of the life and times of

Confucius and the use of the term chun tzu in a pre-Confucian

document, the Odes, The central chapter treats of the meaning

of the term in the Analects itself and of a discernible shift

from its usual earlier meaning} and finally comparisons and

contrasts are drawn with the Greek and Christian concepts of the

Ideal Man.



CHAPTER II

A DISCUSSION ON SEMANTICS AND ETHICAL TERMS,

•When I use a word,' Humpty-
Bumpty said, 'it means just
what I choose it to mean -

neither more nor lessJ*
- Lewis Carroll

A great danger in comparing the ideals of East and West

is the confusion of terms, the uncritical assumption that two

words used to translate each other really signify the same

thing to the men of two different civilizations. If even

Britain and America are, as has been said, "two countries

divided ty the same language," if in the same century the one

word "democracy" can represent something so totally different

to the mind of a Russian and an Englishman, we shall have to

take special precautions that ue do not too readily or easily

equate terms such as "goodness," "virtue" and "gentleman"

as ue are accustomed to use them with the same terms as used

to translate Chinese characters originating in the thought-

world of Confucius' day in the sixth century B.C. The trans¬

lation may be correct in the sense that it is the best

available in short compass, but the ideas behind the terms .may

be poles apart.

Hilaire Belloc conveys a salutary warning when he says:

6
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"The Llama of the Pampases you never should confound
In spite of a deceptive similarity of sound
With the Lhama who is Lord of Turkestan."

There is a tempting and deceptive similarity of sound between

phrases familiar to us in the setting of Mediterranean civili¬

sation and phrases used by men matured in that same civilisation

to translate the ideas of Confucius into European languages.

But it does not by any means follow that these phrases convey

with accuracy the meaning the contemporaries of Confucius

attached to his words.

Sentiment, a fatal tendency to jump to premature

conclusions, wishful thinking and superficial reasoning of the

worst type may come in and destroy the value of any comparative

study of the ideas of East and West. I can only say that I am

alive to this danger and have tried to avoid its worst pitfalls.

This tendency to confusion is due in part, it should

be said, to the peculiar nature of the Chinese language, and

particularly of wen li, the classical language. Among other

nations the talk of the uneducated tends to consist of short

sentences, and the language of scholars to be involved and

prolix. In China the opposite is the case. The language of

the common people tends to circumlocution while that of the

scholars favours extreme brevity. The popular language is a

spoken one, for the majority cannot read. Each word is a

monosyllable-*- and of these there are only a limited number

This is generally true. Some words, or technically speaking,
some raorphems or units of language, are already disyllabic
in Ancient Chinese.
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which can be framed by the human mouth; and so for the definition

of any given idea there is a tendency to use two words which

define the term from different angles, much as the two coordinates

of a graph locate precisely any given point. The scholar using

the written language has no such problem. Each of the words which

are identical in pronunciation carries a different written

ideogram, which moreover by its form and build-up conveys

numerous nuances of origin and meaning to the eye of a practiced

reader. The result is a brief sentence packed with significance

beautifully executed in a calligraphy : allied to painting,

pregnant, lapidary, easily memorized and deeply satisfying, per¬

haps the acme of the art of human expression in any language,

not excepting Greek.

But it will be readily seen that these sentences and-

short paragraphs in which the Analects are composed, offer to

the Western scholar and translator curious difficulties in

rendering and peculiar temptations to that fatal confusion of

which we have been speaking. The difficulties of translating

and interpreting classical Chinese arise from two main causes -

the problem of determining the force of each character, and the

problem of establishing the exact relation of the characters

to one another.

One of the fascinations of the Chinese written language

is that it is probably based on picture-writing, but that at a

very early date (indeed as far back as present records and

discoveries reach to the writing on the bones of Anyang, dated

at approximately late 19th century B.C.), the language had
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already progressed to the stage of ideograms strictly so called,

the writing of ideas, combinations of simpler elements to

renresent abstract concepts.^ This would seem to go far towards

solving the problem of establishing the exact force of each

character. It does indeed yield many invaluable clues - for one

thing because the Chinese way of life has remained remarkably

stable and homogeneous from the earliest times to the present day.

But at the same time the interpretation of the meaning

of an ideogram by the relation of the separate elements within

a compound ideogram (as distinct from the relation of separate

ideograms to one another, to be discussed later) is by no means

a simple matter. The primitive pictures have undergone many

obscure changes since the early days, and the Chinese scholars

are by no means agreed as to the origin of many characters. The

Shuo Wen has long been the chief authority, bat many of its

derivations are highly suspect. Moreover the matter is immensely

complicated by the fact that there were large-scale "borrowings"

of ideograms of differing origin but similar sound to stand

for one another in meaning.

Whatever knowledge the analysis of the ideogram itself

may yield, the scholar seeking to make an accurate translation

in Chinese classics, must in any case have recourse to other and

external methods, which we may designate as the taking of cross-

bearings on the meaning of an ideogram. These cross-bearings

may be provided by contemporary or earlier literature, by

^ One good instance is the combination of 3 , mm, and j-J moon
to form the character indicating not conjunction of physical
sun and miaon, but the characteristic or quality they have in
common, viz. , brightness.
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archaeology ana by comparative anthropology. As to the first,

there is very little Chinese literature extant prior to the

Analects of Confucius, the most famous book being the Odes, a

collection of poems, some of ballad or folk-verse origin, (to
which the "higher criticism" has only recently been applied),

and a most important source for early Chinese life and customs

but quite inadequate as a source of comparison for the ethical

terms of the Analects, The same would be true of the Shu Ching,

Book of History, and the I Ching, Book of Changes or divination.

As to the second and third methods of orientation, these have

already yielded valuable results; but work on archaeological

discovery has been hampered first by Chinese regard for the dead

and then by years of war and civil commotion, while the results

of comparative anthropology have successfully, but only slowly,

been applied to the past of China. Much may be expected from

these approaches, archaeology and anthropology, but they are

still in their infancy in the Chinese field,

Chinese scholarly work on the Analects is, of course,

vast in extent, and often brilliant and profound, but frequently

uncritical and proceeding on entirely different lines from the

type of Western scholarship necessary for a valid comparison

with Western ideas.

The second problem in translating Chinese classical works

is that of determining the precise relation of the ideograms to

one another. The structure of the Chinese language is agglomera-

tive rather than agglutinative. The ideas are piled together but

they are not made to stick together. The glue has to be provided
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by the reader, and the way in which he sticks the ideas

together in a foreign language will vary, sometimes very

slightly, but sometimes considerably, with his interpretation

of the thought-background of the passage he is translating.

When the cultivated Westerner is informed that the

Chinese language has no grammar, his usual reaction is one of

shocked and then delighted incredulity. But the statement,

though certainly an over-simplification, is nevertheless

surprisingly near the truth. Chinese has no conjugations nor

declensions. Its moods and tenses are achieved mostly by the

use of auxiliaries or derived from the context. It has not

even any parts of speech strictly so called. Almost any given

Chinese ideogram may without outward change become a noun,

adjective, verb or other part of speech. The role it fulfills

is determined partly by its order in the sentence and partly

by the inclusion in the sentence of certain expressive particles

which impart flexibility and determine the mood in the emotional

rather than grammatical sense.

As an example of the effect of position and order upon

parts of speech and meaning, a simple example is

shang, "on horseback" or "mounted," which becomes when the order

is reversed h , shang ma, "to mount a horse." Ma

remains a noun but the preposition shang has now become a

verb.

If it be objected that "aggloraerative" used above to

describe the structure of Chinese is a word with too chaotic an

association, "coordinative" may be supplied instead, as giving

Both characters are clearly pictures, the first naturalistic
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the notion of order mutually established among the characters

of a sentence. But this in turn implies too rigid and logical

a sequence. The mind of a Chinese is powerful and subtle, but

it does not operate within the same framework of Western-type

logic which we have inherited from Aristotle. And so the

fairest description of the structure of Chinese may in the end

be "concatenstive." Here is a chain of ideas, intimately related

to each other but in a manner not easy for a Westerner to dis¬

cover. The glue (to go back to the earlier metaphor) exists

in part in the structure of the Chinese mind. As such the

meaning is not totally inaccessible to the Western mind, but it

is at least difficult of access. This is why it is said one

must "develop the kind of creative ingenuity which is required

for the reading of literary Chinese.

Let us now consider some examples from the Analects in

more detail to illustrate the nature of classical Chinese and

some of the problems presented in translation and interpretation.

Take first some ideograms with ethical meaning where the pictorial

origin is still clearly visible.

occurs in the phrase from a proverb "Better nav court to the

stove than pay court to the Shrine," in Anal, iii.13, a chapter

of considerable importance for Confucius' views on morality and

a horse with a mane and tail looking backwards, and the second
geometric, small horizontal line above large, as opposed to ""|C
•below,' small horizontal line below large.

4 Creel, Chiang, Rudolph, 'Literary Chinese by the Inductive
Method,* (University of Chicago Press, 1939, Vol. II), p. vi.

court to, flatter. This ideogram
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religion, guilt and responsibility, which will be referred to

later. But meanwhile consider the ideogram itself. The radical

or category-index is^£ n$, a woman. The right-hand half consists
of two parts, the eye , formerly written more in the shape 3X>

and above it eye-brow. The whole right-hand side means

'eyebrow' and this, when combined with 'woman' means 'to ogle,

flatter, fawn on, coax, seductive!^ This usage is powerful,

descriptive and of a beautiful directness and simplicity.

jp£to rule andjELto straighten. In Anal, xii.17.
"Chi K'ang-Tzu asked Master K'ung about the art of ruling.

Master K'ung said."Rulinn is straightening. If you lead along

a straight way, who will dare b in crooked one?" The two

ideograms have the same pronunciation cheng^ and a common

element when written. Hence Confucius is able to make his pun.

j£- has the following meanings! 1. 'upright,' 'true,* including
I

the 'right' part of 'right angle,' and the pictorial nature of

the character is probably to be found here (though not as evident

as in the last character considered). 2. 'orthodox,' 'correct,'

'regular,' 'authorised.' 3. 'exact,' 'straight,' 'formal.'

/+. 'principal,' as opposed to 'secondary.'

The Chinese do exhibit in other realms as well as the

ethical a passion for cheng,^ the exact, the formal. In their

architecture, in the right-angled grid pattern of their streets,

in their love of schemata, (five senses, five directions, eight

5 Note again that no attempt is made to give meanings in one
part of speech in English, since this is a matter of indifference
in Chinese.
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trigraas, the eight precious things of Buddhism) in their close

and formal family organisation, the Chinese love order and pattern,

a rigid order and a very formal pattern. So here Confucius seoras

to be expressing a basic need of the Chinese people, the need

to exalt order as a barrier against chaos.

tree, wood. Anal, xili.27. "The Master said,

Imperturbable, resolute, tree-like. slow to speak - such a one

is near to Goodness."^

"Tree-like" may mean "wooden, or simple." Vlaley prefers

to read /t as an emendation for F°r this character, p'o^,
-the. n ' dictionary (5354-) gives 'sincere, plain, simple; the

substance of things, things in the rough.'

Tree-like, plain, in the rough are expressions very near

to the Tacist ideal. They represent the opposite of the active

intriguer, sophisticated, cynical, a trimmer and turn-coat,

always ready to flatter the sovereign and change over to the

winning side. They might be said to stand for Xenophon and the

country gentleman over against the Sophists.

There are other ideograms with ethical connotations

which are very well-known and occur in passages too numerous to

list. Their picture derivation is traditionally given as fol-

lowdf^l hsin^ trustworthiness, faith-keeping, explained as a

man, jp becoming /^_ (the distinctive thing about man being his

It should be noted that the convention adopted throughout
the Analects is to introduce the words of Confucius himself
with the phrase, 'The Master said...'
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5
two-leggedness) - a man standing beside or by his word £ breath

out of the mouth, becoming worship, ceremony,

propriety, good manners. Here the elements are: radical/^ 'an
omen': 'to manifest, exhibit, demonstrate' - hence when used as

a radical, the character often Indicates 'revelatory,' 'belonging

to the sphere of the numinous,' ty fronds in a sacrificial

vessel, upon ^ a ceremonial stand - in other words the whole

combination stands for "due and solemn observance of ritual."

Let us turn from the consideration of individual ideo¬

grams to chains of ideas or sentences as a whole. First, there

is the point of the extreme brevity of classical Chinese, This

carries the immediate consequenoe that literal translation becomes

impossible and a measure of interpretation or paraphrase is

inevitable in more instances than would occur in the translation

of other languages into English. For example, in Anal, xiii.25.

Confucius is discussing this contrasts "The true gentleman is

easy to serve yet difficult to please... Common people are

difficult to serve, but easy to please." The full argument will

be considered elsewhere,^ but the culmination in each case is as

follows: "In using the services of others he (the gentleman)

only expects of them what they are capable of performing" (Waley)j
in Legge's briefer form, "In his employment of men, he uses them

according to their capacity." contrast, "In using the services

of others they (common people) expect them (irrespective of their

capacities) to do any work that comes along" (Waley); or in Legge,

' In chapter VII.

V
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"In his employment of men, he (the mean man) wishes them to be

equal to everything.1"

The corresponding Chinese ideograms translated individually

and literally would emerge somewhat as follows: "as-to using

men indeed capacity (supply 'mea sures') them." And "As-to using

men indeed demands preparedness emphatically."

It is evident that the key-words here are those under¬

lined. The first, ch'i^, mean3 a 'vessel,' 'utensil,' hence

'capacity,' 'ability,' what a given human vessel holds, his

potential. ' u'-'s' Dictionary 549. a.l gives for this parti-'

cular instance 'measures them, takes the measure of their ca ah

city.' The second, pei^, means 'prepare,' 'provide,' 'ready,'

'completeness.'

There is no unusual difficulty or obscurity here. The

sense is evidently that which both translators convey. But it

tales Waley, a master of language, thirty-seven English words to

convey the meaning of thirteen Chinese ideograms.

It will be noted that two words occur in the literal

translation which serve purely for emphasis. They jar on the

ear in the English flow of the sentence for the simple reason

that they are not really words at all but rather similar to

musical notation, an accent on a note, or, in the case of yeh^,
translated 'indeed' above, equivalent to a musical rest in

a

place of a note.

These "words" may also be compared to typographical

devices, in this case underlining for emphasis. Another such

® Yeh *tliwas at first probably an exclamation, "It is so.'",
but later came to imply identification between two parts
of a sentence.
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"word" htP-, , may be used as ?, a question mark, or !, an

exclamation mark. The second "word," yen*, in the original

instance is al3o frequently used as an interrogative particle.

But the musical rather than the typographical comparison may be

the bettor in some cases bocatiae it suggests to tho Western mind

a range of aesthetic and emotional content which is present in

the deceptively simple unadorned and lapidary phrases of classical

Chinese.

This is not the place to take up any full discussion of

the system of particles and prepositions which glue together

the series of ideas in the literary language.® In studying the

Analects I have compiled for try own use some of the most common

and the list runs to about twenty. Some ask a question, or say,
' "J

"Don't you think so?" One at least,:Sch'i^, corresponds to the

Latin 'num,' an interrogative particle expecting a negative

answer,*® One of the most expressive of all consists of a chain

of three, foj ©r^ 3,3 i^, (the third tone of the last

Ideogram giving forth a good sound when chanted), and means "...

and there's an end on't," "and that's that," "you oan take it or

leave it, but that I3 my last word," For example, in Anal, xil,8

occur two ideograms followed fcy those three particles to read

literally: "Gentleman disposition and that's that," The fol¬

lowing phrase is "Why use culture (to) do (it)?" Waley translates:

9 Students of Chinese will find the subject treated in such books
as Creel, Chiang, Rudolph, quoted above,

10 iSL yul often corresponds to 'nouns,* expecting an affirmative
answer.
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nA gentleman is a gentleman in virtue of the stuff he is made of.

Culture cannot make gentlemen," The force of the three final

particles is to emphasise the importance and finality of the

ideogram for 'inborn disposition' immediately preceding them.

This is a good instance of the brief and evocative nature of

classical Chinese. The context and force, the flavour and aura

have to be supplied to acme extent in the mind of the reader, or

transferred from the mind of the writer to that of the reader by

a non-logical process of association. In this the gaps, as we

would call them, in Chinese literary expression are similar to

the constructive use bf empty space by Chinese landscape artists.

The Chinese scholars here depend on long practice and a shared

classical background rather than on exact grammatical and logical

connections spelled out in detail.

* -atuowr ; Dictionary gives for the chain of three particles,

'simply,' 'only,' 'merely' and for the last of the three 'a final

particle denoting that the sense has been fully expressed.'

Musically this usage would correspond to the final resolution

with a slight rallentando in the last bars of a composition by

Bach or Mozart with its sense not only of finality but of

inevitability.

Some particles are optative, expressing a wish; some

express doubt or surprise; some are adversative; some function as

prepositions, some as pronouns, but not invariably as pronouns,

Cf, Plates 40, 41 and 92 depicting the loneliness of a boat,
in paintings by Tung Yuan (c.1000 A.D.) and Ma Yuan (?) (1190-
1224 A.D.) in Wm. Cohn, Chinese Painting. (Phaidon Press,
London, 1948).
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some as conjunctions or prepositions; some indicate result,

introducing the apodosis of a conditional sentence.

A good example of multiple use is the common ideogram J^X.
i-^, with these categories of meaning:

a. by, through, with. Instrumental preposition.
Sign of the grammatical object, which it pre¬
cedes. Often translated by 'take'

b. because

c. in order to

j _?* t0 r©Kara as; to t i , to consider
e. to have, use, do ,

f. until, when, where.

Mathews' Dictionary has the following entries for the two

particles in our original example, Anal, xiii.25:

yeb^ 7312. A particle. And; even; also;
besides; still, a) A final particle, sometimes
coupled with other particles which intensify it.
b) It occurs in the middle of a sentence and at
the end of correlated clauses, where it often
indicates a pause which brings out the meaning
better. It also occurs after individual words,
giving special emphasis to them. (See also note
7 above.)

^^;yen"'-Jt330. An interrogative particle How?
Why? Where? a) Read yen^. A final particle,
it is often used like "{^(yeh^) at the end of
correlated clauses, b) Used like'^/sKyuS),
Indicating a place, etc, c) Is. ' heart is
full of sorrow." d) A pronoun denoting some
person.

It will be seen, then, that particles exhibit great

variety of use and impart to the language subtlety, flexibility

and expressiveness. They pose a challenge to translators and

demand in no small degree both "creative ingenuity" and control

in anyone who seeks to transfer to another language and culture
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the strong but evanescent fragrance and quality of Chinese thought.

Having touched upon individual ideograms and the use of

particles, let us carry this brief examination of the language a

stage further by the example of one complete chapter (paragraph)
of the Analects in a word-for-word translation. Our general aim

is, as before, to acouire some sense of the thought-frnraework

within which ethical comparisons must be carried on between

Chinese and Western thought and life. And in each instance we

shall be alive not only to the difficulties and contrasts but

to the fresh insights and similarities which such study constantly

opens up,

A sample may be found more or less at random, in Anal,

xiii.5, each English word or hyphenated pair representing one
~*r <3 2- afvChinese ideogram: "Master said, recite Cues three hundred,

% J?-, ,>x M- , /£. if-.usd" hima for government, not succeed$ commission in
confer on-him ^
<3 ^5 -. ■% * Pi - ft*four quarters0, not able alone" reply, even-though

In-partioulara

There are a number of things to be said about this

passage. First, with only the above word-for-word clues but

with punctuation, some attempt at unravelling the meaning might

be made by an intelligent person unacquainted with Chines®.

Without punctuation the task would be considerably more diffi¬

cult. However, the Chinese fondness for word-groups, usually
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in multiples of four, acts to some degree as a substitute

for punctuation. It will be seen that the scheme In the above

consists of the following divisions, with a main break or

caesura in the sense in the middle at (b): 2,4.,A,2/4-,4,2,A.

Thi3 happens to be the division in this chapter. So far as I

know, there is no regular scheme, such as may be counted on in

poetry, both Chinese and Western, The middle break, often with

closely corresponding ideograms in each half, is connon, and is

somewhat reminiscent of Hebrew poety. Exact and subtle corre¬

spondence of Ideograms is common in the calligraphic inscriptions

presented on pairs of scrolls to someone whom a Chinese friend

wishes to honour.

Second, much light on the meaning dawns when the word

"knowledge" is supplied after "much" at the point marked (c).

The "four quarters" (c) refers to location, "far parts,"

Legge translates the chapter as follows:

"The Master said, Though a man may be able to
recite the three hundred odes, yet if, when
entrusted with a governmental charge, he knows
not how to act, or if, when sent to any q\tarter
on a mission, he cannot give his replies
unassisted, notwithstanding the extent of his
learning, of what practical use is it?"

And Waley as follows:

"The Master said, A man may be able to recite
the three hundred Songs: but if, when given
a post in the government, he cannot turn his
merits to account, or when sent on a mission
to far parts he cannot answer particular
questions, however extensive his knowledge
may be, of what use is it to him?"

Shou^ at (a) means Ho give, confer, transmit,1 But
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though the following word is given as •him* in English, this does

not mean that it is In any sense the grammatical object of shouA
in Chinese. Mathews' Dictionary, translating this particular

reference, gives "if he is used in the government service." Thus

no distinction between active and passive voices, such as we are

used to, can be maintained. Of course conversion from active to

passive in the interest of clarity or ease when translating from

one language to another, or using now active, now passive to

represent for instance, the French reflexive form, is quite

common. But the shift in dealing with Chinese goes farther and

may be compared to moving out into the symbolic language of

mathematics, since much depends on the place-relation and order

of ideograms in the chain.

There remains one further point, concerning chuan^ at
(d). If Legge's translation, 'unassisted' (or 'alone') be accepted,

the stress lies on the official being able to act on his own, with

that independence which comes from a well-stored mind. If Waley's

translation be preferred (and chuan* does have a well-known

extension of meaning to "particular,' 'specialised,' hence

'technical') then the stress lies on the official being able to

make particular application in a practical way to the matter in

hand of a general fund of knowledge acquired by study. The result

is much the same in each case.

The passage as a whole therefore deals in a somewhat

cryptic form with the whole matter of preparing a man for effective

official life. It assumes that study will provide the basis of

the official's training, but makes the point that a certain praeti-
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oal wisdom In the management of affairs Is also necessary.

Occasionally there is real ambiguity caused by an Ideogram

having two opposite meanings, as with in Anal, xiii.27. Read

na^ it means 'to raise the voice, blurt out,' Read no^ it moans

'to speak cautiously,' 'slow to speak,' as in this passage.

Perhaps the logical link may be found in the sense 'to speak

deliberately' - in the one case for emphasis, in the other after

reflection. But thi3 is pure speculation.

The evocative and communicative power of words varies so

greatly at different periods and still more in different civili¬

sations that the selection of *le mot juste' in translation is a

matter of considerable importance. And until one has to forsake

the comparatively common ground occupied by the various branches

of Western culture for the alien territory of Oriental thought,

the difficulty of bridging gulfs of misunderstanding is rarely

appreciated. Although Latin as the common language of Western

scholars has long ago dropped out of sight, Graeco-Eoman civili¬

sation and the intensive study of the Bible have left behind a

very tangible legacy of common family thinking, a Familiengut of

great richness. It is not only that w© understand each others

words, Italians, French, Americans, British, Germans, but w©

vibrate on the same wave-lengths. The same deep, hidden thoughts,

metaphors, allegories, primitive and forgotten race experiences

enable us to tune in to one another and make sense.

It Is scarcely so between the West and the Bast. Words

and thoughts tend to be on a different set of wave-lengths. The
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tuning is tricky. In so far as ve are all human, it is certainly

possible. The rewards of Intercommunication, in artistic,

intellectual and spiritual fields, are often surprising and

refreshing. But they are not easily attained, and the process

requires both painstaking care and a sympathetic and stimulated

imagination.

I came across an example of the importance of nuance and

overtones in a passage from Fung Yu-Lan's "A Short History of

Chinese Philosophy." He is discussing the thought of Tung

Chung-shu (C. 179-104 B.C.) who was "largely instrumental in

making Confucianism the orthodox belief of the Han Dynasty."

According to Tung, Man, Heaven and Earth are "the origins of all

things." "Heaven gives them birth, Earth gives them nourishment,

and Man gives them perfection" (Ch, 19)• As to how man accomplishes

this perfection, Tung nays that is done through li (ritual) and

yiieh (music), that is to say, through civilisation and culture,

'If there were no civilisation and culture, the world would be

"like an unfinished work and the universe Itself would suffer

imperfection' .2-2

Fung Yu»Lan, the author, here does us a valuable service

when he converts 'ritual' and 'music' into 'civilisation' and

'culture,' We have a strong feeling the latter words mean more;

they are "in-wordo," intellectually respectable, dealing in

categories familiar to us In the context. Where cosmic affairs,

3-2 0pe oit, pp. 194-5.
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Heaven, Earth, Man, are under discussion, ritual and music as we

understand then are too trivial, not sufficiently impressive, to

have any marked effect as a means of changing things. 'Civilisa¬

tion' and 'culture' carry more weight, seem wider-ranging, surely

more effective.

But what they seem to gain in impressiveness to us they

lose in definition. They are much more vague, less focused words.

They really tell us less and not more on how the change is to be

brought about. The Chinese, like the Hebrews, conveyed many ideas

in the most concrete and tangible of terms. How far we should go

in abstractionist translation is always a question. To the

Chinese, it is worth remembering, li is a time-honoured method'

of conducting life: it is both impressive and definite: there

is no reason why for them it should not have a cosmic extension.

A final observation on semantics may be made without

reference to the Analects but on general grounds, on the

Interesting use of the correlative terms % # , shih^ fell
is - is not, or right - wrong. Shih^ is ixsed as the ordinary

affirmative answer, yes. It Is also the common copulative verb,

to be, whan a copulative is used. (It is frequently omitted and

understood in Chinese.) Shih^ also has the sense of right as

opposed to wrong. The commonest negative is pu^, 'notj* pu^ shih^
being the ordinary oolloqulal for MO 'in the sense of NO, it is
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not so,' (Refusal is expressed otherwise by pu"*" yacA in the

colloquial language.) fei\ is also used as a negative,

♦not,' 'not to be,' usually with a more literary flavour-, and in

phrases requiring a privative at the beginning, such as 'out of

sequence,' 'non-member,' 'indeterminate' and so on. It also

means 'wrong,' 'bad.'

The primary meaning of these two ideograms would seem,

judging by their customary usage as separate terms, to be 'is'

and 'not,' or yes and no, an affirmative and a negative. But

they are also used in the ethical sense of 'right' and 'wrong'

and it is this ethical sense which predominates when the terms

are combined in what may be described as the more consciously

elaborated use, ThusJ^gr (Mathews 5794.20) is to be
translated 'ethics* or 'moral philosophy' and has no reference

to ontology, i.e. 'risht-wrong-study ,udy.♦

or 'the power of distlnguidhing right and wrong belongs to all

men.'

This us/«ge may be considered the semantic counterpart
of the well-known fact that the cast of Chinese philosophy is on

whole concerned with ethics rather than with ontology or

epistemology.

Similarly 'i _ jssive)



CHAPTER III

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF CONFUCIUS

Master K'ung, K'ung Fu Tsu or Confucius in the Latinised

form,* lived in the declining period of the Chou Dynasty (12.00-

221 B. C.) fro® 551 to ^79 B. C# It was a tine of ferment and

revolution in China, of the clash of anas and the interactions

of rival philosophies. The fixed traditions and rigid society of

feudalism were breaking up. A new cynicism and opportunism had

begun to mark the operation of power politics between the rival

states.

A traditional image has been handed down depicting the

simple but powerful and glorious rule of the Chou who gave their

name to the dynasty. It is probable that the early days of the

dynasty have been greatly idealised under later Confucian influence

on the strength of Confucius' own known admiration for one of the
2

founders, the Duke of Chou. But in any event by Confucius' time
V

the earlier social pattern at the becoming of the Chou had broken

down and the fourteen or so major states, some .ueh more w rf 1 t nn

others, were in a constant and uneasy flux of shifting alliances, court

intrigue and open war.

* First used by the Jesuits in 17th Century China
2 Anal. vii. 5

27
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Confucius was born in the State of Lu in the southern part

of the modern Shantung Province in North East China# Lu held

approximately a lower middle position in the range of power, being

neither one of the stronger states nor yet negligible in the system

of alliances# In the end it was swallowed up along with the others

and the State of Ch'in emerged supreme, after a ghakespearIan welter

of murder and rapine, to produce the first unified Chinese Empire in

221 B# C.j, about 250 years after the death of Confucius.

Since our main sources for the history of this period are

deeply coloured by Confucian thought, the history is usually written

in a strongly moralistic style, fhere were undoubtedly other factors

at work than the there of "the good duke- evil king - corruption due

to sing-song girls at court," which figures prominently in the Confucian

interpretation. Economic and technical factors must have come into play,

though materials to evaluate them have so far been scanty. Great changes

were brought about, particularly in the military field, by the spread of

the use of iron in the time of Confucius.

Although many varying factors combined to produce the uneasy

state of society in Confucius' day, it must nevertheless be emphasized

that the lack of an accepted moral climate was an important one.

Confucius' own fight for moral standards and his stress on reform

can only be understood against the background of the break-up of

feudalism as a way of life, and of a wide spread moral relativism

which came as a result. Has Confucius sometimes seamed a figure

somewhat staid and dull among the leaders of mankind? On closer
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acquaintance he appears rather as one fighting for something is which
he profoundly believed, and doing it with Insight, irony, courage,

urbanity, astonishing sophistication^ and lifelong persistence.

It will be the contention of this study that it was not the feuda¬

lism of the past but something new and much more universal for which

he was striving.

The consequences to society of the lack of a strong and stable

central authority are well known from those periods of European history

when the nobility were engaged, to an extent greater than usual, in

fighting one another. H. G. Creel summarises the similar conditions

in Confucian China t'nusj

"The common people were severely oppressed and
almost without any rights? their rulers might use
them as they would, subject only tb the check of
infrequent and ineffectual rebellion. Members of 1
the ruling class were themselves the victims of the
time. The rulers and their powerful ministers were...
with rare exceptions, prey to the degeneration usually
suffered by families in which power and luxury are
bequeathed from father to son for many generations.
They needed two virtues, prowess in war and skill in.
intrigue, and these they cultivated to the utmost."

This picture of Confucius' times clearly emerges from the books

which form our chief sources for his life namely the Analects, of

which more later, the Too Chuan, an early commentary added to the

Ch'un Ch'iu, the "Spring and Autumn" annals of the State of Lu, which

are contemporary with Confucius, the book 011.0 !(U71-38l B. C.),

3 But then the Chinese always display a sophistication that surprises
the•West and yet retain a quality of freshness and energy that is
anything but tired and fin-de-siecle.

^ H. G. Creel, Confucius and the Chinese Way, (Harper Toichbooks, I960),
p. 1U3. originally published 19U9 as Confucius! the Man and the Myth.
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the first great opponent of Confucius, and the hook of Hencius (371? -

269? B. C«), Confucius' great successor.

Sven 00, the materials on the life of Confucius are meagre,

after a due purge has been made of all the laudatory and imaginary

accretions of his later admiring biographers.^ His ancestors may have

been of the aristocracy, but Confucius himself was bom to a family of

comparatively humble status, his father possibly a minor official in

the State of Lu. There is a tradition that Confucius before long became

an orphan, and in fact no early work mentions his father or mother.^
As a bey and young man he probably received the elements of education

as an apprentice official engaged in clerical work. Mencius wrote,

"Confucius was once keeper of stores, and he said,
•It is only necessary that my accounts be correct.' He
was once in charge of pastures, and said, fIt is my duty
only to see that the oxen and sheep are well-grown and
strong*J "7

He also practised archery and music, two of the polite accomplishments

of the gentle r class. His passion for knowledge and aptitude for

study made him in the end probably one of the most accomplished scholars

of his day. His pioneering work as a teacher will be discussed at a

later point. He had a son who died while Confucius was still alive,

and a daughter. Ho mention whatever is made of his wife.

5 The application of "higher criticism" in the life of Confucius by
both Chinese and Western scholars is a comparatively recent phenomenon.

^ For these facts and the subsequent outline of the main dates in
Confucius8 life I am indebted to H. G» Creel, "Confucius and the
Chinese i/ayj' pp. 25ff»

1 Mencius 5 (2) 5.1*.
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Confucius has been credited with a msaber of literary works,

including the editing of the Book of O&es® and the composition of the

Ch'ua Ch'iu, the "Spring end Autumn AsaaaXs". But the conclusion of

Creel and others is negative.

"Our examination of the various hooks Confucius is
supposed to have written ,.. leaves us vith the conclusion
that we have no convincing evidence that he wrote or even
edited anything at all. !Thi& is not an original verdict;
an increasing number of scholars have reached this same
conclusion in recent years. "9
Confucius* abiding influence was attained not through hooks hut

through his effect upon the men who gathered round him in an informal

way, reminiscent of the friends surrounding Socrates. Confucius would

doubtless have liked to exert a direct influence upon affairs through

holding office In the public service. He was probably given a minor

post in the government of Lu at some time between 502 and kjjg b. C.,

perhaps as a member of the Council of State. It is to be noted he was

by this time already about fifty years of age. In h$2 we know he was

acquainted with Chi K'aag Tzu, the head of the (hi family, who were the

effective power in the state of In. 'Bale individual's name occurs in

the Analects more often than that of any other person apart from the

disciples. Prior to this, in V?8, the disciple Tzu Lu is known to have

been in the politically important post of steward to the Chi household.

In fact three of Confucius' disciples held this post in succession.

8 V. later, p. 37

9 Creel, Ckanfuelus and the Chinese frfcy, p« 106. it is noteworthy that
the same holds true for Gautasm Buddha, Socrates and Christ.
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This seaaa to have been the pattern. Confucius himself vas net

given public office, possibly because of his mccEtpromlalng honesty

which made the universal political art of flattery an impossibility for

him. But on the other hand his disciples were in demand. Whatever a

prince's cmx nature or conduct, he want® man of skill and integrity to

serve Mm. Althou#. evidence is scanty, it seems that the group round

Confucius, apprOKiaateJy twenty-two in number according to the names

mentioned in the Analects, seme of them nearly as old as he was, pro¬

vided a main source of reliable recruits for the public service.

Hieae circumstances will be seen to be of the utmost importance

then wa came to consider in detail C0@afuci.u35 delineation of the Cixim

C^a" ) the man of ideal moral Character. Hie clamant need of

such men was underlined by an historical occurrence in In. Between 505

and 502 B. C. the state was virtually terrorised by a dissident retainer

of the Chi family, Yang Su. In 502 he plotted to kill the heads of the

three principal families and usurp power. Hie plot was discovered just

in time and Yang Su fled for his life. It is after this point that we

come across the names of men associated with Confucius in government

positions. Boat hoc ergo propter hoc is an unreliable argument but in

this case there may be something in it.

But Confucius himself, according to Mencius, felt he was "not

used" in Lu,10 and thought nearly sixty years of age, left his own state

to seek a prince who would be more prepared to adopt his principles.

10 Hie more picturesque reason given in Analects XVIII.4 reads (la Malay's
translation): "Hie people erf CM in sent to Lu a present of female
musicians, and Chi Huaa-Tzu accepted them. For three days no Court
was held, thereupon Master K'ung left Lu." Waley in his note says
the sending of such gifts "to weaken the power of the government" is
"a common folk-lore theme." In any event most of Book XVIII is known
to be unreliable. (See p. 40for authenticity in the Analects),
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Shis occurred between hg& sad hgo, or in »aay event not later than ty?3.

Shis marks the beginning of the second phase in the life of

Confucius, the period of travel. It is probable that this phase had

considerable influence both asternal and internal. Ertemally the

search for the ideal prince may hare seared to meet with little success.

And yet the later ascendancy of Confucian ideas and the demand for

reliable civil servants already mentioned indicate that the effect of this

group visiting many of the feudal states at this time cannot have been

negligible. Internally the fact that they were away from heme, thrown

together constantly aad probably drawixy? new disciples from time to

time into their number, would result in an increased esprit de corps and

the beginning of that loyalty to the Confucian moral ideal which were

decisive factors in the survival of the system. Indeed this peripatetic

school of statesmanship provides the first known instance we have in

China of any organised group of teacher and students. The only education

which seems to have been available otherwise was the individual appren¬

ticeship of young Claris to ruling officials.

Confucius and his school in this regard as pioneers in higher

education may be perhaps compared to the Sophists in Greece. Elementary

education was, of course, already in existence in some form in both

countries: for where there is a written language, both it and the elemen¬

tary use of numbers must be passed on to each succeeding generation.

But the organised pursuit of higher knowledge as power, knowledge as

virtuosity, and knowledge for its own sake is a much later and quite

distinct development in civilisation. The first clear traces of it

seem to emerge in China with Confucius and in Greece with the Sophists.11

11
She first traces in these countries. I do not enter upon the question

of education in the civilisations of the Ancient Hear East, Babylonia,
^sypt and so on.
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W. K. C. Guthrie in his invaluable short study, "The Greek Hxilosophers'1,

says:

"The reaction towards humanism (i.e. sway from physical
speculation) is associated with the rise of a new class, the
Sophists. It is often pointed out that the Sophists were not
a particular philosophical school, hut rather a profession.
They were itinerant teachers, who made a living out of the
new hunger for guidance in practical affairs which arose at
this 'fa**** from the causes I have mentioned; the 4y>:rrrai.«4r»g
opportunities of talcing part in practical politics, the grow*
4 rig impatience with the natural i /<nr»jr<3-m-rg ^ «w^ (one asay
add) an Increasing scepticism about the validity of tradi¬
tional religious teaching with its crudely anthropomorphic
pictures of the gods.

The mood of scepticism was also present in Confucius' time,

scepticism concerning the traditional values of the feudal age. There

was more scope for politics and intrigue in the weakening of the old.

feudal framework and the increase of independent states. There was a

felt need among the heads of skate for methods of control and manip¬

ulation, a technique that would lead to the advancement by each of Ms

own state in the growing struggle for power. This last was not

necessarily a need that Confucius' school would be willing to fill, but

■the prince concerned sight hope so. In such ways -parallels may be seen

between two very different social situations in China and Greece.

But in China there was also one peculiar need which the

Confucians were particularly suited to meet and that was in the matter

of ritual. For the ancestral sacrifices and observances which were the

keystone of Chinese religion to b© properly conducted, trained celebrants

were essential. Moreover in a society as carefully graded as that of

ancient China, the increasing number of noble aspirants after greater

power and higher position increased the demand for eocperts to assist is

the performance of mora elaborate ritual® which would, signalise to the

12 QP« cit., p.66.
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world the higher status of the family concerned.

It may secsa exaggerated to refer to an elaborate list of brunches

of knowledge which would be required 1b such ritual experts, as for earaaplep

literature, history, music, religious usage and deportment. After all,

the feudal age in China vm an age still very primitive by later stand¬

ards. But in the ethics of the Chinese people the respect for custom,

the sense of the fitting in language and musical expression and the passion

feu: suavity and dignity of bearing - hlive always been so strong that the

students of Confucius who had specialised under him in Just such matters

would inevitably be in considerable demand*

Returning to the comparatively few known facts about Ccaafuclus*

life and travels, we find hlia first after leaving La in the State of ifel,

•where he had an interview with Duchess Son. Tsu, the somewhat notorious

wife of Duke Ling of* Wei. He was apparently well received and given sose

post for a time, but not one which offered an opportunity to put his

principle® Into practice.

He left for the State of Ch'en, passing through Sung where an

attempt seems to have been made to assassinate him by a dissolute young

noble, Quan T'ui. Creel accepts a® a possible motive for this attempt

the disapproval Kuan T'ui felt for Cosfs;eiu©* influence over Ssu-ma Niu,

Sunn U'ui's younger brother, that to ;su- i u. appealed as the moral

challenge of Confucius Ms brother regarded as "the corruption of youth".

Uhere seems to be every likelihood that a saoral factor was present in

the whole episode-.

^3 she reference here is intended to be wider than Confucius' life-time
and to extend to later periods when Confucianism was in the ascendant.
But the process began while he was alive.
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Attar teiag ia Ot'en ia 492 B. C., Omtuelm meat to the stoall

adjoining State of $s*ai, probably to 000 the Bute of She. She iJtee

apparently did not gait® fcaos? what to ssate of the wandering pMXoaojilier

and aSted a disciple, Sau-lu, what Mad of mm Si® muster was. fStelu
afterwards confessed to Goafuoixa® that hm had scarcely taoss 1what to

re$Jy» bsrfc Oonfaeius said, "lijgr did you met say, *3Me is the character

of the Mas so latent ujscea eMi^rtealag the eager that fee forgets Me

hunger, and s© happy is doing so, that he forget® the bitterness of Ms

lot and dees act realise that old age ia at hand. 2hat is what ha is.

This incites! gives a clear lastosoe of the feet that Ccsafuetus

considered teaching to he the purpose ate passiia §£ Ms life. But it

also illustrate® the difficulty of evaluating historically the course of

his career and the character of the persons he asst. Creel state© th-.< a

later date "the Bute Of She led eta aaaay to put down a rebellion. Having

dam© so, ha adaiMetered the govearnaas* only long enough to restore order.

This done, he installed the son of the foaaar Priae Minister and returned,

to She, ,il5 thus efisoMag ateii^hle self*r©rt:mlmfe WMey, on the other

hand, la his note on Anal. vii, 18, describes the Bute of She as "an

adventurer," the title being "one which he ted iawessted for hlsaself."
'mem follow several years ia which nothing 1© hoowa of Confucius*

activity, hat in 484 he is to b© found back again in wei, where K*«ag Yfi,
the actual ruler, soo^fc Ms advice and gscre Ma a stipend.

jbsaieefee vii. 18 Vfaley's translation. Confucius was 62 at the tine.
^ Creel, op, sit., pp. 46*47.
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Bit lie was longing to be hoe® again in Ma own Stat© of Lu. He

me invited to return there aid did so in the same year k&k, aged 67.
One of Ms diselpls«, . u:ig, vac active in In, and soother Jan Ch'iu

rose to power about tide time. They amy have been Instrumental in having

the master invited back officially.

It is possible that in these last years Confucius may have been

engaged in sane re-arranging of the order of pieces in the Book of Odea,

which certainly existed before his tine. He is only known once to have

interfered directly in affairs of state, when he advised invasion of

CMi by Lu in order to oust the Ch'en fSrcOy who had murdered the reign¬

ing Bike of Ch*i. His advice was not carried out.

She shadows were lengthening* Oaafuelus was saddened by the

death of Ms son, end of his disciple yen Bui. Two other disciples,

Ssu~jm Nlu and Tsu-lu, died in ^1 and kQO respectively. Confucius him¬

self lived till the next year and died ®>t the age of 72, with little

done and everything accomplished. He was ahead of Ms time but he was

close to the Chinese people. His thought, or rather Ms whole approach

to life, has survived over twenty-four centuries with fewer modifications

than most systems because he eumed up what the Chinese felt to be their

own essence at its best.

The thought of Confucius attained this wide and lasting influence

through certain universal characteristics it possessed. But its origins

were local and particular, as are the origins of all philosophical

systems. The reasons why Confucius developed Ms type of thinking at this

time are more than usually obscure. It is clear that the fierce struggle

between rival schools of thought forced him to formulate Ms own philosophy;

and it is popaj'M** or ovm likely that its for® was affected by the power-
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struggle going on "between the hereditary ruling family, the CM, and the

families of a few other powerful nobles, such as the Mesg and the Sung,

in the course of which the Prince of Lu had several times hem compelled

to flee the state. Shis situation in the State of Lu was closely par¬

alleled in other states at the time. Powerful families struggled to

carve out territories of their own, and is many eases succeeded, causing

the proliferation of petty kingdoms which is a mark of this period.

She lesser nobility, on the other hand, seam to have resisted, this

tendency through a natural unwillingness to becoming subject to the power¬

ful nobles, and either to have supported the ruling house or aspired to

create new states which would not be subject to this kind of baronial

rivalry.

Confucius mam to have been more or less identified with the

lesser nobility. He does not condemn the hereditary principle, indeed

supports the idea of loyalty to the prince, but is concerned to evolve

a system of ethical values which will make for universal law, order and

peace and will no longer depend merely on feudal loyalty and aristocratic

privilege.

One of the chief -jays in which Confucius achieved the simple pre¬

sentation of an epitome of the Chinese character referred to above and a

system of ethics with a broader base than the feudal structure was in

that image of the Ideal Man which emerges in his use of ih« term

chtin tssu, "princely man" or "gentleman", in the Analects, the best-known

of all the Chinese classical books. Shis will form the central theme of

this study; but first there are two preliminary natters which must be

considered. One is the Analects as a book and the other the diameter

of Confucius a® therein reflected.
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The Analects is a collection of obiter dicta of Confucius and in

some cases of bis disciples in some 500 abort chapters - we should

describe them as paragraphs. A brief description of the circumstances,

the names of the questioner, the occasion are sometimes sketched in

and then Confucius* saying or an outline of bis attitude cm the point

at issue is given.

An impression of the man, his teaching and the ideal he followed

is thus built 19, sometimes by indirect means. The formal working out

of & system progresses further in his successor, Mencius, some hundred

years later, though even here the form is still that of reporting

incidents and conversations rather than an orderly and comprehensive

treatise. The Chinese, with some notable exceptions, tend to be annalists
rather than historians.

The Analects bears a certain resemblance to the Synoptic Gospels

in its form, while the work of Mencius may be compared to the Epistles

of St. Paul, as far as the development of a more systenatised but still

informal framework is concerned. And; as in Hew Testament studies there

has been discussion on the original content of the gospel and the Gospels,

so in the Analects it is not easy to distinguish between the beliefs of

Confucius himself and those later elaborated by his followers, nor in

the second place between the later statements thick represent a develop¬

ment in the same line as Confucius' own thought and departures from his

views which represent the interaction of other philosophies.

The Chinese characters (Lun Yd) of the title mean

"Selected Sayings". (The first one, Lun, is used with the connotation

of editing a document as "to discuss" or "revise" in Anal. xiv. 9),
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Arthur Haley places the accepted final date of the material la the hook

at about 350 B. C. This is a hundred years from the death of Confucius

in h79 B. C.2^ The compilation of the hook may well he later. The

present text was more or less fixed hy Cheng Hsuan in the Second Century

A.D., and is net, textually considered, in great dispute* (Haley*©
textual notes en the thole hook only occupy nine pages of fairly open

type.)

How much of the Analects is authentic in the sense of representing

faithfully the original Confucius is, however, another matter. Wfeley

points out that the different hooks are of very different dates, Books

III - IX representing "the oldest stratum," while the death of Master

Tseng recorded in Book VIII would place that book well into the second

half of the Fifth Century B. C. (Even so that is only 60 years after

the death of Confucius.} Books X and XX ere of a different character

from the rest. Books XVI and XVII are not from a source near to the

earliest Confucian!82a, and XVIII and part® of XTV contain many anti-

Confucian stories, similar to those prevalent in Taoist works. Although

Books III - IX give access to the earliest material about Confucius,

much help in building up a true picture of the historical Confucius can

also be derived from the other hooks.

Haley goes so far in the negative direction as to say, "I use the

tern 'Confucius * throu$at©ut this hook in a conventional sense, simply

meaning the particular early Confucians whose ideas are embodied in the

sayings. ni7 But it may he objected in face of this thorough scepticism

that indications are that there was an historical character called Confucius.

*6 a. Hhley, The Analects of Confucius, (Geo. Allen & Unwin, London, 1938),
p. 21

Qp- clt., p.25.
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Accretions to the early material on his life cm he distinguished and

set aside, same of them quite readily, such as the obviously miraculous

incidents and piling tip of honours on Confucius which axe not "borne out

by a study of Meacius* writings a hundred years after Confucius' time,

ihese accretions date from the time of much later admirers of Confucius.

Vixen they have been stripped away, there still remains the material

v&ley is discussing in the Analects Itself, invented incidents of Maoist

provenance and so on. But let these be granted as inadmissible and

stricken out also. There remains a large number ef sayings which are
—

^

highly distinctive, sui generis end self-consistent. Hb"r ?ov r there is

no discernible point in inventing many of thorn, as they do not i*irticu~

iarly glorify Confucius. When a process of hitter criticism has been

discovered and applied, - and usefully and fairly recently applied in

the case of Confucius - there ie no need to carry it to the eactrems of

denying historical validity to all the sayings and incidents, unless

there is a cogent reason to do so in each individual case.

There is one other class of historical ambiguity which should be

mentioned, namely that in which one translator will males the subject of

an incident "Chiia T&u, gentleman" and another translator will make

Confucius himself the subject. This ambiguity, however, need not coneera

us here since our main aim is not to write a critical biography of

Confucius but to delineate from the material in the Analects the image

of the Ideal Man. For this purpose it matters little whether this

ideal is said to be embodied in Confucius or in a generalisation frees

moral experiences such as "the @@9EXtvJL6835iS8^B. In point of fact the vexy

possibillty that these two, Confucius and the Chthi Tzu, can be confused
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shows the importance of same mderstanding of Confucius* own character

as a preliminary to a study of the Chtin Tsu«

WO have glanced at the life of Confucius and the setting of his

tines in order to prepare the way for hie view of the ideal nan. let

us look now at one or two of the salient characteristics of the person¬

ality of Confucius as seen in the Analects.

Confucius as conservative historian. Confucius was an historian

and research student, if there is one role above any other that he sees

as his own, it is that of an interpreter of the past. :The Master said,

I for ay part an not one of those who have innate knowledge. X m simply

cms who loves the past and who is diligent in investigating it. Walsy

points out that the nominative used is 'wo', 'I for say part which

is more 9 phatic than the usual 'vu*. Confucius is stressing the

difference between himself and others - 'moi, Je na sals pas ...» One

of the best known paragraphs in the thole of the Analects nates the sane

point. "The Master said, A transmitter and not a mater, believing in

and loving the ancients, I venture to compare myself with our old P'ang,

Pfng is the Chinese Nestor. She Chinese are as loath as we are eager

to claim originality.

A political conservatism which clings to the feudal ideal is

reflected in Anal. ill. 5: "The Master said, The Barbarians of the East

and West have retained their princes* They axe sot in such a state of

decay as we in China," 'where in several States the ruling families had

Anal. vil. 19. t&ley's translation. All Anal, quotations are given
in W&ley's translation unless otherwise noted.

•*"9 Anal. vil. 1. Here Legge's translation given above is more terse and
effective than Whley'a.
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been ousted by usurpers' (Wdley's note). Or again, "The Master said,

Cfaou could survey the tw preceding dynasties. How great a wealth of

culture J And we follow upon Chou," i.e. 'we in La have all three dynas¬

ties, Hsia, Yin and Chou, to look back upon and imitate4 (Whley'a note).20
It has been mentioned that Confuciusl' particular hero of the past was

the Duke of Chou. This reference to him has a refreshingly personal and

honest note: "The Master said, How utterly things have gone to the bad

with me. It is long now indeed since I dreamed that I saw the Duke of

Chou. "2^

Confucius as forward-looking reformer. Yet Confucius was far

from being merely a 'laudator teaporis acfci.' As Creel points out, he

demanded in his students "the unceasing search for truth;1,22 and if you

have the truth all given from the past, you do not have to search for

it. Dubs makes Hsdn tssu (c. 296-238 B.C.) and not Confucius the arch-

conservative: "Hstta tzu developed Confucianism into an authoritarian

system, in which all truth was to be derived from the sayings of the

Sages."23 The fact is that once again Confucius can only be understood

against the background of his time. He stressed Imitation of the past

because in the mood of prevailing scepticism and iconoclaam the good

values of the past were being thrown out along with the bad.

20 Anal. ill. Ik,

Anal, vii. 5.

22 Creel, Confucius and the Chinese Why, p. 209.
23 Homer H. Dubs, The Failure of the Chinese to Produce Philosophical

Systems s (in T'ouag Pa© XXV, Leyden 1923), p. 106 quoted Creel
op. cit., p. 2Q9»
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la spite of his veneration for the past Confucius showed more

than ordinary concern for the common people and constantly advocated

reform, His criterion for the good ruler is the manner in which he

treats his subjects. Anal. ii. 3 (though not stemming from the earliest

material) gives a typical summary of Confucius* political philosophy;

it cannot be described as extreme right-wing. ?*Ehe Master said, If one

tries to guide the people by means of rules, and keep order by means of

punishments, the people will merely seek: to avoid the penalties without

having any sense of moral obligation. But if one leads them with virtue

(both by precept and by example), and depends upon 11 to maintain order,

the people will then feel their moral obligation and correct themselves.

Creel is perhaps right in suggesting^? that Confucius* feeling
for the lot of the common people may have stemmed from his own early

experiences of poverty. But when he goes beyond the description of

Confucius as a reformer^ to speak of Mm as a revolutionary and champion

of the rights of the common man, surely this is to fall into that trap

which was mentioned above (p. 7 ), namely the importation of modem Ideas

of democracy into the thought-world of Confucius' time.2*? From Confucius'

admiration of the princes of the barbarians (v. above?. 42) and his whole

treatment of the /-K /v, , hsiao jea, "common people", "common herd"

or even "small-minded person" as opposed to the chitet tzu, "gentlemaa"

Creel's translation, op. eit., p. 150, ftaley
25 OP- P. 151
26

the subject of Creel, op. eit., Chap. X
^ It is true Creel is aware of -toe danger, but does not altogether

avoid it.
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it is evident he still belongs to the aristocratic framework of his time.

He believes the comae© people should be treated fairlyj he condemns

cruel oppression and flagrant injustice} but he is not a • revolutionary*

standing for eg&lltarlanisot or the rights of man in the modem sense.

'J&e liffiter side of his character. Confucius was a conservative

but not in the reactionary, dull, rigid and oppressive sense. His

character,which at first seems staid and proper, upon a closer look

reveals flexibility, humour and aesthetic sensibility. "In leisure

hours, Confucius' manner was free and easy, his expression alert and

cheerful."^ He could turn discouragement into 'whimsy and poke fun at

his friends at 'the same time. "The Why makes no progress. I shall get'

upon a raft and float out to sea. Tzu Lu, I am sure, will come with

me ... ,,29 Tsu Lu was known for his over-confidence. The best in this

vein of sly fun may be seen when Confucius is speaking about a certain

Chi Men Tzu, who "used to think l ricobe ->?e acting. The Master, hear¬

ing of it said, 'Twice is quite enough. "■?li Here is a delightful sub¬

acid humour. If Confucius had bear the purely earnest, unsophisticated

type, he would have burst out and said, 'Ridiculous! Once is enough."

But 'twice,' for sens indefinable reason, is the phrase of a wise mn

with a quiet irony.

Someone remarked of him, "Great indeed is Confucius! He is vastly-

learned, and yet - he has not made a mm for himself in any profession,"

to which Confucius replied, with evident Irony, "How let me see, what

28 Anal. vii. h.

^ Anal. v. 6.

30 Anal. v. 19.
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ishall I take up? Stall it b© <hariot©erlag, or archery? I hare it I
<f |ia «fc. n -t- -i .1-1 -irr? ri fi fAI'll take up abiariotaeriog;

His Aesthetic Feeling. He was, moreover, capable of deep

aesthetic feelings. Wbtea he heard the Succession, "for three months he

did sot too*? the taste of meat/' or did not notice what he was eattog.

Such had been the overwhelming effect of the music, heard and wwrabered.

Confucius went on to my? "1 did sot picture to itself, that any music

existed which could reach such perfection m this. "S2 3he anisic, "the

Siao," referred to here is explained in Anal. Hi. 25. "She Master

spoke of the Succession Dance (Sxao) as being {or as embodying) perfect

beauty and at the case tine perfect goodness; but of the War Dance as

being perfect beauty but not perfect goodness." Maley comments, ''This

dance (at any rate according to later Ctonfuclan theory) mimed the peace¬

ful accession of the legendary a^peror Shun; the 'Mr Dance mimed the

accession by conquest of the Steperor WU, whs overthrew the Yin in the

eleventh century, B. C."

Not music alone but music in association with dance and mime, all

with the powerful religious and historical associations gathering round

the dynasties of the Golds®. Age - these things migit well affect on© of

Confucius* teajperamezrt. It is as though, an Englishman who was musically

sensitive were to receive the combined impressions of, say, the Bach Mass

in B Minor and the ritual of the Coronation Service. But the parallel

ie ineu^lete for we have lost in the Wfest the religious dance, both as

an art form and as a spiritual experience.

32- Anal. IX.2 (Creel's translation).
3s Anal. vii. 1.3.
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Confaelua a Realist. Here, then, la Confucius, as the stiff,

archaic trapping® are removed and the confused ©oats of later adulation

stripped assay, - is a nm who is parlous but not rigid. He tows the

worth to a gentleman of a certain 'gravitaa'i hut he is also a realist

and kaowe that this quality nay in some he spurious. 'The Master said

(of someone), That Ms conversation is sound one may grant. But whether

he is Indeed a true gentleman or merely esse who adopts outward airs of

solemnity, it is not so easy to say. "33 The true distinguishing mark

of the gentleman is that inward spirit which does not easily admit of

definition but is soon recognised when it is present. The sense of what

is right most com from within: no 'outward airs' or stereotyped forms

will he valid if this is missing. "If a man does not constantly ask

himself, What is the right thing to do? I really don't know what is to

b© mm about Ma. "3^

And on Bxthusiast. Enthusiasm and single mlndedness seam to

have marked Confucius throughout his life. He was reputedly sixty-two

when he described himself as "so intent upon enlightening the eager that

he forgets his hunger, and so happy in doing so that he forgets the

bitterness of his lot and does not realise that old age is at hand. "33
There is an echo of 'Seek ye first the Kingdom of God ,,.' "A gentleman

in his plans* thinks of the Why; he does not think how he is going to

make a living." 'The Htoy' as a phrase has almost mystical significance.

It is true the character , tao, is associated in a special sense

33 Anal. xi. 20.

3^ Anal. xv. 15. (Creel's translation)
35 Anal, vii. IB.
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with Taoism, but It is also a tan® with an ancient general significance,

heightened by Confucius, and meaning 'the way of goodness,'

Mi same Chester goes on with a light brush-stroke of irony -

"Even farming sometimes entails times of shortage; and even learning

may incidentally lead to hi# pay. Bet % gentleman's anxieties concern

the progress of the fey; he has not amtirty concerning poverty. "36
(the italics are mine.}

The touch of irony probably conceals an autobiographical reference.

Confucius, for all his learning, was constantly being passed over in the

struggle for an official career. But he was not soured hor embittered.

The first chapter of the Analects contains the phrase; "To reaain

unsoured even thou# erne's are unrecognised by others, is that

not after all what is expected of a gentleman?" Ms is echoed in Anal,

xv. 18; "The Master said, A gentleman ie distressed by his own lack of

capacity; he is never distressed at the failure of others to recognise

his merits."

Even the incomplete biographical details we have for Confucius

make it clear that there were two main strands in his experience; cm

as an aspiring official seeking to influence directly the affairs of

state; the other a® a teacher of young men who were destined in the

main for public office. 37 jn the former role he was a failure, partly,

am may guess, because his strong moral stand would be unpalatable to

36 Anal. xv. 31.

37 'public office' ie a familiar and convenient term but probably not a
very accurate description. The later apparatus of government had still
to emerge. At this point it was all a more haphamrd affair, with the
appointment of 'likely young men' depending on the whims of tyrants.
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princea in a higjhly competitive phase of China's history. In the latter

role he was a brilliant success. But the moral triumph which gave him

moral authority was not von without cost. On one occasion he was offered

a post by Kung-efcan, who was in rebellion, and was disposed to accept It.

One of hie stricter disciples Tsu-Xu was chocked at the idea of his accept¬

ing office under such a man, and dissuaded him. Confucius said in the

course of the discussion - is it fanciful to catch the echo of a searching

debate with himself? - "May X not make a Chou (an ideal state) in the

Sast (where the kingdom was situated to which he was invited)?"

Supremely a Teacher. But in the beneficent dispensation of all

things Confucius undoubtedly found his aaftier. He would sot have been

an outstanding success as an official. He has had more influence than

almost any other known teacher. The Chinese, as has been remarked, have

maintained one homogeneous culture and way of life more consistently and

for a longer span of time any other people. This phenomenon is due

to Confucius more than to any other single man, and it came about pre¬

cisely because, as he said, he was not an innovator but a transmitter.

He mirrored the best of China to itself. He was ahead but not too far

ahead. He epitomised and crystallised for his countrymen all they un¬

consciously felt to be best and most typical in their civilization.

3$ xt is true this would never have come about if it had not been for
Confucius' followers. As Socrates had his Plato, Confucius had his
Mencius and his Chu Hsi. The original title of Creel's book was
'Confucius, the Man and the Myth.' Without the man there would have
been no myth but the myth was needed to change China into the
Confucian mould.
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A aiassaary of Ctonfuciua5 life and attitude may perhaps be found In the

•terse phrases of Anal. vii. 6, only Ik characters ia all. It is Taoist

in feeling and even ia the occurrence of the characters b ffi. tao, aad

Tao To C&Ing. Whatever its provenance the inclusion of a possible Taoist

element stakes it the store representative of China as a vhole, even to its

gentle anti-climactic close. It runs: "Hi® Master said, Set your heart

upon the Way, support yourself by its power, lean upon Goodness, seek

distraction^ in the arts."

in successive phrases, echoing the title of the Taoist classic

39 she verb Yus moves in this realm of ideas: *to swim, float, roam,
travel, hence release.*



CHAPTER IV

THE WORD 'G03TLMAH* IB THE ODES

Vfe are concerned la this study vith comparative ethics, with

an attempt to make clear those aspects of the character of a good mn

which the Chinese of Confucius' time and school considered to he of

paramount importance and then to make some comparisons and contrasts

vith the ideal man in Greek civilisation and in Christianity. In

order to define the field at the outset the ideogramsjj^^- ditto tsu
as used in the Analects have been selected. But these ideograms, like

all others, have a history. It will he illuminating to look first at

the meaning and usage of the term chttn tsu in a veil-known vork which

is acknowledged to he pro-Confucian.

The character, Chfln, 'prince', 'lord', or 'gentleman' is

used (approximately) 67 times in all in the Odes, Shih Ching,

which Is a collection of folk-songs and one of the basic Chines® Classics.

It should he noted that among the 67 instances there are a number of

repetitions of the character in various verses of one ode, the signifi¬

cance being usually the same throughout the poem.

The Book of Odes is particularly valuable in tracing the change

in the meaning of since, first, it ante-dates Confucius by a

1 I owe the suggestion of examining the Odes for this purpose to the
kindness of Prof. Wing-tsit Chan.
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of "balladsj songs and odes of celebration which, it contains reflect in

remarkably clear and "innocent" or non-doctrinalre manner the thoughts

and usages of the feudal age. The feudal age was succeeded by the age

of Confucius and the contending philosophers, and by the vast upheaval

cf the Ch'ia conquest and centralising process: for good or ill things

were never the same again. Moreover, the Odes is the book most fre¬

quently quoted in the Analects.

To make the examination I used the Chinese text, transcription

and translation of the Book of Odes by Bernard Karlgrea.3 He gives a

most valuable literal translation though he claims for it no literacy

merit>

A sensible classification of the uses ofin the Odes is not

easy to make and the categories 1 have chosen overlap somewhat. This

will be seen from the fact that the number of occurrences in the divi¬

sions below amount to 90 not 67, some instances having a legitimate

place in two different categories. First: 36 instances of domestic

•use of the term in & feudal household - "my lord", - as spoken by wife,

mistress, girl or retainer. It is noteworthy that the great majority

2 The odes are dated between 1000&70QBCPurlgrea notes on Ode 131#
"yfoexk Prince Mu of Ts'in died in 621 B. C. three noblemen were buried
alive with him. This ode is therefore one of several that can be dated.

3 Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm, 1950.
^ He uses some interesting 'Scholar's English': 'aberred* in Ode 1S8:
Forefathers and foremothers 189: 'brusque8 as a verb - "do not
brusque an old friend" 81, 'my toiled heart' in 14-3, and 'nocuous
insects' in 264. Logically these forms ought to exist in Etaglish:
it Is just unfortunate they never occur. But this does not detract
from the Immense value of the translation.
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of speakers using the term are women. The possible instances of a sale

retainer or follower as speaker in this category are very few. Some

examples will make the matter clearer; and usually one phrase is all

that need be quoted, though much of the beauty is thereby lost. "The

beautiful and good girl, she is a good mate for the lord" l.v.l. "I

go along the bank of the Ju (stream) ... while I have not yet seen the

lord. 1 am desirous as if morning-hungry ... !4hen I have seen the lord,

he will not remove and reject me" 10.1,2. lord has gone on m ex¬

pedition of war, not for days, not for months; when will he Join me? "66,2.

"tfy lord is elated; in his left hand he holds the reed-organ, with the

right he beckons to me from the chambers; oh, there is Joy!" 67.1.

The next two examples are concerned with assignations and what

Khrlgren calls "love-excursions": "The wind and the rain cure cold, the

cocks crow in unison: but since I have seen my lord, how should I not

be glad.'" 90.1. "With white robe and red collar I follow you to Wto;

when I have seen ay lord, how should 1 not be happy! ... In the stirred

waters the white stones are fretted; I have heard your summons; I dare

not tell people about it." 115.1,3. "Vtaftt is there on the Chung-nan

(hill)? There are willows, there are pear-trees: the lord comes, (he

has) emblem-adorned robe and embroidered skirt; the Jades hanging at

Ms girdle tinkle; may he have long life and endless fame." 130.2.

Second: There are 33 instances in which the reference may

be called public, administrative or even in an embryonic sense political.

Questions of rank and of deference to the lord are involved. On the

other side the lord's bearing and conduct are also involved. But I have
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endeavored to include in this category examples in which the csBp&asia

is still mainly feudal and aristocratic rather than ethical.^ ^ this

group of Odes statue is more important than conduct, vfe may take as

typical examples of this use of "lord" the following. The last verse

of Ode "Oh you dignitaries and noblemen, do not find fault with me;

the hundred things you are thinking are not equal to (the way I am

going «) ay purpose*" In this poem the sister of Princess A1 and Wan

of th® Kingdom of Wei (one of the rare instances, according to Khrlgrea,

in which an ode can be attributed to a definite personage) is justifying

her action in fleeing from her husband Prince Mu of HiL She appeals

movingly to public opinion among her peers, aad-^^~3^- "noblemen* is
clearly parallel to 'dignitaries®, the phrase which imaediately

precedes it.

In 112 there is a refrain at the end of each verse: "That noble¬

man, Indeed he does not est the food of Idleness." His activities on

his farm by a river are hewing wheel spokes (each verse starts with a

vivid repeated onomatopoeic word giving the sound of an axe biting into

hardwood), raising grain-crops, hunting badgers and quail. The descrip¬

tion is in some ways reminiscent of an .American frontiersman with game

hanging in his yard. The pursuits are those of a country gentleman,

but of oast who is more a farmer than a gentleman, for he makes his own

carts. Perhaps, hoi®ver, the poem was worth writing because this noble-

5 Throu^xout this study I have chosen to employ as the sain contrasting
terms "aristocratic" aad "ethical", though they are not strictly
correlative adjectives. The point of the study may be said to issue
in this fact - that "aristocratic" refers to case world, one frame of
reference, "ethical" to another, and our interest is centered on th®
shift from th® one to the cither.
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man Is something of an exception. Others any he more prcaae to eat the

bread of idleness.

Ode 19>i, one of a group of longer,sa©r® »poliMoal9 odea, complains

of the hazards of taking office, and refers among other dignitaries to

•the rulers of the states' ^ and 'the feudal princes' "Tepjg 'fH ,
who will not attend (the court audiences) morning and evening.

A dissatisfied officer says in 197 that his "lord believes the

slander ... is unkind, and does not calmly scrutinize it (sc. the facts)."

Ms reference might b@ placed in the domestic category, but the refer¬

ence is wider and the ode occurs in the group referred to above, where

the tone is not only political but at times one of social protest.

The occasion of 209 is clearly a public erne, the seasonal and

ancestral sacrifice. "The deceased ancestors are augustj the divine

protectors (the spirits) enjoy the offerings." v.2. The last v. (6)

states, "The spirits have enjoyed the wine and food, they will cause

the lord to have a long life."

As another instance of this use we may look at Ode lB9

which praises a lord, his deportment , and his dwelling and prophesies

for Mm the blessing of sons and daughter** "like case standing cm tip¬

toe, so reverent, like an arrow, so swiftly moving, like a bird, s©

spreading its wings, like: a pheasant, so flying - thus is the lord where

he ascends." v„&. And 'The Great Man (Chief diviner) A. divines
them. "Black bears and brown and white bears, they are good emerus of

sons; snake-brood and snakes, they are good omens of dau^ters." The

deportment in v.4 is resdariseeaat of the passage describing Confucius'

attitudes at a court audience in Anal, *. h.
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Finally, there are two poena which show in a clear manner

different uses of within the same ode. She siaqpler one is 33. A

very personal expression of love is given by the woman writer for one

whom she calls "my beloved caxe,L^c^ i** v.l and "my lord"n in v.2.
But in v,4 she speaks of "all you noblemsa"^ in the more generic

sense, it seems to hero been a case of Penelope and the suitors in the

absence of her lord, for she goes on in w.4 ... "all you nobleman, you

know nothing of good conduct; I am not wicked, not greedy; why axe you

not good?" Here there is a hint of the conduct expected of a member of

nobility, pointing on to the ethical category we shall discuss shortly.

In the other bridge passage, 215, we have a description of the

feudal princes coming to court to receive their favors. The bristly

dressed noblemen are compared, Kaxlgrea notes, to a swarm (flock would

be better) of beautifully coloured eang-hu birds. "Crosswise fly the

saag-hu birds, finely marked, are their necks; the lords are joyful, they

are screening (protecting) the ayriad states." v.2. This is quite evi¬

dently an instance where the lords are viewed in their public and cere¬

monial capacity. But it is clearly not possible to make any absolute

distinction between the early period than the chief, though never the

only, stress was on tire outward state of a lord, and the later one when

more importance was given to the inner, moral qualities, at least by

those who reflected on the matter. For here, where, as we have noted,

the main theme is ceremonial, the nobles are slsopraised for being *a

pattern', 'concordant', 'respectful', and the last (4th) v. concludes

with a nice, though to tire author of course quits unconscious, blending
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of the two sanaaa. "The kuaag vase of iMnooeros horn Is bong and curved,

the good wine is Mellow: they (sc. the lords) associate without being

haughty,, a myriad blessings will come and unite (in them),"

Third: Before cooing to the "ethical" category we must first

deal tilth a small but significant use of -jjff* in the Odea, namely that
where it is contrasted with the sense of the eousaon herewith y\ -A.

the small men, or the coranon people. Confucius is reported in the

Analects as having frequently made use of this contrast in order by a

negative foil to sharpen the definition of the positive qualities of the

gentleman. Of the four instances in the Odes two show a purely neutral

social distinction. In 167 we have "the four stallions are strong; the

lord is conveyed by them and the (small men ») common soldiers are

following them on foot." v.§. Here the reference is feudal and military,

and that is that, The civilian counterpart may be seen In 203, where

the author is longing for the elegance of the Chou capital, and the

fashionable gentlemen walking up and down as in the Mall or in the Bois

de Boulogne. "The road of Chou is (smooth) like a whetstone, It is

straight like an arrow; that is where the nobleman tread, there the

(small men ») commoners look on; with longing regards I look towards it,

flowingly I shed tears ... The going and coming gentlemen ( here

kung tsu),^ valklmg in the rood of Chou, they hems been going and cooing,

they cause ay heart to ache." w. 1 and 2.

^ lit. sons of princes, but used simply for noblemen or gentlemen./^
in the Odes is fairly restricted in use to men of princely rank, but
the addition of 'sons, of ...* naturally serves to generalize
the concept. See later discussion of on p. 64
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Bat In the other two instances of the cbSa tzu hsiao Jen contrast

an ethical colour is clearly discernible. "If the noblemen have fine

plans (principles), the small men will cling to them." 223.6. "Do aat

cheat the noble man; be peaceful, be moderate; do not let yourself be

endangered by mean mm; then your petty relatives will not enjoy great

offices." 191.4.

Fourth: tte are now in a better position to consider the

instances,14 in number, in which there are distinct moral overtones in

the use of chfe, a trend towards an ethical use appearing in the

feudal framework, that trend which is to predominate almost completely

in the meaning given to the term by Confucius and his followers in the

Analects. As this Is a turning point in the discussion I shall give

the list of references in full, and examine each one briefly, stressing

that these matters are subjective and that others might well wish to

expand or contract the list. Odes 28, 49, 55, 152, 172, 173, 1?4, 191-5,

194.3, 207, 21.5, 223.6, 249, 251. To these must be added 80 and 114
which belong to the same category though they employ characters other

than , chiia, to express their ideal. 215 and 223 have already been

discussed as bridge passages leading to the present section.

In 28 a man Is grieved at parting with a girl who is going to be

married, and says at the end of the poem, "Of the former princes ,

I think in order to stimulate? myself, worthies® one." The ancient kings

and their moral tenets were held up as a source of inspiration not only

? Variant reading, given in Karlgrea's note In loe.: "Or, in order
to educate (discipline) myself, worthless erne."
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by Confucius but at tills earlier period. The ethical content of As

her® Is obvious; but the reference is to certain figures of the past and

to a son of noble character in the general sense.

"A mm who has not goodness I have to regard as ssy lord." k9«

Within this domestic reference the merit of the lord is to be determined

no longer by outward stains symbol* but by his own inner nature, (ethic-

ally considered).

173 shows a mingling of ideas - a happy poem with feasting, joy

and tranquillity; but the praise of the lord mentions not only the tink¬

ling of his ornamented reins, but also his brightness, "virtue^* without
fault'* and the fact that "he sets an example to his odder and younger

brothers."

"Soaking is the dew ... Without becoming drunk we do not go home;

in the clan hall we achieve the feast (so Strlgren — but 1 celebrates

or •complete the celebration of* would be batter) ... Illustrious sard

faithful are the lords; there is none who has not good virtue ... Joyous

and pleasant are the lords, there is none who ha® not >d deportment." Yfb.

Everything in the feudal age depends on the quality of leadership.

"I have seen my lord; ay heart is relieved." The desiderata for a leader

may appear to us a strange mixture of qualities, but they are those re¬

quired in feudal times — a certain panache shorn in weapon© and assgolfi-

cestfc clothing; an open-handed hospitality in feast© in the clan hall —

this is an universal factor in the Homeric, the Viking and other traditions;

® Karlgrea notes, •Virtues, mental and moral capacity. Waley translates
"magical power" which bring© out one important side of the meaning. •
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capable of accurate definition) all the way from magical power, through

a smi«®yetieal air of authority, correct behavior, to the beginnings of

specifically moral conduct in the leader as exemplar, In this ode, 17^,

207 ie a war piece, reminiscent of the Han campaigns of a later

date, "we went on an expedition and marched west, we came to the remote

wilderness ... have successively passed throu^s. cold and heat." The

poet thinks longingly of court life at bam and at the conclusion thus

apostrophises those whoa we may presume to be his colleagues "Do we not

long to return home? But we fear those repeated orders. Q you nobleman

-5^", do not constantly live at easel Quietly thoughtful, be respect¬

ful In your official position; side with the correct and straight ones;

the spirits '/^ will MMk to you, In a good way they will (use you *)
treat you.0 Here we have an advanced and sophisticated view of life

under both a military and civil code, with audi ethical qualities as

loyalty, duty, discipline, respect, hen®sty and the sanctions and rewards

of religion.

The ethical content of 55 is wry slight. The description is that

of a man who would appeal to a cultivated and sophisticated woman. It

Is somehow reminiscent of those \fsl and early T'ang lyaasty statuettes

of a emmidarably later period, with their gentle lines and flowing

sleeves, which yet stop short of effeminacy and give the impression of

being among the most civilised figures on earth. "Look at that cove of

the K'l (river), the royal fodder and ereeptsr® are luxuriant* elegant

is the lord, he is as If cut, as if filed, as if chiselled, as if polished;
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is the lord, nevercan I forget Mm ... his ear-stoppers are of proeiou®

stone© ... elegant is the lord, lite bronae, lite tin ... lite © pi disc

of Jad©; how ®as-;aniHoiiiT how indulgent*. h® loans upon the 4mK1# yp-toanarod

side-bars (of the chariot); he is clever at Jokes and chaff®, but he is

not spiteful."

She picture ©waived by Qk$ is not that of an ©lagffit society fig¬

ure but a strong and dignified administrator^ much more in the toafuaiaa

image. In fact it mmhs to be an ode addressed to one of the oaQerors.^
"Greatly happy be the lord; Illustrious 1® hi® good virtu©; he

orders well the people ... he receive® blessing® from Heaven; it protects

and helps and appoints Ma; £rem Heaven (com® the favour) that knaps

Mm in power;10 v.1. ... August and majestic, he i® fit to b© ruler,

fit to be Iting/jsC^TIfZ. j£~ % he doe® not err, he does not forget, he

follows the ancient statutes, v.2. Hi® deportment is (repressed «)

dignified, his virtue is pure; he has not resentment, no hatred, he

follows the path of all Ms peers ... v»3« ®*® four quarter® be

regulates, he direct® ... the hundred rulers and ministers have love

for the Son of Heaven; he is not slack in the exalted place; he 1® the

cms in uhon the pee®!© find rest." v.h.

5 it should be made clear that during the Chou dynasty the position of
the Baperor or Son of Heaven was rather that of a Baresaouat Chief and
nothing lite the W* •? a solid, powerful and central! tied bureauemtic
system such a® the Chinese Bspire later became. In fact in late Chou
times Ms power ms residual and negligible, much as that of the Japanese
Iteperor became in thelSDObqfeen one Bnpenor me compelled to sell copies
of Ms calligraphy and autograph in order to maintain himself financially.
10 Harlgron notes, "Properly 'From Heaven it eacten&s Mm , prolongs
him.9 "
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Ms peers." 5Ms sdhfiraaoe to tradition is m important quality in the

early Oifia tzu. 2b oraaiderlng it wa sunt rid oar minds of oil wstigoo

of the modern contrast 'ooffiuBorvotlw* and 'liberal8 or "ateao^.8

It ®:^:- often becsa stressed that 'progress8 is a radem concept. at the

iaranae isqporitmee attached to following tradition la the early religious -

social structure is not always appreciated. Bmm life m& activity is

surrounded, in the early ?iw, with all mrosr of laagie&l aad spirit

powers, Sto ray be gracious but ray at any rarest bring catastrophe aafi

disaster, SBie ancestors Have discovered aad haated down certain pjows

saethods, not so ssucfc of propitiating th©s© pssjers as of wa.jwfa«.^y*tthe

rlgjht balance with th® and under ttscsau Ufc© Sen of Eemm. is the ca-

ceaxtmtion point of this uneasy balance — it resides in Mb m the repre¬

sentative of the pwl® to fulfil thus ffwebioos, traditionally deiosialasd,

iMcfe will raintain the peace, prosperity and fertility of the notion.

'So Chinese society, m 'to other early societies, therefore, the conserva¬

tive attitude is not an optional esctra but & built-in necessity. Confucius,

however, in the later, aaasciouas battls of the jMlosqphie&l spools

placed more deliberat© emphasis on "following the sacieaft statutes" than

did the early Greek philosophers or the leafers of Hebrew or Christian

religion.

She connection between Eomm, and. hw cosMuot owes out clearly

in a short passage in 1S&.3, when the writer burst© out with:

"All you assay lords, each of you be careful about
your persons? why do you not (fear?) ragpect ©ash other:
You do sot (&wm) fear Heaven."
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a© effect of a aoml example from above in the social structure

up®a which Confucius m later to lay so much stress is sees, in 191.5;

'If noble rasa are moderate, the hearts of the people
are set at rcstj if nohle men are peaceful* hate and eager
are removed."

Moral example is also cm® them in 152. This is a personal poem —

the wife's admiration of her lord. Hi® fine deportment i® invariable

and her heart Is "tied up" —> full of pent-up feeling® at the thought.

Ihe nature ar; n r,i .-a family of birds — with which the venses open is

in tune with her *x>d. '"She ahlh-chlu bird is in the mulberry tree, its

young ones are in the plum tree, v.2. ... in the hssel tree," v.3.

(Compare the lines in a Scottish Border ballad. "Then up and crow the

red* red cock. And up and crew the grey." This simple method of vary¬

ing a constant verse pattern by putting different names of trees or birds

in succeeding verses is coamon in the Ode®.} The lady's pride in her

lord is of a htaaely, domestic kind — "The good man, ay lord, his girdle

is of silk, ... his leathern cap is black-raottled grey." art in the

next two verses w© begin to cross over into the ethical sphere and touch

wider issues. "He sets strai^xt these four countries," ©^ "H® sets an
example to these countries of the four quarter's•"rP $ » and
'He sets an example to these people of the country. Why should it not

b© for ten thousand years?" The link between the generally early 'aristo¬

cratic • sense of GMta tsu and the generally later • ethical' sense is

* •deportment*, 'demeanour' which occur®

several time® in this poem 152
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Two furthar @®a®s2as remain - bath related to raorsls and gorera-

mmt. 251 state® , "The aoi pimsaafe lord Is the father ms& tmtihex

of tli® peepl®, v.l ... is the ess® is vhoa the people find rest," v.3.

172 ©aa@® is a section of songs is praise of "loads," Is the

tvo preceding odes the aaia topics are the plentiful fish and wtoe the

lord has for himself and Ms guests. But is this ©da the changes are

rung on a which foreshadow® the Confucian csgiiaeis on the moral

character of the lord as the main factor Is good goreresaaat. "Happy

be the lord! He is the foundation of the state ...

h@ is the light of the state . . . the father and nother of the people ...

May Ms reputation b© flourishing,"

This study of the Odes has been occupied with the tern -5^" dsda,
but there are a number of other teaaae indicating persons or ranks within

the nobility or royalty. In descending order these may be listed ae

T'iea Tsu, » Saa of Heaven or emperor: Hfeag,;3L , Icing:

ICuag, princ©: duk® (sometimes translated 'prince1 by Karlgrea):

Sbih, -^T , Khlght: and ®sa, ^ , gentleman (lit. son), vfe hare aeon

that:^" assy stand a® a generic tern, 'nobleman', in place of any of
thes®, even being applied to the Son of Beam* in 249, The essential

point of the study asy indeed be eesaroyed by saying that a® 'noble¬

man' becomes in th® sours® of time as 'aMi un*. It my esaerge in

the course of th© study that, it is not for nothing that English is able

to produce the pun and neatly duplicate th© tw Chinas© meanings.

As is to b@ socpeeted similar ©utw&rd attributes and iimer qualities

a© those of the CStfbi tsu are also ascribed in the Odes to gsastlessm identi¬

fied by ©titer term.11 She two ©samples in 80 and 114 referred to in th®

11 Beferea©®® to prise© /jfc- way ba found in Odea 7, U, 13, 38, 7© sad 103.
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previous list of raferenoas Mil suffice to illustrate this. Bmsami

described only m "that mm there" (to IQ^lgrw - 'that gsaafcla-

asa* ai^st b© better) is said is 80 to be "steadfast uato death ...

martial mil full of strength «... the arbiter of (strai^atosss «) right

la the country" . *. ®a& to be "the adornment of the country." Incident¬

ally he wears a glossy bright lambskin fur with leopard skin oaaaaaats.

lib is a wisher song. 3s@ protagonist Is a fcai$ii -rt . 8%2ie

cricket is is the hall," (this thro aa insect leads off the poast, sot a

plant nor bird: and thus early the CMisee show affection for the cheer¬

ful cricket, still a favorite ©sag-bird of the poor), 'the year draws to

& close; (la v.3 the war-service carriages are at rest) if we do not mm

enjoy ourselves, the days aad months will be passing by; but my we not

be too joyous, may w© only think of our position; in our love of pleasure

may we not go to excess; the good geatlesasn^*dr is eirewaapect, v.l„ ...
is alert, v.2. ... is sedate.w v.3. That thes© eshortatic&s were seeded

is to be discerned from 95 where kaigats end girls are described as having

a very gay time together, with the girls ^juite clearly taking the initia¬

tive in a aeaam&ai m-Ccmfucian maimer.

In point of fact the Odes m a whole give the impression of a

codety with smash greater freedom for women than was ever found again in

China up to modem times. Rm which illustrate this are 8b, 36, 8?,
126 and 129. In order to cosaplete th© ehiin reference® it should also be

mentioned that the tarn is used of the wives of ssobbaaan in 225 and in

209 twice, or three occurrences in all.
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let m mmmrim - sad first by a glance at the statistic®„ She

tea chfita occur® In the Odes about &? times . But when % fosm

categories ease Instances oam under two teaitnga and s© to have an effect¬

ive list of 90, distributed as follow: »

"Arigtoemtie* mam 'Ethical0 sense

Domestic us© 36
Public us© 33
In contrast with 'small mm' 2 2
Applied to wsaeea 3
Ethical urn

7k 16

$**82$ 13$
11 innm—ffjji HI itumin I111

Siese figures eisgsly mnm to bear out the impression already gained that

the sense Which predominates by far is that of an hereditary masher of the

nobility distinguished by wealth and power and maris©d off from the smegma

herd by his position in a feudal system. It must be remembered that these

general conditions also hold for the 16 instances where the 'ethical'

sense is also present* for it is still the nobleman by birth who has to

live up to the principles and standard© of hi® caste. BOblssse oblige.

Shore is no question as yet of a conmer being so valued for hla nobis

character as in any way to put him on a par with the hereditary aristo¬

crat.

Bevertheless •fees® l6 instances give && analysis unmistakable

signs of an awarsosess of th® value of dimeter. And one© a society ha®

grasped that the trappings of authority are useless without the inward

reality, this awareness gather® wamasfcm, and cannot ba reversed. J-J8Bfl»xa
of the society may ©r may not succeed in living up to the ideal, but the

ideal for the few beecem inevitably the ideal for the isany.
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Frmi this series of disjointed quotations and mm$0 a pietux©

begins to emarg©. Chiaese pastry Is ia assy case tapresMoalstie aai

eaplogns a trsatee «b vie method, » only the slices ax© cut very thin.

A great deal must be ©sstraeted tram very little « m& these poems are

ancient sad stem from m alias society, teite readers iaterpratatlm

mot© difficult.

In this society there are many references wa do not fully uader~

stand. For instance, almost every poem, ofttt every vers©, is iutr©«

duoed by lines descriptive of something ia nature, a plant, a tree, less

frequently a MM. Shese mot have significance and be more than a

literary device. Is that signiflmue© symbolic or allegorical, one

plant standing for joy, another for grief, on© for marriage, another

for death? Or is it at times totemic, the badge of the elan celebrated

ia the ode?

But ia spite of thee® obscurities the short, highly condensed

4-ehameter phrases of tee poems build up an effect, an Sapresoim, a

vivid sense of test they are meant to ©oavsy. And one of te® things

they are undoubtedly meant to convey, ia the midst of & picture of all

life, is a strong mm® of te© value of moral goodness,

She contrast dxwaa ia this study is m artificial am, as tee©

ia anatomical dissection tee life disappears. But ia ©ansicterisg tee

figure of the cfcda tsu it is nevertheless true teat teen tee later mi

of the Coafuciasa school is considered a tread can b© established - mmj

from tee aristocratic m& towards tee ethical mmm, Confucius himself

wxrt® little, mute less than was at on© time thought, nevertheless his

life falls ia the middle, between tee ballads and calibration odes of
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early Chou society and the consciously phila&oishl&al writings of Ma

follower® in later days. AM it is to Confucius that we must ascribe

the aaln part la this rsvolutiea is language aad ihou^it. Ths tread

toward© the ethical eoaaotatioa of seaa in the Ode® wm deliber¬

ately carried by Confucius to suds a fully developed form that it heomm

the standard for the cirilisatioa of (Msa and her neighbours for ever

afterwards.



CHAPTER V

THE WORD ' GENTLEMAN' IN THE ANALECTS OF CONFUCIUS

We come now to the central question of the meaning and deeper

significance of the word chBn tsus gentleman, in the Analects of

Confucius.^- This is like a lens at the near end of an apparatus

from which the rays spread out over a wider area of Western culture

to pick out similarities and differences in what men have felt to he

the ideal character. As such the concept in the Analects must be

defined as accurately as possible,though not in a manner which sacri¬

fices all sympathetic and life-like qualities to a mechanical listing of

statistics.

But first it will be well to establish the original sense of the

term. "The true meaning of chBn tzu in the feudal age was simply an

aristocrat... The nobility of feudal China owed their position to

descent and not to education... They were sharply separated from the

hsiao jen, the mass of the people, who had no political rights... and

could not rise by wealth or ability ... (since) Ancestor-worship was

the privilege of the land-owning clans." 2

It is not easy to find a good English equivalent. 'Ideal man'
is possible in certain formal contextsj 'princely man' is close
to the original but carries the wrong connotation of lavish
expenditurej 'gentle man' in the sense of 'man of geirfcle birth'
becoming 'gentleman' in the ethical sense, is perhaps the closest
term in general use.

2e C. P. Fitzgerald, China, A Short Cultural History, (Cresset Press),
p. £8.

69
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Fitzgerald gsc*© on to describe soasthing of the way of life,

education and mcral coda of the £Maes© aristocrat#. ?*a« efedaa isu wore

not unlettered nobles lite the feudal baroas of mediaeval Europe. They

were polished aristocrats, courtier® who served a® counsellors, officer®

and governors la time of peace and as generals and warriors la w,

"The nobles fought In •war-chariots ... the mss of the people on

foot around the®."

"Archery was a noble sporty strictly organised in ceremonial

contests. The education of the nobles also included music, arithmetic

and poetry, and most important of all, the strict fulfilment of the rites

and ceremonies which governed all social relation®. In the presence of

hi® prince, of hi® superior officer® of the senior members of Ms clan

and family, the chda tzu's conductw regulated by an established and

minute code of decorum, which, In turn, wm related to the religious

observances by which the security of the Stat® and the harmony of Heaven

and Earth was maintained."

"Chivalry, the necessary corollary of a feudal ecraasuaity, was in

ancient China more than the courtesy of a polished society. It m© an

expression of the moral order approved by Heaven. It was not merely

ungenerous but wicked t© treat a cmqpaved toe with the least severity.

Heaven disapproved of extreme measures. The virtuous man was moderate

in victory, the ruthless victor incurred the displeasure of the gods

and would ultimately suffer for his infraction of the moral code. "3

3 op. eft., p. 59. The parallel with the recurring theme of hubris and
nemesis in Creek tragedy 1® obvious.
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We may take it that this code was as often honoured in the

breach as in the observance, and for this reason Confucius, who emerged

from but went beyond the feudal thought-world, stressed the moral order

which he saw violated. He was concerned with the moral framework of

society. His whole philosophy is ethical in emphasis, an attempt to

find the way for men to live together in an order of mutual obligation.

His definitions of the ideal man who will help to bring this

about may seem somewhat commonplace to us but were an original achieve¬

ment of the first order in Confucius' day. It is true he expressly

disclaimed the role of innovator. "The Master said, 1 have transmitted

what was taught to m© without making up anything of my own. I have

been faithful to and loved the Ancients. In these respects I make

bold to think not even our old P'eng can have excelled me."U

To transmit is one thingj to epitomize for all time is another.

To form the mould in which the ethics of a whole culture ^ will be

cast for at least 2,500 years is a massive achievement; and this the

historical Confucius may be said to have accomplished. Others aided

in the process, but he was the mainspring.

One of the most effective means in forming the mould was the

sketch which emerges from the Analects of the character of the chta tzu,

and to Confucius must be ascribed the main part in making an important

transfer in the meaning of the term. Arthur Waley describes the transfer

thus?

"The term was originally ascribed to descendants of the ruling

house in any State and so came to mean 'gentleman', 'member of the

Anal. VII.1. P'eng - the Chinese Nestor. It is the special business
old men to transmit traditions (Waley's note).

1?
J It should be noted that the cultures of Korea, Japan and parts of
JS. E. Asia have been traditionally dependent on that of China.
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upper classes.' But the gentleman is bound by a particular code of

morals and manners; so that the name came to imply superiority not only

of birthbut also of character and behaviour. Finally, the requisite

of birth was waivedi'If an ox is of one colour and thus fit for sacrifice',
6

says Confucius, 'what does it matter that its sire was brindled?' He

who follows the way of gentlemen is a gentleman; he who follows the way

of small, that is common, people is common."^
In all but about three instances in which the term chttn tzu

occurs in the Analects the reference is moral and ethical, not

aristocratic and hereditary, fwo of the three exceptions speak of
'serving one's prince' in the ox-dinary sense of an actual ruler,

and the third statest "The barbarians of the ^ast and North have retained

their princes. They are not in such a state of decay as we in Chirm."8

Waley adds a note - "in China, where in several States the ruling families

had been ousted by usurpers."

How then can we arrive at some asseiv«wnt of what Confucius meant
\ X

to convey by the ethical use of the term u n tzu? When some 6$ of the

main attributes of the chttn tzu in the Analects are examined, certain
\

groups of qualities seem to emerge. (They can be arranged in a pattern
and surveyed. Obviously the pattern is arbitary and can be changed;

but the compiler of the Analects brings out the qualities of the chttn tzu

more or less at random, so that any pattern which serves to clarify

the subject would seem legitimate.)

6
Anal. VI.U.

7
A. Waley, 'The Analects of Confucius' , Allen A m . , pp. 3U-5.

8 V. supra p.42
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(
First, the gentleman is liapertxirbalsle aad resolute. "The

Master said, iKaperturbaJble, resolute, tree-like, slow to speak-

such a one is near to Goodness." 9 He is "firm and decided." 10 He
l.

is "proud but not quarrelsome"11 , "dignified but never haughty" as

opposed to the "common people", who are "haughty but never dignified."12
The last two descriptions are of a type used frequently, consisting of

two adjectives joined by 'but' and forming a corrective or balanced

definition. We shall meet this form again in the comparison with

Aristotle's conception of goodness.

Dignity is an essential component in the character of the gentle¬

man, but it is to be carefully distinguished from a haughty air. The C

Chinese ideogram for 'haughty' is derived from 'a spirited horse', hence

iproud', 'arrogant', 'boastful'. He must have a certain gravity; "If
a gentleman is frivolous, he will lose the respect of his inferiors",13-
again the reference to the social framework.

Boldness and bravery are also necessary. "The way of the superior
man is three-fold but I am not equal to it. Virtuous, he is free from

anxieties (sorrows); wise, he is free from perplexities; bold, he is

free from fear. Tzu Kung said, Master, you are exactly describing your¬

self."1^

11 Anal. xv. 21.

12
Anal. xiii. 26.

13
Anal. i. 8.

1U
Anal. xiv. 30, legge's translation; last sentence, Lin Xu-t'ang's

the translation. Waley in his note on the parallel passage ix.23
emphasises,fact that the three qualities are given in the order of
importance, since "Confucius always ranks courage below wisdom and
wisdom below goodness."
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Without firmness and bravery there is no such thing as character.

dj|. ytmg-* , the ideogram in the quotation above translated 'bold'
has as its lower component the ideogram for "male" , ("male" in turn

being delineated as "strength employed in tilling the fields") , pointing

to the fact that a certain boldness belongs to any man as a man. But

the corresponding quail y in Greece, la must have occupied a much

more important place than courage in either the Chinese or the Christian

pattern, at least where the ordinary form of physical rather than moral
15

courage was concerned. The restless, activist society of ancient

Greece, for all its scepticism, never departed far from the ideal of the

Homeric warrior.

And yet moral courage in the form of tenacity distinguished the

Chinese gentleman: "Never for a moment &QQ3& gentleman quit |the way of|
goodness. He is never so harried but that he cleaves to this? never so

tottering but he cleaves to this." ^

But, in the second place, the qualities of firmness, resolution

and dignity are balanced by others which are quite different. The

gentleman is conciliatory, modest, humble, even mild. Indeed as one

looks closely at the descriptions of the gentleman, one finds a veritable

contre-danse of opposites and balanced qualifications. -'"The Master said,

The true gentleman is conciliatory but not accommodating. Common people

^ I owe this suggestion to Prof. C, F. D. Moule of Cambridge.

^ Anal. iv. 5.
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17
are accommodating but not conciliatory." Waley adduces in support

m
of the translation for t'ung, •accor.jpuating', 'ready to sacrifice
principles to agreement', the common phrase kou t'ung, 'to agree

somehow or other, at all costs'. Legge translates the two chief words

as 'affable' and 'adulatory'* One may compare his note of paraphase

on a similar passage in Anal. ii. lUs "With the chfin tzu it is princi¬

ples, not men; with the small man the reverse. "

The gentleman is described as "modest in setting out his projects
1 O

and faithful in carrying them to their conclusion" x Here the word

for 'modest' is, interestingly, the sane as that for 'grandson', a

person who, in the Chinese family system, has to show respect to a

number of seniors.

A more fully rounded picture of the gentler qualities is given

in Anal.v.15 from the earliest stratum of the Confucian material in

Books iii-ix,^ "Of Tzu-ch'an(d.522 B. C.) the Master said that in

him were to be found four of the virtues that belong to the Way of the

true gentleman. In his private conduct he was courteous, in serving his

master he was punctilious, in providing for the needs of the people he

gave them even more than their due, in exacting service from the people

he was just." The first two qualities, seen mainly in relation to equals

and superiors, represent a modest and respectful but perfectly dignified

demeanour. The last two, kindness and justice, relate to the wider realm

of society and are shown by the gentleman towards the common people. They

indicate an attitude of paternal benevolence combined with scrupulous fair¬

ness. These are more than platitudes, since in the subsequent history

Anal. xv. 17 2nd half

19 „See p. 40
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of China right down to the present day the two most pressing problems

of the farmers have been bearing the burden of taxation, in kind or

money, without regard for their need of grain in bad years for

consumption and for seed, and suffering the imposition of corvee,

or forced gang-labour on public works without regard to the require-
20

raents of seasonal work in the fields. The justice of the gentleman

guarantees the people against the exploitation of arbitrary and tyrannical

rule, while his grace and kindness assures them of sympathy with their

lot and an adjustment of Government demands in hard times. But the whole

Confucian passage has to be understood in a context in which the gentle¬

man has unquestioned authority, and is not a leader among equals, but

an official set over Inferiors.

This attitude is reflected in the extremely paternal view of

government commonly held in Japan, of which one strong source is the

Influence of a rigid and formal Confucianism, reinforcing the native feudal

loyalties. In Western countries, however loyally we may support the

government in a crisis, our normal tendency is- or used to be - to resent

interference in our private lives by Government officials, and to question

the value of most Government plans and decisions. But in Japan, certain

rebel spirits notwithstanding, the tendency is to accept the word of the

least and lowest official in post office or police station as absolute

law without hint of complaint or even of question.

But while we note the lordly paternal attitude of the Confucian

gentleman towards the people- not unlike that of the sage in Plato and

Aristotle towards theupainsfcJFttcfcod multitude - it must be remembered

20 Cff the refoj.-ras of Wang An Shih which attempted to deal with these
problems in 1068 A. B.
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that, in the age-long question of the adjustment of men's equal

rights and unequal capabilities, China can claim the unique glory of

having tried to establish in the mandarin system, entered by open

examination, an aristocracy of brajns and character, instead of one

depending on birth or wealth, on a scale never even attempted elsewhere.

The code of the gentleman has always included careful rules for

the conduct of sport and China is no exception. I think the paragraph

in the Analects which first vividly alerted me, many years ago, to the

close similarities between the English and Chinese gentleman was the

small gem which states: "Confucius angled and did not use nets5 he shot,

but not birds sitting.'' ^ If the differences of attire and language

could be overcome, Confucius would be a welcome guest in the house of

an English country squire. The index of behaviour in sport is important

because ^ *^s "important j it is most indicative because hy training it
has become most instinctive.

The combative nature of sport most urgently requires and receives

in civilised society the corrective of "sportsmanship", a graceful yield¬

ing to the opponent. This is exemplified in such practices as the

opponents shaking hands before the bout in amateur boxing or saluting

one another with the foils in fencing. Indeed there is an instance

of the transformation of the whole life and attitude of a boy from the

slums who was first captured in spirit by the mystique of fencing, in

which an instructor whom he admired told him that the foil and guard

represented the Cross and that the raising of the foil in salute

symbolised a dedication to a way of life in Christian honour and courtesy.

2l Anal, vii.26 (Legge).
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This mysterious combination of 'yielding' within combat is well

illustrated by Confucius' instance of an archery meet, which, as we have

seen, was an honoured aristocratic institution. The paragraph contains

the terra vygj jang , 'yield', a prime factor in the conduct of a

gentleman in every social contact. "The Master said, Gentlemen never

compete. lou will say that in archery they do so. But even then they

bow and make way for one another when they are going up to the archery-

ground, when they are coming down, and at the subsequent drinking-bout.

Thus, even when competing, they still remain gentlemen." ^2
This spirit cannot have been without its effect upon the order,

elegance and continuity of Chinese civilization. It appears in an age

earlier than Confucius in a stanza of uhe poem translated by Waley; in

'The Book of Songs's

"Put them to the left, to the left,
And gentlemen do what is best.
Put them to the right, to the right;
Gentlemen know what to do.
And knowing so well what to do,
Small wonder that they continueJ"

Another instance of the blended or balanced definition is to be

found in Anal. xiii. 25s "The Master said, The true gentleman is easy

to serve yet difficult to please. For if you try to please him in any

manner inconsistent with the Way, he refuses to be pleased; but in using

the services of others he only expects of them what they are capable of

22 Anal. iii. 7.
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performing6 Common people are difficult to serve, but easy to please*

Even though you try to please them in a manner inconsistent with the

Way, they will still be pleased* but in using the services of others

they expect them (irrespective of their capacities) to do any work

that comes along."

The criterion in this paragraph is found in the numinous term

Tao^» ^he Wa7> what is right, the constitution of things. The

gentleman is only pleased if what is offered is right, whereas the oppo¬

site type, "common people", have not the same high moral standards and

will be pleased with what is intrinsically pleasurable without regard to

whether it is right or wrong.

But the main interest in the paragraph for us is not this point,

which is made elsewhere in the Analects, but rather the implication

contained in the phrase /v shlh^ jen2 f 'to use of

employ men.' The force of shih-^ is that of using for a deliberate end.

It is true the ideogram has at times such senses as 'envoy' 'to be sent'

on government business', but predominantly the meaning is 'a servant'

'maid-servant', 'to employ the people at the proper season' - so as not

to interfere with agricultural operations.
i

We have a picture of a carefully and deliberately stratified socie¬

ty in which the superior class "use men according to their capacity" and

"only expect of them what they are capable of performing" , whereas those

who think of themselves as superior but are not worthy of the honour

expect others to "do any work that comes along irrespective of their

capacities."
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It Is not surprising to see a society of the date of Confucius

with a master and slave relationship. This existed universally at that

time and for long afterwards. But Confucius is not simply or mainly

talking about masters and slaves. The great transfer in the sense of

our key-terra, chtin tzu, has already been made from 'natural-born aristocrat'

to 'morally superior man', and the point to be made here is that this

morally superior nan is still ejected to "use men" and to show his moral

quality by the way he does it, in accord with their capacities or not.

This in turn implies a limited capacity in some men, and moreover a

capacity limited not merely in the intellectual but also in the moral

sphere.

This is in complete contrast to the Christian position as reflected

in, for instance, the Epistle to Philemon, to whom Paul writes about a

runaway slave, "I beseech thee for my son Onesiraus, whom I have begotten
f ' •

in ray bondsi ... that thou shouldest receive hira for everj not now as a

servant, but above a servant, a brother beloved".It is precisely beca¬

use of the value of each man in the sight of God established by Christia¬

nity that we feel the phrase "using men" to have an immoral sense. There

would be no question of immorality to the Chinese of Confucius' time.

Since the Confucian term refers to "using men" in a general

sense, it is necessary to take into account the possibility that slaves

are included in the object of reference. But in fact the inferior men

who are "used" must have consisted in large part of free men.

VJaley has reflected very skilfully In his translation a combination

of the social-aristocratic and moral use of terms by using the phrase

2li Philemon w. 10, 15, 16
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"cotaoa people" for*J* A* ksia«3 jea2, even though It necessitates
r - ——— —ta»

opposing a plural ter-i to the Esglish singular, 'gentleman'. 'Hie *msm

mt* of Legge's translation has -fee unsuitable not of 'pamimoious',,

•The coMOKi nan', 'the ordinary man' have snot in English the necessary

pejorative sense. Bat 'ccesaou people' combines the double sense of the

plebs as opposed to the leader and the vulgar as opposed to the morally

elevated, and thus very closely reflects the Chinese.

The stem and mild groups oiqualities so far considered in the
i

character of the gentlesma are combined in a paragraph which gives a

physical picture of the Ban rather than a mere discussion of abstract

qualities: "Tzu-hsia said, A gentleman has three varying aspects:

seen frcsa a far he looks severe, when approached he is found to be

mild, when heard speaking he turns out to be incisive. "25
Balance is not only a requisite in the expression of different

ethical qualities) it is also to be the keynote of life as a whole - a

balance between one's own personality and that of the other man. "Tzu-

kung asked saying, Is there one word which may serve as a rule ©f practice

for all one's life? The Master said, I© not Reciprocity such a word?
/VT

What you do not want done to yourself, do not do to others. TMs

is typical of Chinese life in society. Whatever the divisions between

the classes, whatever the extremes ©f wealth and poverty, an invisible

and tenuous but definite and recognised system of mutual obligation

controls the relations of all men. The wealthy official may browbeat

25 Anal. xix. 9.

^ Anal. xv. 23 (Ipgge). waley translates shu^ ^reciprocity) as
'consideration', and compares iv. 15 'W Why ha© one ('thread) that
runs ri$at through it ... Master Tseng said, Our Master's wfety is
simply this: Loyalty, consideration."
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and abuse his coolie, allowing him to live under abominable conditions,

but yet he must not altogether 'break his rice bowl' and deprive him of

all hop© of a living. The poorest has his rights as well as his duties.

It is true that this bond of reciprocity is frequently broken and the

rights of the poor trampled underfoot. But if the administration is

sufficiently corrupt and exploitation sufficiently widespread and long

continued, the government is believed, in Confucian theory, to have for¬

feited "the mandate of Heaven" and a revolution may take place. Histori¬

cally this has been the case more than once.

The idea of reciprocity is part of a system of chocks and balances

rather than an active, creative, outgoing, positive virtue, as the nega¬

tive expression of the Golden Rule here indicates. The word"^^ shu^,
translated 'reciprocity' or 'consideration' has as its upper half

meaning 'like' or 'as', and as its lower halfyf 'heart', the latter

serving to place it in the category of the emotions or the realm of the

inner spirit, as opposed to the outward realm of concrete objects. To

exemplify shu^ Is to be sensitive in one's conduct to those subtle and

ever-present claims of others which form the network of human relation¬

ships and the circumambient medium in which every individual life is lived.

And not to exhibit this consideration is to forfeit the right to receive

it. It may also be translated 'forgive', 'show mercy' and as such

approaches to some extent the Christian idea of forgiveness and love

as a norm of conduct. But often it approximates more in meaning to

'indulgent' and illustrates the quality of compromise and adjustment

which is both the strength and the weakness of Chinese ethical practice.

***•»«**
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It will b© useful to indicate from t1ms to tims ©art&ln fesy-

teams Which will mrm to link the ehamsiar of the chfo t*u# m experi¬

mentally lisesvered fraa examination of th» Jam&Sfltoa, with the pusasl

framework of Chinese ^yia ©f Ccmfueiuss ethics la y&ztieulix5c« Ho

attest is made la this study to give any formal outline of the whole

field of Ccmfueiaa ethics, nor mm to assign any exact place within itV
to the figure of eh&i tsu or gentleman. The torn cMm tssu is itself am

off them key-terms, or beach ante, useful for ®y surveyor's map of the

Chines© vim of human conduct, 3m second kay-term 1® shu1*, reciprocity,
which we have just discussed. The qualities of the dribi tsu appear

generally in the fom of adjectives la jksglish and they are all directly

associated In the teact of "the Analects with the occurrences of the Ideo¬

grams % ^ ohita tsu. 2h© k®y-t«m® will usually appear in Stoglish
as mum sefcastla®® in connection with the chits issu, sometimes independent-

ly. They represent in a wide reference categories of thought or conduct

with which the Chinese are accustomed to operate.

vte have been considering the creative contrast of 'the firm' and

'the gentle' in the character of the gentXesam, and before we leave this

section it is necessary to mention am addendum act of great isporiaaee

in itself but casting an interesting sidelight cm this raneyrging figure.

The '^mfclaara is 'slow to speak'1© 1® 'slow in word and prompt in

deed'.29 h© 'acts before he speaks and afterwards speaks according to

his actions' (Leggs) or 'does act preach what he practise® till he ha®

28 Anal. xili. 27.

29 Anal. iv. 24. The meaning may be even preternaturally slow, as
one with some Ispedtaemt. v&lsy mentions ItNNMi In a comptrison
hers.
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practised what fee preaches'. 'Diligent to business, be is

cautious to ©peedi',31 «ci©v@r talk and a pretentious maimer are aeldesa

found to the Good'.32 toe gentleman, 'modest to speedy esceeesla to action®

(togge), or 'is aahamed to lot his words outrun his deeds' (Wfcley)33.
M&y read© for ifQ to this passage, hut the sense ia net vitally

altered, Whley also appends to this passage to hie Introduction (p. 35}

one of his characteristically colloquial and illuminating notes; "Bare,

as to other points, the Qsiaase cods has a particular affinity with ours,

'tomk' to all its forms ie far more severely condemned by the IfegLiab

gentleman than by the patrician, for eseaa^uLe, of latin countries."

Shan I began this study if seemed to sse there was a forbidding

rigidity about the Confucian ideal, a pedestrian prostoeas, as contrasted

with the free ami bracing air of Athena end the wamfch of the Christian

fatally. But as I progressed, several factors came to light vshieh rendered

Confucius himself a mush more sympathetic figure and his ideal saare appeal-

lag. One was his cm sub-acid humour, which has been mentioned.3^ Another

was the fact that his life is only truly understood wheat seen as a constant

struggle, not only m outward one against disappototmant and misunder¬

standing,35 but an toward one against his own nature, which we atoll be

3° Anal. ii. 13.
31 Anal. i. Ik.

32 Ami. i. 3. identical with xvii. 17.

33 Anal. iiv. 29.

3^ see p. 45
35

p. 48
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considering further in a moment, and concerning which Confucius« very

frank. The third element leading to a better appreciation of Ccnfueius

is the one we shall consider at this point - his flexibility. He was

unyielding in his devotion to the right, but not dogmatic or rigid about

the fox® in which the ri^ht was to be found. "The Master said, A gentle-

®an in his dealings with the world has neither enmities nor affectionsj

but wherever h© sees Right, he ranges himself beside it. The Right,

■£p^===Hrould torn the third ethical key-tem. With this passage may be

linked Anal. ii. 4, "A gentleman can see a question fro® all sides with¬

out bias. The small man is biased and can see a question only fro® one

non-partisan idea is in turn reinforced by the phrase in Anal. xv. 21,

(Oh© gentleman) ... "allies himself with individuals not with parties."

She gentleman, however, only reaches this catholic and unbiased

"The Master said, The gentleman who takes the right as hie material to

work upon and ritual as the guide in putting what Is ri^it into practice,

who is modest in setting out hie projects and faithful in carrying the®

as a regulative principle.

to their conclusion, he indeed is a true gentleman."37 Confucius is well

3^ Anal. iv. 10.

37 Ami. xv. I?
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aware that man cm to extreme© ta the unimaginative application

of dogma. "The Master said, Courtesy not "bounded by the prescriptions

of ritual became© timidity, daring becomes turbulence , inflexibility

became© harshness.Here we are not far from Aristotle's diesis in

theHichomaohean Sthies that virtu© is a mean betwsm two extremes, though

har® only cm extreme is mentioned.

The value of li3, 'ritual*, is that It provides a kind of morality

control% a way of acting which; through l*®a training in 'doing the

right thing' has become instinctive. Xl3 includes m elaborate series of

religious and social prescriptions but does not end with them: it goes

■on in the gentleman to become a way of life. The derivation from ritual

is mentioned in the chapter on Laaguags39 and may have originated with

the meaning "arranging ritual vessels". Creel say® the word progressed

from 'ceremonial* to 'good taste' and consisted not in wooden rule© but

became the "m&am, of expression of sincere amotion in a socially r&G©3*"
nised manner". It was a form of "feacticejal control superimposed oxt intel¬

lectual culture".**0 'Id, or the principle of social order, prevent® the

rise of moral or social chaos as a dam prevents flood. "*j0a
As such ll3 i® undoubtedly am of the central concepts of Chinese

ethics and would stand as the fourth of our key-terms. And an important

passage to illustrate its use is found in Anal. viii. It is particu¬

larly interesting pfailologlcally in that it contains at the end a hint

3® Anal. viii. 2.

39 see p. 15

Creel, pp. cit.. pp. 82-7.

Lin Yu Tang, The Wisdom of Confucius, P.-1^7.
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of the • ritual vessel' origin of the word but deliberately shifts the

main aaqphasis onto the daily 'secular* conduct of the gentleman and

moreover places the whole in aa impressive setting of the 'swan song'

of a dying man. !"*Siea Master Tseng was ill, Meng Chiag Tzu came to see

him. Mastei Tseng spoke to Mm saying, tihen a bird is about to die, its

song touches the heart. When a man is about to die, hi® words are of

note. There are three things that a gentleman in following the ifey place®

above all the rest: from every attitude, every gesture that he employs

he must remove all trace of violence or arrogance; every look that he

composes in his face must betoken good faith; from every word that he

utters, from every intonation, he must remove all traces of coarseness

or impropriety. As to the ordering of ritual vessels and the like, there

are those whose business it is to attend to such matters."

This ie to say that in personal bearing no detail is unimportant.

Attitudes, gestures, looks, words, intonation - all these ar® a clue to

the man within. In contrast to the spirit of Confucius' age and to the

'behaviour of those addicted to the pursuit of power or of selfish whims,

the gentleman must banish from his conduct and even from his manner or

expression anything savouring of violence, arrogance or impropriety. It

is not a question only of open indecency or tyrannically overbearing acts

towards others. It is a question rather of- avoiding 811 appearance of
hi

evil", and in the expressive popular phrase which reflects the Chinese

as well as the Eesglish mentality, "not throwing your weight about."

^ I Thess. v.22. Cf. the Chinese proverb, 'Do not tie your shoe in a
meloiwpatch nor adjust your hat under a plum-tree'. (Mathews* Dictionary
35<&~ someone will be looking and will misinterpret your conduct.)
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It i® true that the®© injunctions! on the minutiae of gesture and

facial expression are regarded by Confucius as important because they

are the outward reflection of an iaward attitude. But it is aeticable

that stress is laid on the deliberate control of expression. a® ideo-

cheng1', translated by Less® ®# "regulating his counte¬

nance" and by Whley as "every look that he composes in his face" is a

word meaning 'upright, straight, true, orthodox, regular, forml4 and

cognate to an ideogram meaning 'government, rule, administration, lay*.

This argue® more conscious, deliberate effort to control the externals

of conduct and expression than Is advocated, for instance, by St, Paul.

His letters contain advice on the externals of conduct, but the main tenor

of Pauline teaching is to stress the inner state of peace with God and

charity to all men. If this state of mind is attained, the externals of

conduct and expression will look after themselves. The assessment of

comparative emphasis the two ethical systems is difficult to make

accurately, end evidence can be found of St. Paul's stress on external®

and still more of Confucius9 emphasis em the importance of the state of

mind. But it is impossible to resist the general conclusion that the

Confucian viewpoint is that the deliberate and conscious regulation of

life and expression, in matters small as well a® great, is of paramount

importance and indeed is a valuable aid to producing the right inward

state of mind for the good life.
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Sumary. We must be careful not to los® the outline of the mod

in looking at the trees of so many verbal nuances. Let us here both

recapitulate and anticipate in one brief mm/wry th® shape of a character.

Here is a man both resolute and gentle, conscious of his place in a society

where all men are "tied in a living tether", a mm who count® deed® of

more import than words, and with whom form ami order are @© inbred m to

have become instinctive, m shall find that Ms virtue i® seen in Ms

trustworthiness. He is conscious of his am faults, aware of the need

for self-discipline — so oud£ so that his view of Goodness is almost a

mystical am. He follows the \<3hy, and this is his deliverance. Ulti¬

mately responsible to Heaven, he is independent, unafraid, ready for

Whatever may corns.

The diameter of the gentleman is subtle and beautifully balanced.}

but it is basically simple. If the essentials are grasped it is not a

complicated character which emerges. He is certainly what we would call

& well integrated personality. And om of his central character!sties

(there is no single centre cor®, it seem® to to) is siaply his trust¬

worthiness , sincerity. Ibis fifth key-term Is &8ia It occurs

among many other place®, in Anal. i. 8 already quoted: "if a geatl^aa

is frivolous (i.e. irresponsible and unreliable in his dealing® with

ethers), he will lose the respect of hie inferiors First and

foremost he wast learn to be faithful to his superiors (

chung^) to keep premises ( /\^ haia!i"),to refuse the friendship
of all who are not like him. And if he finds he has ®ada a miotaJas,

ho
then he must not be afraid of admitting the fact and amending M® ways.'

^2 Ek. i from which this passage is taken is nob part of the earliest
stratum of the Analects, but the concept of heirr1' is common to early and
later Ccmfuci«uism. The passage is used here because of the last sentence
— 'admitting a mistake*, which, when said of the ehfln tsu, aa here, ©eoas
to sa© to b© a feature of earlier rather than later doctrine.
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fi2se 'mm ofwi#' has been admired in Scottish society. ICacum

to he reliable, a ma of his word, a 'solid eitisen', whose grave doasaaour

sad lack of frivolity betoken a character to be trusted, h@ has m ixsmr

authority whose easpreoeioa la outward judgments can be relied upon*

In his Chinese counterpart Coafuciu© is careful to guard against

this might sad solidity being carried to the asttresa® where the ma will

b® ashamed to change where he ought to change. A certain flexibility is

a redeeming feature of which the Chinese have always been aware. So

Confucius is reported to have said "I detest obstinacy".

Pm excellent exsuple of the characteristic of trustworthiness

occurs in Aaal. viii, 6 froes one of the early sections: "Master Tseng

said, She ma to whom am could with equal confidence entrust an orphan

not yet fully grown or the sovereignty of a whole State, who® the advent

of no emergency however great could upset « would such a one be a true
• ' :. •; .. "' . . " ' - " 1 -4'~ I ■ '■■'■

gentleman? He 1 think would he a true gentleman indeed." The three

circumstances given, here which would reveal the character of the gentle-

mm ore all particularly appropriate to the time of Confucius. Eha

search for a reliable regent in a time when the lives of young princes

hung by a thread, the need for a trustworthy minister to whcmto delegate

political power, and in general the dearth of steady men in disturbed

times wore all matters of first priority in the practical affairs of

government. 3his chapter reveals as clearly as any the direct link

between the ethic of Confucius as epitomised in the gentleman or ideal

man and the pressing need© of the society of that day. it is to this

sscteat an existential and not a theoretical ethic.



(Ms might expect that filial piety hsiW*, would be am

of the main features of the ideal character} sad indeed this ideogram

occurs several time® in the Analects, notably la 1. 2 ami i. ?. She

first of these reads: "Master fa said, Those who la private life behave

well towards their parents mid elder brothers, in public life seldom

Am adisposition to resist the authority of their superiors* And as

for such am starting a revolution, m instance of it has ever occurred*

It is upon the trash that a gentleman works* When that is firstly set up,

the Way grows. And surely proper behaviour towards parents and elder

brothers is the tnaak of Goodness?" pea li ©r

is© ahsag 'when the trunk is firstly set up, the Why grows8 seem to ma

to be more redolent of Taoism than of early Confucianism, and the whole

passes seems out of tuna with the thou^it of the early part of the

Analects.

This is borne out by what «faL@y has to say on hsia©\ filial
piety, in his analysis of terns,^3 and his remarks are worth citing at

length: "HSIAO* 3Ms word seems originally to have meant piety towards

the spirits of ancestors or dead parent®.^ In the Analects it ©till

frequently ha® this meaning; but it is also applied to filial conduct

towards living parent®, and this is it® usual mooning in current Chinese.

In this change of meaning we may see, I think, another example of that

general transfer of interest from the dead to the living which marked

^3 Op. eit., p. 38.
Ui,
In the Book of Tang hsiao refers almost exclusively to piety toward®
the dead. Out of twelve instances nine can only be taken in this
sense; the other three are non-caaaitt&l (Malay's note in loe.)
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the break-up of the Old Gaou civilisation. Shore is, however, reason to

believe that filial piety placed & relatively email part la the teadiing

of the earliest Ceeafueiaas, ly far the largest number of reference® t&

it in the Mmloots occur in Books 1 & XI Which do not, I think, belong

to the earliest strata of the work. But it seems clear that during the

fourth century B* C. a place of estrone importance had already been

allotted by the Confucians to hsiao in its ©steaded se&sa aS piety towards

living parents ..... Toward® the end of the third century B. C, hsiao

'beagsBsj at any rate in certain Confucian schools, the summit of all virtues,

and in the Canon of Filial Piety ..... hsiao is surrounded by the mystical

halo that attends the tern Jen, (Goodness) in the Analects."

It is interesting to speculate as to whether Confucius developed

the outline of "the ssafclsasaa* as a consciously planned teaching device

for his disciples or not. X incline to think he did, even thm#& the

references are scattered throughout the /asalecte. At times, it will be

noticed, there is acme confusion between the Character of Confucius Mm-

self and this imaginary ideal gentleman, 2bis is particularly the case

Sm Book X, '«feioh deals with 13a© details of ritual observance, attitudes,

gestures, dress, periods of mourning and so on in which later Confucian-

im was deeply Interested. Bio material in Book X va® vrittoa as apply¬

ing to gentlemen in gaac&ral but was adapted and modified as though it

referred to Confucius* cm behaviour.^ All this is part of a hagio-

graphleal tendency which readied it© culMmticm in the work of the

^ V. Hhley, op. eit., p. 55
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greatest commentator ou the Analects, €Ss,u Hsi (1130-1300 A. D. Confucius,

the great sags, according to Chu Hal, could do no wrong, could act mm

admit to weakness. But ia spit© of Chu Hsi# s ingenious coaaeat® the tort

retaaias to indicate otherwise. Both the ideal gentleman and Confucius

himself are manifestly conscious of faults. **7 Good, wise and brave, these

are the three 'ways' of the tree gastlesaaa. Tssu-Kung said Confucius mm

describing himself. But Confucius aaid, "I sm mt equal to it", or "I

syself hare mat with success ia none ©f them" (i.e. the three 'ways').1*8
Awareness of ihults combined with austerity end self-diseipliae are associ¬

ated with the gsatlaaaa ia Anal. i. 14: "a© I-fegrter said, A g/mtlmm

wko never goes cm. eating tillhe is aafced,who does demand comfort ia

his home, who ia diligent la business sad cautious ia his speadt, who

associates with those that possess the Why mm. thereby corrects his own

faults (one Ideogram only JjH "that he amy he rectified), such a

ess© may indeed he said to hare a taste for learning." "He (the gentle¬

man) must act he afraid of admitting "that he has made a sai©tate ( ^ ,

kuo^, mistake, transgression, going beyond or 'over the line')" wad amend¬

ing hia ways.

The necessity of change, a central point in any vital moral system,

appears again in "The faults ( }}£l w*, as above) of a gentleman are

hf,
Chu Hsi was responsible, during the Sung dynasty, for making the
Analects no longer am scripture among others, but the main school
text-book.

hi' Passages exist, as will appear immediately, in which 'the gentleman'
and Confucius each show this consciousness. Bit in this instance and
elsewhere it has ©aasaad right to me, under proper restraints, to use
the experience of Confucius himself to illustrate what he felt to be
the ideal character.

^ Ami, xiv. 30.

h$ Anal. i. 8.
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lite eclipse® of the mm or moon. If he doe® wrong, everyone sees it.

ishea h© correct® Ms fault (esse wordJ^L tag' la Chinese, 'to change,

refom'), every ggisse is turned up towards Mm. "5°
__

A man's concern at Ms own incapacity pa neag) is the

point of two parallel passages acv. 18 od adv. 32. a® former reads:

»«a@ lister said, A ®3®fclaasa is distressed by Ms own lack of capacity;

he is never distressed at the failure of others to recognise Ms merits."

ate pu.0. tiM*. ft* ■%£ .ttfc tea * *. «A«Mt tat the p>»»Uel
in xiv. 32 has no subject expressed, Lsgge translates as '1% with

Confucius speaking, while 'daisy supplies 'A gentleman*. She rest of the

sentence, particularly the word® cELi and along with the parallel

incline me to think it should be read in the third person, "A gentleman';

but the matter is not of great moment. In either case this topic is om

which seems to have been very much of a real issue in the life of Confucius.

Creel mates Confucius' ability to overcome bitterness at the lack of recog¬

nition and responsibility accorded to Mm in Ms lifetime one of Ms out¬

standing moral adMevmaaats.

It was Confucius * sense of the majesty of Goodness which gave

Mm Ms humility, erne of Ms most engaging qualities. Indeed in his

emigration of the virtues of the gentleman it is the presence of this

same consciousness of falling short which save® the figure of the gentle¬

man from becoming m intolerable prig end a bore. Confucius is a realist.

'Us® Master said, As to being a Bivia© Sag® or even a Good Man, far be it

from an to mate any such claim. A® for unwearying effort to loam and

unflagging patience in teaching other®, those are merits that I do mat

^ Anal. Mas. 21,
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hesitate to claim. Kuas-ksi Sua said, "The trouble is that we disciples

emmat Confucius" madesty and precision to the use of terns is

bore evident — what later Confucius called 'rectifying the saasa'. He

sets up an ideal and beeps it as an ideal. sh®ag, mm» end

Jan, good, are not words to be lightly bandied about. One is reminded

of Jesus* question: "ftey callest thou m good? Hone is good save an©,

that is God. SSaou teowsoc the Qommmkmxtt-s Confucius will

not loser the standard nor cooprceiise on honesty by claiming what he has

not attained, rior, on the other hand., does he by any false modesty

minimise his era efforts. He will ehoileng© and help his friends in the

struggle for virtue by telling them What he feels he has found and attained

a® stages on the way to goodness, namely "an unwearying effort to lesm

aad m unflagging patience in teaching others," liy this precision of

definition and honest clarity ot aoral statement the "names are corrected".

It can be seen from such a passage as this that such definition is no war®

academic into of ethical qualities but a positive incitement to the life

of goodness.

It is with others as it is with himself: Confucius is wary of

according the title 'good*. One Tzu-chssag left his state of Ch"l in pro*

test at the slaying of the ruler —-"What do you say of him? (that is,

Tsu-chaag)? The Master replied, He was pure. Mm he perfectly virtuous?

A Grand Minister was instanced as having been three times appointed with¬

out showing the least elation and throe times deposed without showing any

disappointment . • ... He was certainly faithful to his prince's interests.

^ Anal. vii. 33. The earlier passages quoted in this section are from
later strata, but this one, which shows a similar consciousness of
limitations, if not of faults, Is from the earliest stratum.

52 Lute xviii. 19,20.
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vtould you not call Mm Good? She Master said, 1 m sat sure I se© nothing

to that to mrit the title Good, ( s(ZL Jos) Y- 4a®i would b@ ©uy sixth

key-term. As has bean pointed out Confucius oaess® to have regarded the

quality to an ©salted, almost a ayatieal meaner. Lsgge, to a note <m

Anal. I, 2, call® it "to© principle of love, toe virtu© of to® heart",

pi quote® Pastas seeing " fZ. 4®» is am", leading to toe translation

•hiasaaitas®, and aanttoe© 'beaevolsae©'. i-laley (p. 27) give® to© earliest

meaning m 'freeman*, 'sa of the tribe' as opposed to 'men', «subj©ct©®,

•to© aamm people': hmm 'good® as 'possessing to© qualities of one's

tribe*: and as toe Lotto 'gens* 'elan' gov® rise to ..... 'gentle,

m 'Jan'2 to Chinese earn© to mean 'kindly®, 'gentle*, 'humane*.

Her© w© nay also cite as evidence of Coafuciua® raalia® about too

difficulty of attaining goodness bis saying: "1 have never yet seen any-

am toosa desire to buiM up his moral pewsr was as strong as sexual desire"

Here 'aor&l poeer' is too translation of ^ te2 virtu© to®
seventh of our key-teases. Creel considers 'complete virtue' to® best

equivalent for Y- Jen and 'virtus* for te. Haley i® tosistaat

that is only equivalent to to© latin 'vOrtes', to© quality

of a thing, as to toe virtus of this drug or to® 'fore© of character' of

a person as contrasted •with 3jA, physical fore®. Creel, of course, allow®

this sense also, but does not, to w mixta rightly, stress it to toe ex¬

clusion of all other®.

The final quality of the gentleman to b® mentioned is hi® inde¬

pendence — what to© Greek® oall U oTe^f^&usi . ^M® Is to a sense

53 Anal. 1*. 17, with a parallel to xv. 12.
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the culmination of the otters and is topically CotsfiMiM^ ttoagjh it; tea

p&mllele in the Bmtz school saw! is* Mftaxixm t&mm in ovary eivilissfeioa.

He neither grieves nor fears: "Ssu-ma Hit* ashed about the mMuing of the

term Gentlaaaa. *&m master mid, 3s® Gssstlsnitt witter grL&me mr Awn,

Ssu«ma liu said* So that is what is jusasrfe % telag m witter to

griev© nor to fear? She Hastar said, Ua XooMag within himself te finis

di©©®@®, scwwthlng ©at of order, sorrow); a© should h© either grieve

or faar?"55 a® is ©me 'having the testimony of a good consoles©©'.

la oet© of the sterteat chapters ia the Analects it Is said that

"A geotlaaaa is not m ispXesaant" (i.e. la ifelsy'® not© ia lee.) not "a

specialist, a tool used for a special purpose. He need only have general,

moral qualifications. An excellent note of Legga's adds to the sense;

"Hot equivalent to such a man is a machine or blind instrument. It answers

for that mil m other. set so with the superior man, who is *aa omnia

paratus*.M It is this notion of being trained with a view to being fit

-for anything which gives to the ©sotlesasa his independence. It Is

worth noting "he parallel between the Chinas© and former ias^Liah type

of general classical education which had exactly this aim, and how both

produced capable governors of a balanoad and independent east of mind.

For in fact, "the demands that a gentleman mates are v&m himself;

those that a small man mates are upon otters. "56

5^ Anal. xii.

^ Anal. viii. 6,

5^ Anal. xv. 20.

Ite gentleman Is en "whom no «t$g©sqy however great «M upset.5^
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as© gjgaileaaa i« free Isecsus© in the dewiest sense not beholden to my

me elm„ a*® May the eighth tey-tam, waning first 'a

read9, than 'to conduct', or •tell', a worlj next 'a my, m a course

of action', ana, finally in the Analects, 'the >fey «*» this it is ^hids

deliver® a mm freest dependence, His etogSe-ainfledsxsss is his salvation,

ft*© May is tha be-all and ead-all. f^2»© Muter said, In the morning

hear the dey; in theomsiag, die contest."57

57 Anal. !▼» 8.



CHAPTER VI

THE GREEK IDEAL

The Average Greek aM the Athlete ♦ In ©ae important respect the

Greek Ideal of Man is different from the Chinese. The Greek© coined

a compound adjective* *C-*Ao"Couyot @oi , to express the intimate, almost
eyetical connection they felt to exist between the physically beautiful

and the morally good. This had been a tradition among them for a long

time. Physical fitness was of importance to a warrior race. At the

chief religious celebrations, such as the Olympic festival for all

Greece and the Paaathenaic festival in Attica, the gods were honoured

by athletic contests in which the flower of the youth displayed their

strength and agility. The young men accomplished thus a twofold though

not necessarily fully conscious aim: they offered praise and glory to

the god by the giving of their strength and gracei and they expressed

in their own pride and exultation the sense of civic community and

solidarity of the tribesmen and fellow-citi©en® who were gathered with

them for the festival. This sense of community, it must not be forgotten,

was felt to be a religious matter, of camion ancestry and common worship.

These victors in the games, whose very features are preserved for u® as

they stand, s© young and so serious, on their pedestals in statue form,

were felt to be good as well as ha&dsaae because they were disciplined.

99
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They brou^at their bodies into subjectionj aad. yet they were not mm of

mere brawn and ao brains, They were all-around man, where a tampered

firm yet graceful body was matted by a Mad and character of similar

quality. And the athletes were "good" because they were supremely "good

at something "good tor something". Socrates was later to give precise

form to this characteristic Greek feeling about "virtue".

Their earlier victories were celebrated in verse by Pindar, !the

last great poet of the age of the nobles",1 but the victors from the time

of Periclean Athens onwards belonged to the people. They drew daily

rations at the public expense for the rest of their lives, for they repre¬

sented to the ccBBsoa man in 'toe most accessible form toe ideal of ••Aids,

he was always aware and in which toe fair and toe good are inseparable.

There is little trace of this attitude in China. Oho aristocrats

held competitions in archery and other contests calculated t© enhance

military prowess. They considered demeanour and bearing of great import¬

ance. But there is ao widespread evidence that physical beauty was looked

upon as linked with goodness of soul.

It is true that in toe Book of Odes toe phrase "handsome and

good" (jeu) occurs more than once as a description of a perfectly satis¬

factory lover. But these are particular tributes from prejudiced persons

and not t© be compared to toe more widespread Greek ideal. The only other

reference of this kind I have been able t© discover occurs very much later

than Confucius in the Ehih-shu© - Chap. 1&, referred to by Fung yu-lan a®

follows: "The men of Chin Dynasty (265-^20 A. D.) greatly admired the

1 A. R. Burn, Pericles and Athens, (BagXish Utaiv. Press, 1956)* P« 1^.
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physical and spiritual 'beauty of a great personality, CM K'ang «g

famous for his personality, which was compared by some people to a Jade
/>o

mountain and by other® to a pise tree,

'She typically Greek attitude to the beautiful and the good castes

out very clearly at the very beginning of Aristotle's Hichosaaehean Ethics,

where he is discussing the ultimate end of man and the science -which

treats of it. He says, s*2ae Good of man must be the end of the science

of Politics", and goes on, "The subjects studied by political science are

Moral Hobility and Justice ( TV Kcx/N* u(eu. TV £<-Ked- ctx. ).3
Beckham* a note here is most illuminating for our purpose: KirtWV is a

term of admiration applied to what is correct, especially (1) actions sell

done .... and (2) bodies well shaped and works of art or handicraft well

made; it thus means (1) morally right, (2) beautiful," It would b@ easier

to find an equivalent in Chinese for "Tot tot than for TV

Tit SvK**.s. righteousness might serve, and in (1) in the note above,

'actions well done* propriety would at times be appropriate.

But Tot k%tX«t in the double Greek sense of the good and the beautiful i®

not a Chinese category of thought.

In another aspect, however, the Chinese and the Greek Ideal earns

very close to one another. Both admire moderation, the middle way, where¬

as Christianity has tended to direct attention to the extremes of sinful¬

ness and saintliaess which in theory are without limit. The Greek belief
"

in a£V <x yet.-/ f «nothing too mush* is more suitably compared with the

2
OP- clt., p. 236.

^ Ar. Nich. Eth. I ii. 8 and iii 2. (Baokham*® translation).
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Chinese parallels when we consider 'briefly Aristotle*s view ©f the ideal

Ban. Let us look here at one or two general considerations.

It is cowonly thought that those qualities of aiad and heart

which are emphasised in the literature of a people are in fact the qualities

which belong in a special degree to that people. But the very opposite is

the case. She Greeks continually spoke of <5^oc^^<Tuv^ not because
they had it but because they needed it, not because they were in any way

temperate by nature, but because they were a hot-headed Mediterranean folk

subject to loves and hates on an heroic scale, and only too apt at the

least provocation to depart from their chosen Middle way" into extreme®

of passionate anger or bacchanalian orgy.

In a similar way the Chinese have made a great cult of controlling

their feelings and have acquired thereby a reputation for "oriental im¬

passivity". Burt the fires of emotion are there: they are merely bonked.

On enquiring on one occasion for a certain Chinese woman in Manchuria,

I was told she was "ill from anger". 'Shis is a recognised and not un¬

common form of sickness. It may well be that recognition of this type

of illness represents in China a healthier form of society than that

prevalent in the Wast, where the same malady undoubtedly exists but is

disguised under other names and consequently not correctly treated.

The Chines® ability to feel and give vent to intense and pro¬

longed emotion may explain the Confucian insistence on dignity, the

middle way, the study of ritual and having thoughts that are "not out

of place". Is Confucius formal to the point of dullness? Perhaps that

1® what the people of China needed and unconsciously asked of the man

who epitomised for them the ideal way of life.
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Greek rt Chinese Paligim — Purge of Primitive saoaaatts. Shi©

stress ©a temperate m& reasoned living saay "be mm further, in certain

trend® lu the reform of religious practices. Gilbert Murrey says of the

'conquest' by the Olympian gods - "it gradually swept out of religion, ©r

at least covered with a decent veil, that great mass of rites which was

concerned with the fo«kl-®upp3y and the tribe-supply and aimed at direct

stimulation of generative processes. It left only a few reverent and

mystic rituals, a few licensed outbursts of riotous indecency in comedy

and the agricultural festivals. And Hurray concludes, "It was & great

thing that men should envisage the world as governed, not by Giants and

Gorgon* and dealers in eternal torture, but by some human and ©ore than

hrnaa Understanding )# by being® of quiet splendour libs saa^y

a clascieal Sen© and Senses and Daaater. If Olymspianissi was not a religious

faith, it was at least a vital force in the shaping of cities and societies

which remain after two thousand years a type to the world of beauty and

freedom end high endeavour. "■*

A very similar process took place in China, althou^a we cannot

trace its progress in the same detail. Hie Booh of Odes (pre-Coafacim

and the chief treasure-store of Chinese literary allusion) is a collection

of songs of mainly folk origin referring to battles, hunting, feasting,

dynastic legends and may other topics.^ Confucius saw In them a text¬

book of personal morality ..» From the political and historical pieces

»

G. !taray, Five Stags® of Greek Beligioa. (Boubleday Anchor) pp. 59-60.
5 Ibid, pp.

°
See above, Chapter IV.
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it was very easy to draw a moral, even where nam was Intended, Bit

there remained a class ©f song (the largest in the book) which wag re¬

fractory. Ba@ courtship and marriage s©ags, numbering about oaa hundred

and twenty (out of a total of 305) could only be used for morel instruc¬

tion if interpreted allegorieally, Sake,for example, a verse like;

In the lowland is the goats-peashj

Very delicate are its bough®.

Ohj, soft and tender,

Glad I am that you have no friend.*

followed by other verses, with 'glad I as that you have n© home*, 'glad

I am that you have no house'. ibis song is interpreted by the Confucians

in a manner which seems absurd, as the outburst of someone 'groaning

under the oppressiaaofifthe government, and wishing he were an unconscious

tree',?

To attempt this kind of exegesis in poems whiua are all, innocent

enough is to go far beyond the Greeks in avoidance of the sexual aspects

of life and literature. Indeed s© far did the Confucian school carry

the matter that there was a serious discussion as to whether a man might

disobey the rule forbidding any physical contact whatever with his sister-

in-law by catching hold of her hand in order to save her from drowning.

The abandonment of moderation evinced by this kind of thinking

does not, however, invalidate the general thesis that in Confucius' time,

after It, and possibly even before it, there was & aovemexai to purge the

older beliefs and practices of element® which could b© considered licentious

? A. Hhley, The Book of Songs, (Grove Press), App. p. 336. v&ley draws
attention to a" similar' allegorising process applied to the tog of
Solomon in the Bible.
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or superstitious. It Is In this context that we must view the famous

statement, ''She Master never talked ©f prodigies, feats of strength,

disorders ©r spirits.!Sa@ word 'prodigies' includes anything strange

or uncanny, portent®, monstrosities or apparitions. 'Disorders* are

said by Whlcy to he disorders ©f Jfeture (lit. confusions) such as mow

in summer, owls hooting by day and the lite. Both the above would have

received considerable attention and respect a® assans among the teas

long after Confucius* day, as indeed they did among the less enlightaned
Atin China. The word for 'spirits' Is 'shea', the same a® is used for

'gods' or 'god'. 10 distinction I® made in the word itself a® between a

lower, more superstitious or 'popular' view of the divin© powers or a

higher, more philosophical view. But the meaning her® must be the first

or lower one, since, when Confucius, as represented by the Analects, does

mention positively the divine, the word employed is usually , T'lea,2
'Heaven9, as in Anal. iii. 13, "H@ who ha® put himself in the wrong with

Heaven has no means ©f expiation left." All things considered, and allow¬

ing for large differences in the respective background®, it does not seem

to be stretching the point unduly to not© features in the views of Confucius

and his follower® similar to what took place in the change in the Greek

world from the earlier ©sthenic to the later Olympian religion.

These change® are cited here because both involve & profound

alteration in the view of the ideal mm and of the whole purpose of man's

life, from unthinking conformity to ancient cult-practices in line with

primitive instincts for the sate of survival to a life of reason con¬

sciously directed t© higher ends. Among the Greeks this conscious purpose

emerge® Into the clear light of day with Socrates.
* * * * *

8 Anal. vii. 20.
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Socrates. Ursa derate® is mentioned it should at ©nee "be stated

that he is not a typical Greek. la hi® trenchant criticism, hi@ one-sided-

ness and lack of interest ia amy of the varied peaceful and warlike pur¬

suits of the Athenian eitisaQfi, aad in his non-Greek statical dependence

cm the leading of his "daimon", he is anything hot average. The contrast

"between him and his fellow-citisen® in Athens and the threat his presence

posed to their cceplaeeacy were so great that the Athenians pit him to

death, (They probably escpeeted hi® friends to smuggle him out of prison,

as Pericles did for the philosopher Aaaaeagoraa; hut Socrates would haw®

none of it.)

But yet it is perfectly valid, indeed necessary, t© take Socrates

into account when speaking of the Greek Ideal, for he was cm© of these

'watershed personalities* after whom life is newer the same again. Follow¬

ed by and vitally affecting Plato, Aristotle and all the later schools of

philosophy, he was not normal but he created the noma. No one ia the en¬

tire history of thou^it has been able to ignore him. And he is so engag¬

ing and so perennially stimulating that no one has wanted to.

To draw parallels between historical figures and periods so widely

differing as those of Socrates and Confucius is another aspect of the

delicate task of cultural ccssrpariscn which was discussed earlier under

the heading of Sasaantic® and Translation.^ It is attended with risk® but

can be eaetresaely valuable ia providing new insists. In any ©want, both

Socrates and Confucius are titanic figures who lie at the beginning of an

important and readily traceable development in ethical thought in the

Infest and the Orient respectively.10

9 ia Chapter II.
10 Both inspired their followers to a marked degree but, so far a® i®

known for certain, neither wrote books. They belong to the same era,
as Soemtes (c.h?0 - 399 B. C.) was bom within about nine years of
the death of Confucius.
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gwt Spgihiafte. -fe can go oas step further mS say that therew
certain parallel® in the circumstances surrounding than. C. P. Bitsgerald,

la hi© book, "A Short Cultural History of China", say®,

"She period of the 'Hfcrrlag States8 (kQl~221 B. C.)
(Ogaafueius died in 479 B. C.} ma a restless s@s of ps&litie&i
disorder and social disintegration. Itm also the most
glorious age in the history of Chinese thought, a period when
ethical and philosophical systems arose which have exercised
a lasting influence on the culture of the Par Steat, similar
to the influence of classical Greece on Europe® civilisation.
Sae parallel is indeed striking. Use aga of the philosophers
in Chinaw almost exactly contemporary with that of the Greek
philosophers; moreover the political circoBStaaces stimu¬
lated the rise cf the philosophic school© wre rmt altogether
dissimilar.

It was no accident that the rise of the school©
coincided with an age of political change. Though on a
larger scale, the Chinese kingdom© of the feudal ago repre¬
sented a development akin to the Greek city-states. In both
countries the individual states felt themselves to he part of
a larger cultural mlt, Hellas, or "Chu Hsia" - "All the Hsia".
And in both case© the aim of the tMater® who founded the
school© of philosophy was in the first instance political, an
endeavour to discover some principle of moral authority which
could unite this cultural group under the harmonious ©way of
an Ideal govemssnt.11 In China, as in Greece, the search for
this principle led the deeper thinkers further afield, until
their ©peculations revolved upon the great questions of the
origin of the universe and the purpose of human existence.
Tha parallel development in China and Greece ended, too, in a
similar tragedy. She philosophers failed to find the retaady
for the evils they saw m clearly and the cultured state® of
Eastern China, like the cities of Greece, fell under the hard
desaiuatim of a warlike people, *&©m only contribution to
civilisation was a capacity for military organisation and the
ability to frame and enforce & rigid code of law®. It is
noteworthy that the erne school which flourished in the "land
within the Basses", military Ch*ia (which ultimately ceta-
qyered the rest of the states in China) was the School of
legists, in which Xi Sou, the man responsible for the burst¬
ing of the books and the ruin of the Hundred Schools,

H This is undoubtedly true of Socrates and his successors. It is only
true, hommv, because Socrates moved the whole tread of philosophical
enquiry away from the scientific and eossaologicaX enquiries of the pre-
Socratics towards the hxsasuaistie, ethical and political field© which
were his earn interest. The scientific branch of enquiry, however, never
lost it© appeal, re-emerging in Plato, Aristotle, the lythagaresms, the
revival of the atomic theory of Democritus and in the work of Lucretius
in the Imperial Base, to tmnQ only a few. [oalj
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received his training.

Ib the search for & "principle of moral authority" which

Fitsgarald mention©, Socrates' method in a reasoned examination of "the

good". Gonfueiu® proceeds by outlining the characteristic® of the good

ma with particular esaph&ais on hi® social relationships. But,, it should

be rmm&bered, both were surrounded by other practitioner® and teachers,

knows in Greece under toe general term "sophists", who were seeking a

formula for successful government. "Soghoa being the Greek word for wise,

or in the old sense of the Esagllsk word, cunning, the verb sophiao meant

to profess wisdom, or to make, or as the American%ay, put you wise. A

Sophistes had meant in earlier times an exponent of any form of 'cunning4

or specialised knowledge. It was now casing to mean an exponent of higher

educationj in short, a professor"^^or a "free-lance popular lecturer

or, one mi$at add, in an even more up-to-date idle®, "a consultant".

The Sophists depended itortheirii^allhood. on teaching, "public

speaking" being one of their most popular courses. Some of them were

charlatans, and all tended to get a "bad Press" from the conservatives

and the comedian©, the latter representing the 'average working man' in

Athens. The best of them, such as Gorging and Protagoras, were intelli¬

gent and honourable, but even their view® tended toward® a thorough-going

scepticism. "As regard® ethics, it is from the alleged teaching of the

^ Qp. cit., (Cresset Press), p. 72. Pitsgerald goes m to point out
that the "point® ©f agreement ... cannot b@ pushed too fax". "Jtea-
eratie government never found a place in any Chinese system", and
poetry and the art© came to full flower much later in China.

A. E. Burn, Pericles and Athens, (^sglish XJhiversitiee Pree^, pp.164-5.
lk Ibid., p. 20.
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Sophists that ayotagg rip In Aristophanes derive© the view that it i© what

the aaimls do, and therefore "natural" and therefore right and proper,

that he should heat up hie old father a© soon as he is strong enough.

Although this is a caricature, it bears a certain reBarabXaxs.ee to

the doctrine of the Legalist School (or Legist, see Fitzgerald above,

p. 107). The Legalists thought that the way to rule was not by moral

example nor li, but by a system of punishments sad reward® based upon an

exact system of promulgated laws, by realism and not idealism. Tk© system

depended for its success upon a high concentration, of power in the hands

of the ruler and a ruthless exercise of this power in all instances in

what amounted to a totalitarian state. The philosophy was not fully

developed until the time ©f Han Fei Tsu who died about 233 B. C. but it

had its beginnings earlier. Many of the "government consultants", coun¬

sellors to princes and influential officials of the feudal courts, in

Confucius' day must have 'been of this persuasion. It is evident frosa the

conversations, incidents and points of view represented in the Analects

that already there are signs of the emergence of a model man contrasting

markedly with that of Confucius and matching that of the later legalist©

in China and ease of the view® of the Sophists in Greece. This model has

Machiavellian traits j he takes advantage of the Changes in society, in

the case of China the break-up of the traditional feudal pattern, to set

forward at any cost the interests of the prince he is advising and to

"get ahead" himself. Materialism and self-interest he believes to be the

only motives which count in human affairs, and such virtues as keeping

x5 ibid., p. 166.
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faith and speaking the truth are out of date, la. fact am not virtues

hut weaknesses to he discarded.

It Is against this background that both Confucius and Socrates

sat out to examine 'the good" acid erect valid standards for human conduct.

It is veil known that Socrates' life ended la martyrdom, a peculiarly calm,

judicial and Hellenic hind of death, but martyrdom nevertheless. Confucius

seems to have died in his bed, but his life can only be understood as

struggle. It was no outward success but the clarity of his moral thinking

and the steadfast and basically cheerful persistence of his moral resolu¬

tion which gave hla by mysterious process of history an astonishing ascend¬

ancy over the lives of men In the long centuries of China's history.

Socrates and Confucius. "Them was an ugly, snub-nosed, strongly-built

man of working-class origin", says A. B. Burn, s*ah© combined a devastat¬

ing power of destructive criticism with a conviction that there must be

a basis for morality somewhere. He was beginning to be popular with the

bright young people, who learned his tricks and took them home to try

out on father. This was Socrates. Like Socrates Confucius folt drawn

to the training of youth. "She Master said, A youth is to be regarded

with respect. How do we know that his future will not be equal to our

presentf"1?

16
Ibid., p. 167.

3-7 Anal. Ix. 22. Lagge's translation, Waley translates the last phrase
"will not one day be all that you are now."
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The informal methods of the two men. ware also similar, 'The

gentleman (Chfln tact) lay his culture collect® friends about Mm, and torou^a

these friends promotes Goodness.?il® The progressiva here, wsn2 to
yu2 to /(zZjs®2 ^ is one which would haw appealed to Socrates,

P
if we understand by wen culture in the broadest sense,moral as wall m

literary - and this was precisely the sense in which the Greeks and the

Chinese understood it, toow^i we in the twentieth century do not - and

by Jen2 the sense of ultimate Goodness, almost mystical in its sigaifi-
20canoe.u

But Socrates was not setting out to supply his friends with trick

questions: his service to them was to lead toe® back behind appearances,

behind what everyone took for granted to first principles. He used as

one starting-point for hi® enquiry the notion of oc^T^, a word which
was much in the air in the fifth century B, C. in Athens. The Sophists

claimed to be able to impart toe quality it represented. As W. K, C.

Guthrie has pointed out,21 arete is "a word which by itself is incomplete,"

Each trade or profession has its own arete, toe smiths, the shoemakers,

the generals. It is coasasonly translated 'virtue', but in its vocational

sense 'efficiency' would ccme nearer to its meaning. The word is found

standing by itself and then it mean® the quality or excellence prised by

a particular cmmmlty. Occurring In toe contest of Homeric society it

Ami. acil. 2k.

culture, friendship, goodness.

This was the sense toe tern doe© seas t© have borne for Confucius, and
which Haley conveys throughout his translation by capitalising the word
Goodness whenever he uses it as the rendering ©f Jear. V. V/aley, The
Analects of Confucius, p. 29.

21
W. K. C. Guthrie, The Greek, Fnilosophers freaa Shales to Aristotle,
(Harper Torchbook), FPrT£S£h ™ * ~~~
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stands for 'valour1. But Socrates was concerned to find tee meaning of

the word as applied t© tee community of men in general. You have t© "find

tee function, argca, of a mm as a man, teen you will know ia mat human

excellence consists."

Socrates began with the artisans because ia their own limited

sphere they seemed to know what they were doing. But, insisting that

,!ths unexamined life is not -worth living for a man", 22 he pursued his

enquiries relentlessly into tee purpose of all life and the true meaning

of 'Justice', 'goodness' and tee words which came so readily to all men's

lips but whose essence was so little understood. Sosse men were stimulated

to join him in Ms search: others were offended at teat seemed to teem

the destruettvesess of his criticism. Socrates was convinced that there

could be no lasting framework for right living until tee rubble of ignor¬

ance and confusion was exposed and cleared away.

In this he was not merely destructive; he was himself sxistentlally

involved. H© adopted as his own rule tee words carved over tee shrine of

the oracle of Apollo at Delphi» r. <2 ^ i fHs uJ To v ^ 'Know thyself*.

And his friends all bore witness to the fact that hie life was tee most

convincing and self-consistent they had ever known.

Confucius was concerned with tea same basic themes although hi®

approach was different. The circumstances of feudal China and democratic

Greece were so dissimilar that assy correspondence between the two mm

may see* unexpected. But it la In their fuarieraimtal ccEsaitmeat to Goodness

as a matterof ultimate concern and their eagerness to have their followers

22
o &' fAd*ToS /Wo* «u

{btwTo* tulTih Plato Apol. 38a.
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first understand and then make the same commitment that they are kin.

Even in some of their methods of agression there is a certain

similarity. For the hints about Goodness to be learned fro© the mechanics

w® may compare, "Tsu-kung asked about the practice of virtue. The Master

said, The mechanic who Toshes to do his work well must first sharpen hi®

tool®. When you are living in any state, take service with tee most worthy,

vis. its great officer®, and make friends of the most virtuous of Its

scholars. "23 Similarly, "Tzu-hsla said, Just as the hundred apprentices

(I.e. all the different sorts of apprentices) must live in workshops to

perfect themselves in their craft, so the gentleman studies teat he may
ot

improve himself in the Wfey. Apprenticeship to Goodness i® like apprentice¬

ship to a trade.

Socrates the Greek would, in the first example above, be more

critical and analytical than Confucius. He might be less ready, on the

grounds of his Athenian experience, to assume that even tee great officers

and scholars really knew what virtue was and could thereupon teach it to

anyone. But the depth of Confucius' perception and concern was no less,

for he confessed how difficult it was to find a man of integrity. "The

Master said, A Mwine Sage I cannot hope ever to meet; the most I can

hope for is to meet a true gentleman. The Master said, A faultless man

I cannot ever hope to meet. The most I can hope for is to meet a man of

fixed principles. Yet where all around me I see HOvthing pretending to
4

be Something, E&ptinese pretending to be Fulness, Penury pretending to be

Affluence, even a sn of fixed principles will be acne too easy to find. "2^

Anal. xv. % (Lsgge)
2h Anal. xix. 7.(ffeley)
25 Anal. vii. 25.
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Khoaledge and Both s/*sn are concerned with the "conceit of

knowledge without the reality." Socrates was accustomed to say that he

did not himself know anything, and that the only way in which he was wiser

than other man mi© that h® wa» conscious of hi© am igaorsaae® while they

were not. For en almost exact parallel in Confucius compare Anal. ii. 17.

!*a@ blaster said, Yu, shall I teach you what knowledge is? When you know

a thing* t© recognise that you know it, and when you do not know a thing,

to recognise that you do not know it. That is knowledge. "

In the comparatively lawless age in which Confucius lived, rival

princelings laid themselves open, as we have seen, to setose® for increas¬

ing their power propounded to them by official© and "expert®", honest and

dishonest. As the simpler, feudal way of life receded into the past, it

became more and more evident that "knowledge" was the road to power, and

those mm. were not lacking who claimed to possess and be able t© Impart

such •knowledge". Confucius, too, valued knowledge, but he understood

the term in a different sense, and its basis was honesty. In a world of

expediency he was seeking to establish absolute standards, and before any

progress could be made, he felt it essential to recognise and admit the

limits of one's knowledge.

The saying about knowledge in Anal. ii. 17 above should be linked

with a cardinal point ia Confucianism, namely "the rectification of names".

"Tsu-lu said, If the prince of Sfei were waiting for you to caae and ad¬

minister his country for him, what would be your first measure? The

Master said, it would certainly be to correct language." (Thus WaJLey

^2 lit. "set names strai^at".) Tsu-Xu said, Can I hav© heard you

aright?" ... But Confucius goes on to explain, "If language is incorrect,
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then what is said does not concord with what vat meant; aM if what is

said does aot concord with what ra meant, what is to te dcme cannot b®

effected. If what Is to be done cannot be effected, then rites and music

will not flourish. If rites and music do sot flourish, then mutilations

and lesser punishments will go astray. And if mutilations end lesser

punishments go astray, then the people will have nowhere to put hand or

foot.

"Therefore the gentleman uses only suds language as is proper

for speech, and only speaks of what it would he proper to carry into

effect. The gentleman, in what he ways, leave® nothing to mare chance.

Wtaley is almost certainly correct in assigning this passage to

a date mush later than Confucius on the stylistic grounds of the long and

heavy chain of so-called consequences. I have quoted the passage almost

in full to indicate areas of government held by the Confucian school to

bo vital. But it 1© probably that the idea of the importance of language

being in accordance with reality goes back a long way in the Confucian

school if aot to Confucius himself.

A less elaborate passage, mentioning a Duke Chlag who died during

Confucius1 lifetime in 1*90 B. C., deal© with the same matter, "Duk© Chiag

of Ca'l asked Master K'uag about government. Master K'uag replied saying,

Let the prince be a prince, the minister a minister, the father a father

and the son a son.

26 Anal. mill. 3.

^ Anal, adi, U first half of chapter.
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Fung Yu-laa explains this seemingly trite statement wall -whoa

he say®, "Every name contains certain implications which constitute the

essence of that class of things to which this name applies. Such things,

therefor©, should agree with this ideal essence. (Note; the things

should agree with the nam®, not vice versa.) The essence of u ruler is

what the ruler ideally ought to be, or what, in Chinese, is called "the

way of the ruler" . If a ruler acts according to this way of the ruler,

h© is than truly a ruler, in fact as well as in name. There is an agree¬

ment between nam© and actuality ... Every name in the social relationships

implies certain responsibilities and duties. Buler, minister, father and

son are all the nasse3 of such social relationships, and the individuals

bearing these names must fulfil their responsibilities and duties accord¬

ingly. n26
Thus we find that both in the brief incidents of the Analects

and in the longer and more reasoned dialogues of Plato one of the main

preoccupations is the attempt to get bach to first principles in the

ethical realm by means of a more precise use of language. It 1® interest¬

ing to not© that once again the loo® of language is the centre of attention

in contesporaxy philosophical thought.

Fung Yu-Laa, A Short History of Chinese ihllosophy, pp. 41-2.
For the preoccupation of the Legalist School under Han Fei-tzu

idled 233 B. C.) with this same question, "holding the actualitiesindividual® in government offices) responsible for their names
I.e. the titles of the offices thus held) Han Fei-tzu eh. 4-3, see
Fung Yu-lan, op. cit., pp. 160 - 161.
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Plato. Sfeen we eesae to consider Plato by himself, apart tram Socrates,

the Plato of the Republic, of the Syracuse period and ©f the later dia¬

logues, we encounter almost nothing hut contrast to the Confucius of the

Analects, doe feels instinctively that this is a double contrast - first,

one of personality, the two mm and the shape of their thought are very

differentj - second, one of development, for Confucius stand® at the begin¬

ning of a line, while Plato has the thought ©f Socrate® upon which to work.

There are superficial similarities, a® for example in Plato's

phrase,^ vWouk fioufi#c^9 «jkHooojfay is the greatest form of
music", where Adam comments 'In its wider sense the word "Music" meant

to a Greek intellectual culture, or rather the culture not merely of the

intellect bat of the character also. This is precisely what the Chinese

of the Analects would understand by (wen2) and it ha© importance for

us as being the main aim of the education Confucius sought to impart.

But Adam goes on, "what the sentiment precisely means, we may

learn from the Republic, where it is said that "Musical education should

culminate in the love of the beautiful": Ski Sfc'mw TfcWr*v rot ftou^K*
u$ T*. Too ig the dominant idea in the %m-

posiumj and, it is by gradually rising from stage to stage in the pursuit

of Beauty that the Soul at last succeeds in regaining the freedom she

forfeited at birth.1,32

29 PSaaed© 6lA

3° jas. Mom, *Zhe Religious Teachers of Greece, p. 387.
31 Rep. ii 403c.
32 Mam, ibid.
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Sere, you see, v& tttt back ia th® realm off fp gyqqnft SpQft

which Costfaclus &&&& nob tread, Be teas enthusiasm aal redact bordering

m wrehip for the *atoagS 'diTin© Saga'; tee will only accord the tea

4 — Jen2, Good or Goodness very spsoriQgly to mssa, for tea hold© the

quality la an almost aystlcal regard. Bit To x*Ao^, »tte® fair* is not

a category of Ms. ais in turn implies far shot© than the man© absoaea

off a category; it is a different east of thought and aim, producing a

different character.

Bit let m fallow Plato's thougit a little further alms the mm

Use la Man*® msaaarys "She aim of Btiloecfhy is thus to load us ffrea

the seen to the uasem, from the tejporsl to the eternal) and perceiving

this 'the soul of tela %steo truly lews® withholds herself ffroa

pleasures and desires and pains and fears as far as ehe eaa% ksosriag

that every new indulgent will add to the chains from which she desires to

he released. 33 35^ the true philosopher is one who mortifies the teo^r
\' fr '

for the sake of the soul; his entire life is indeed a |a£A* ,vj * *v«it©u „
a study, or rather rehearsal, of death, To this there is nothing pre¬

cisely parallel in Greek literature before Ms (Plato's) time, althou$&
it is closely related to the Orphic dsjctrlae of the body as the sepulchre

©f the soul <fv^)."3^
The other-worldly mate hare, the sens® of the reality of the unseen,

asceticism and, the preoccupation with Death, all are found in Christianity
and Buddhism as well as in Platonic thought; but all are forest©

fueisstiUeu

33 Pteaedo 834
^

Jas. Mm, pp. cit., pp. 383-4.
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When w© eoffls to eoasi&er the Republic there is naturally seme

affinity with the Analects, since both books deal witih the virtues proper

to man living together in ocmwunlty. On® or two point® is the progression

of argusaents in the Republic must suffice for our purposes here. Socrates

proposes to study the nature of Justice and injustice wit large in the

larger organiaa of the state.25 bj© four cardinal virtues, muds®, Courage^
Moderation or Self-control and Justice, are found to be realisations oa a

Mi^er Scale of the principle of division of labour. Th&j constitute and

in mxm sort define goodness. Let u® look briefly at these cardinal virtue®

in the Republic with the Qainese scene also in mind.

Jladm- <k <fo^c«L Che wisdom of the ideal state resides in the rulers.
C > A \ /

It is defined as 'prudence in counsel',^ fcvpoeAl«l } "for it is not Ignor¬
ance, I imagine, but knowledge ( j that makes mm deliberate

i j

prudently to /iovAtoeV^ j "What is this knowledge, and in

whoa doe® it reside? It is our protective science ( lfc<^, and
it resides in that governing class whom we denominated Just now perfect

guardians (-"ftAtoa $ ^>trXe<.«. s) Then it is the knowledge residing
in its smallest class or section, that is to say in the predominant and

ruling body, which entitles a state, organized agreeable to nature ( kCxTot

o(fw to be called wise as a whole sad

that class Whose ri^ht and duty it is to partake of the knowledge which

alone of all kinds of knowledge 7U3v> aAA^v/ tTV T ) iS properly

25 i ©» indebted here to the outline at the beginning of the translation
of the Republic by J. L. Davies and D. J. Vau^iaa, (Golden Treasury
series,~X92d, original edition 18^2), and to W. K. C. Guthrie, She
Greek IMlosogher®. References to the original are ay own, fro© the
^■Suisaer edition of 1906.
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called wisdom { ), is naturally, as it appear©, the least

numerous tody in the state.

Wlsdeaa in the sense of taking counsel for the state was of im¬

portance in Ancient China, but of less importance for the body of the

people than in Ancient Greece because in China the deliberative function <
*

was confined, to the prince advised by a few ministers. It is true that

Platoj as above indicated, confines this function also to comparatively

few, the small class of guardians. But Plato stresses this aspect of

wisdom because he is operating in a democratic framework of thought

(although his ideal Republic is far from being a democracy) whereas

Confucius is operating with a feudal framework, although he himself was

a factor in transforming the feudal system into the later bureaucracy.

In any event neither ancient nor modern China has known democratic govern¬

ment and therefore their interpretations of wisdom In its various forms,

profound through these are, have little in common with Plato's definition

of it as 'prudence in counsel' in a predominantly political setting.

Courage: ais quality, belonging to the soldier© in Plato's

state, receives little direct emphasis in Confucius, or for that matter

in later Chinese history. Bit it is worth looking at Plato's definition

a little more closely. '''This power, therefore, to hold fast continually

to the right and lawful opinion concerning thing© to be feared and things

not to be feared, I define to be courage, and call it by that name. "37
Plato Rep. U28 tr.Daviea and Vau^ian. , c s

37 Ibid., 430. fy ^ -TWo-Ty i,*^
'4^y ft ryL rvi

5LV"S^-iX»<V \ juijL U*-* w KC«CiS Ts.Vtf*L+.
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Hers we hare a philosopher'e definition of courage. It does not contain

the thinking which 'would be much inspiration to men on the eve of Agiacourt

or D-day. It has little to serve the sinew or fir® the blood for physical

fitting. But it is curiously close to the Chinese ideas of chuag

'loyalty* and 'faithfulness', or courage a® steadfastness.

This quality may be illustrated by an historical incident from

the Han Dynasty. Ia 138 B. C. one Chang Cfa'ien was sent by the energetic

and ambitious aeperor Wa to contact a tribe in Central Asia,, butw captured

almost at once by the hostile Hsiuag lu nomads. He was kept a prisoner

for tea years, and when he finally escaped turned, not home to China, but

westwards to continue Ms mission. On his return he was again captured

and held for a year. Wxen he reached the capital Ch'ang As after twelve

years' absence he was accompanied only by the Hsiuag Hu wife he had married UV

captivity and one Chinese follower of the hundred who had set out with him.

Moderation or Self-control. The third class of citizens is

the Republic is much the largest, namely those who supply the ©cosmic

needs of the state by agriculture, manufacture and trade. They are the

only ones to hold 'wealth, and are therefore, as W. K. C. Guthrie points

out, not 'the masses' in the Marxist saaoe. The third virtue of moder¬

ation is, however, not associated with them as a class but with all the

citizens together. It consists essentially of an agreement between the

citizens as to who is t© rule. It is not possible here to do justice t©

the subtle way in which Plato unfolds this part of his argument, but there
are two sections i&ick point towards a Chines© parallel.

Socrates in the dialogue has been speaking of "those staple and

moderate desires which go hand in hand with intellect and right ©pinion",
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and fee goes ok, "Da you not see that the parallel to this exists ia

little h-'t , "'-Je shall fee fuller justified is pronouncing temperance to

fee tfeat u.-a j dfe we described as a concord between the naturally

politeness, ceremonial). Haere is also a clear indication of t» classes

of people, the naturally tetter and wfee naturally worse." Wte are reminded

the ccaaaon people, who are destined to fee moled. Both Plato and Confucius

take it for granted that some are born mid trained to role, others to

follow. Nothing could fee further from the modem egalitarian view giTon

prominence in the American and French revolutions and in the basis of

modern democracy.

Justices v| four^ virtue, like the third, does not belong
to any one class in the state. It is sesfflerwhat similar t® the third,

38 Plato Rep. tr. Dnrlerf and Vsughaa. ig a deligptful
example of Greek understatement. Its iBeaaiag when applied to things
is 'fitting, suitable, fair, reasonable', and when applied to persons,
•fit, capable, fair, ffinA, gentle, good*. This meaning, slightly stepped
up fey being put in the comparative, "someone of the better sort", repre¬
sents a person *Ao would be instantly recognised and acknowledged as a
brother by the Chinese gentleman.

39 Rep. 1*31-2.
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sine® it Is the fulfilment of its mm function by every class. "To do
S \ Cm ^

oae's business, in sane shape or other, is Justice." ("To r6i ®ioToJ
W' ■ATffcw^ gr again later; "Aether the virtue of the state may act

be chiefly traced t© the presec.ee of that fourth principle la every child

ami voaan, in every slave, freeman and artisan, ia the ruler and in the

subject, requiring each t© do his ©an work sad not meddle with asaay things"

(iTi TO ^WtfroV A hf*TTi KSU firt)Xun-4\y^v^ ^
And the reverse of Justice; "Then any intermeddling ia the three classes,

or change from one to another, would inflict great damage oa the state,

sad may with perfect propriety b© described as in the strongest sense a

doing of evil. A© W. K. C. Guthrie puts it, She state's "Justice ©r

virtue as a whole, that arete which will enable it to perform its proper

function as a healthy organism, consists in each class acquiescing con¬

tentedly in the duties and pleasures proper to its &m position and not

trying to usurp the position or functions ©f another class."

This would be described by the Chinese as each class following

it® own f 5Sl^ or 'way*. The notion of not overstepping the boundaries
and of keeping of one's position, 'not exceeding*, ^ i® found in the

Analects. The trmsmrk of the Five Relationships, between prince and

minister, father and son, husband and wife and so oa, is of a later date

but finds its Justification ia the somewhat static view of society which

Confucius, as far as can be discovered, seem® to have held. Two qualifi¬

cation® should be mad® here; first that Confucius himself seems to have

Rep. h33«
la

Rep. h3h,
hp̂

Anal. xl. 15.
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"b©en more flexible aafl his later followers more schematic and rigid;

second, that Plato is, his ideal state is \maoubtedly more rigid in his

division of elass function than anything t© he seen in actual Greek city-

states. With these cautions, however, it rmy he said that the view of

justice put forward here hy Plato would have seemed eminently reasonable

to Confucius. She static view of society they both share is the very-

opposite of the extreme social mobility In modem American democracy.

53aere is one marked similarity in the outward lives of Confucius

and Plato to which attention should be drawn. Both sought the ideal

philosopher-king and hoped to influence affairs through, him; both failed.

Plato twice went to the court of Diosaysius, tyrant of Syracuse, at the

strong insistence of a friend Dion, but his attaaspts at reform proved a

failure because Bloaysius, a weak character, was not willing to persevere

in the course Plato suggested. This biographical fact gives peculiar

force and poignancy to the well-known passage in the Republic: ''until

philosophers are kings, or the kings and the princes of this would have

the spirit and power of philosophy, and political greatness and wisdom

Mt la one T.oto ill T^ril Tt TrX<-T,^
Ktu. ^tAo.... cities will never have rest from their evils, * no,
nor the human race, as I believe.

The whole life of Confucius illustrates the same point. Materials

are scanty and we d© not know exactly how far he sought office and failed

to obtain it. But his whole interest was in the realm of politics and

ethics, and it seems clear he wanted to have a hand in actual refoxms.

^ Rep. 473, tr. Jowett.
44

See chap. m.
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"May I ncffe make a -hou (ideal kingdom) in the oast?" he said when invited

to help one of the nobles in rebellion.^
But Confucius ms able t© Influence the course of ©vents through

his disciples. "She Historical Records tell us of four isea -who studied

with fzu-Hsia (one ©f Confucius' favourite disciples) and afterwards

becaa® the instructors of kings. Tsu-Hsia himself, at the end of his

life, was tutor to the Marquis Wen of $ei. Undoubtedly he is very Im¬

portant among those who transmitted and formed the Confucian doctrines

^5 Anal. xvil. 5. Cf» also xili. 14.
16

H. G- Creel, op. cit.p. 71.

Before leaving the topic of Plat© and Confucius it may be well

to add a footnote to mention a remarkable Chines© parallel to Plato's

Theory of Ideas, It eases not fro®. Confucius but fro® the most prominent

commentator and author ©f Nee-Confucianism, Orn Hsl (1130-1200 A. D.)

In Chu Hsi's system the 'li* are almost exactly equivalent t© the Platonic

Ideas. "Even prior to the invention of ships and carts, their *11' are

already present ... The 'li* are eternal ... The *11* is the 'chi* of

that thing, i.e., its ultimate standard. (The word ehi originally was

the name for the ridgepole at the peak of the roof of a building. A©

used in Heo-Confucianism it means the highest ideal prototype of things.)

For the universe as a whole there wist also be an ultimate standard,

-which is supreme and all-embracing: the Supreme 'Ultimate or fai CM." —

fro® Fuag Yu Ian, A Saort History of Chinese Philosophy tr. Bodde, p. 297.

The similarity of the fad Chi t© Plato's Idea of the Good is obvious.
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Chu Hsi lived to the Sung Dynasty, immediately following the

T'ang Dynasty (6lQ-905 A. D.) when China was sore open than at any other

time to foreign ideas. It seems to me entirely possible that the Theory

of Ideas had penetrated fro® west to China to some form. I do not think

this has been proved one way or the other as yet. Chi the other hand

Chu Hsi may have independently hit upota the same theory.

The Greek Theatre. The pursuit of the elusive notion of the Ideal

Man to Greek dram is a subject by itself. It would be illuminating if

a camparison were made between the qualities found to the protagonists

of Greek dram and the heroes of Chinese literature to plays, history

and novels. In this merely parenthetical section one or two observations

may be permitted.

It can be argued that the Ideal Man is what the Greek dramatists

were pursuing, showing various facets of his nature to a stylized form

and one or two at a time in their characters. These characters are seen

to struggle with one another but always also with Destiny. It has been

claimed that the early use of aasks for the actors was continued into

later times because the audience did not want to see the play of emotion

on the actor's face; they wanted the fixed character, the personage given

by the well-kaosm story. But within that fixed framework the play of

reason and emotion, the clash of ambition and love and hate and destiny

is varied, fascinating and terrible. Ho artificial modern stage or screen

set can exceed to impact the simple, deep and stylised terror of Euripides'

Medea, nor the poignancy, tenderness and beauty ©f the same play. But
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the approach of all the Greek drasaati3ts is a reasoned; speculative,

philosophic approach, as when Prometheus in Aeschylus' play makes a

deliberate charge as a man against the gods. His situation; bound to a

rock and in pain, is a wild and desperate one; even his words are wild;

but hi© thought is cool and reasoned.

The Chinese are more specific; less general in their comments -

I refer not t© drama only but t© the general literary scene in historic

China; so far as I know it. They are more mundane and pedestrian; but

with a remarkable insight into human character and foibles. They are

intuitive rather than reasoned in their approach; though they have their

own logic and grammar ofmotive; cause and effect. They are perhaps more

accurate even than the Greeks in depicting human relationships and spend

much more time m the niceties of civilised behaviour; undertaken a© a

conscious art.

The Greeks are more concerned than the Chinese with courage ana

certainly more concerned with Justice. They find significance in the

characters on the stage not only because of themselves but because they

represent particular instances of general questions, such as Creom in

Sophocles' Antigone standing for the State opposed to Antigone standing

for the individual and the concerns of the human heart.

But both Chinese and Greeks are concerned with righteousness,

with what is really and permanently right. And both would tend to place

loyalty above love between a man and a woman. The Japanese plays and

romances find their resolution in the same way, for there a woman will

oftensacrifice her life or her own honour for the sake ©f the honour of

her knight.
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She great issues of life and death against which the life of the

Ideal Mass mot be seas are dealt with on the Greek stage. For anything

©amparabl© in Chinese civilization one would have to turn not to the

Analects or Confucian philosophy, but to a religion China received from

an alien source but nd@ completely her own, asms!y Buddhism.

Aristotle. Ethics is "not ... a subject of merely intellectual

interest - I mean we are not concerned

is, but how we are to become good men,

practical value.

to know what goodness essentially

for this alone gives the study its

Confucius would entirely agree.

J. A. it. Thomson in his valuable Introduction makes this point

of Aristotle's practical approach by a contrast with Plato.

"Plato believed in the existence of an absolute
standard to which human conduct must be referred and by
which its ethical quality mat be measured. Aristotle did
not deny this, but he came to believe that Plato had approach¬
ed the question from the wrong end. It was not good, he
thought, evolving an ideal from your inner consciousness aad
then bidding ordinary men and women pursue that. You must
learn how people do behave before you are qualified to tell
the® how they ougat to behave. As he puts it, in ethics ws
must proceed from what is "known to us" before we can reach
what is "known absolutely" Though Aristotle would
not be Aristotle If he did sot theorise, he is really con¬
cerned in the Ethics with the practice rather than the
theory of moraXST fb become a good man you must behave
like a good mm. Then you will know what goodness is.
Ethics is the science or, if you like, the art of making
that discovery.

la the passage ©f Thomson on Aristotle quoted above Confucius

25-7 Hida. Eth. II. li.

1*8
J. A. K. Thomson, The Ethics of Aristotle, (Penguin Classics, 1959b
P. 23. ~~~
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would agree with the meseeptioa&ble statement that "to beecsa© a good

mm you must behave like a good mm". But I thick he would act go m

to say, "Ehea you will knew what goodness is." H© would maintain that

t© behave like a good mem, you must already taw what goodness i@: and

it is perfectly possible to taw what goodness is from the Duke of Chou

and the sages of the past. She application of this knowledge may be

difficult: practical choices may be dark and agonising. But the pattern

of goodness is in no doubt. It does not require t© be sought out and

established fro® first principles by logical enquiry, in the Aristotelian

manner. lor is it, as Plato teaches, laid up in the eternal world of

Ideas. It is in this world and of this world. Das discerning, the

studious and the devoted may reach and apply it in everyday life. Dais

availability of goodness is perhaps one of the aspects ©f Confucius*

belief which has made his system, despite certain disadvantages, so

attractive and so effective.

Or take another contrast between Plato and Aristotle drawn by

one of the greatest Aristotelian scholars of recent years, W. D. Ross,

in his Introduction to "Aristotle, Selections

Aristotle is "a most effective complement to Plato. Each to

sense extent supplies the deficiencies of the other. Plato's rich imagi¬

nation, the unifying tendency of his mind, which led him to great generali¬

sations that flare the mind ©f his readers, his discontent with things as

they are and his flight from 'things here', the facts of the sensible

^ (Oacford, 1927), pp. v and vl.
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world, to 'things yonder', the world of pure Poms, his revolutionary

■views about political and social life, are balanced by Aristotle's absorbed

interest in the 'given* in all its forms, hi® appeal to the 'observed

facts', his acceptance of existing institutions like the family and private

property which for all their fallibility he yet perceives to correspond

to permanent needs of human nature."

If Confucius were to be assigned to me side ©r another of this

famous balance - it ha® been said that every thinker belongs either to

the Platonic or to the Aristotelian group - we Should unquestionably have

to place him with Aristotle on the showing of the above passage.

One of the main point® of similarity between Confucius and

Aristotle is that both regard the mean as the criterion of virtue, and

the following of the middle way as one of the main marks of the good man.

Aristotle is careful to define this point exactly:

"Virtue, then, is a state of character concerned with
choice, lying in a mean, i.e., the mean relative to us, this
being determined by a rational principle, and by that principle
by which the man of practical wisdom would determine it. How
it is a mean between two vices, that which depend® on excess
and that which depends on defect; and again it is a mean because
the vices respectively fall short or exceed what is right in
both passions and actions, while virtue both finds and chooses
that which is intermediate. Seace in respect of its substance
and the definition which states it© essence virtue is a mean,
with regard to what is best and right an extreme. "5°
Confucius is concerned with illustration and allusion rather than

with definition. He refers to the opening poem of the Book of Odes - "The

Master said, The Ospreys.' Pleasure not carried t© the point of debauch;

50
Nlc. Eth. 1107 a 8 tr. W. D. Rose.
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grief not carried to the point of self-injury. "51 Whley's note points

out that the pom "begins by describing a lover's grief at being separated

from Ms lady and ends by describing their joyful union. Confucius sees

in it a general guide t© conduct, •whether in joy or affliction." 2he Ode®

were endowed with great authority and were frequently interpreted alle-

gorically to drive ham a moral point. Confucius quotes them very audi

in the manner in which Aristotle quotes Homer or we quote the Bible*

As another instance of a parallel to £ the mean, of

Aristotle in Confucius we nay take the passage where he questions the

disciple of Kuaag-shu tfea-tzu, saying "Is it a fact that your master

neither spoke nor laughed nor took?" Kuag-miag Chia replied saying,

'"Ihe people wh© told you this were exaggerating. % master never spoke

till the time came to do so; with the result that people never felt that

they had too audi of Ms talk. He never laughed unless he was delighted;

so people never felt that they had had. too much of his laughter. He

never took (i.e. rewards) unless it was right to do so, so that people

never felt he had done too much taking. The Master (Confucius) said,

"Mas -that so? Can that really have been so?"'*2
Kung-shua Mea-tsu is reputed to be over-taciturn to the point

of being morose and eccentric - a favorite popular image of the cage -

but it appears in fact that he chooses the rigfct moment and acts

appropriately, thus preserving the mean between extreme taciturnity and

superficial, conventional and meaningless talk and laughter.

^ Anal. iil. 20, tr. WMey. Better 'The Call of the Osprey' fro® the
first words of Confucius. She two characters simply serve to identify
the ode.

Anal. xlv. lh.
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Moral virtues in Aristotle. When we come to particular

moral virtues discussed by Aristotle, I find two, sincerity

and justice in the sense of reciprocity, which are especially

stressed hy Confucius in his picture of the chun tzu, four

more, good temper, temperance, justifiable pride and shame which

find 3trong echoes in Confucius, and three of importance in

Aristotle about which Confucius has very little to say, namely,

courage, liberality and magnificence. Most of the qualities

in the first two categories have been already discussed, but
V I

it will be noted that one of these, 1 justifiable

pride,' the mean between being poor-spirited and vain, is a

characteristically Greek and Chinese virtue, and is not

emphasised in Christianity,

As to the last three virtties, courage, liberality and

magnificence, we have seen that on courage Confucius has little

to say directly, but that when he says, "Heaven produced the

virtue that ia in me. What have I to fear from such a one as

52Huan1 T'uit" he is exhibiting moral courage and steadfastness,

.'he case Is coraewhat different with ^ £ f

'liberality'^3 and ^fcyeich^Ti^fcTTfc.uy 'magnificence' or perhaps
better, '»u»;iflcence, *54. for these are quite evidently virtues

of the leaders in a city-state. Urbanisation had taken place

in the China of Confucius' period and many of the States were

no larger than cities. But references to economic life and

-2 Anal, vii.22.

53 Mich. Eth. IV. i.

54 Nich. Eth. IV. il.
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concernsp public and private, are lacking, and we have little

evidence of any sense of citizenship in a city, as opposed to

the old feudal clan and family pattern of life. But these two

virtues, liberality and magnificence, only become sufficiently

noticeable to be admired in the setting of a democratic city-

state. There public expenditure is a matter of debate: those

in charge have to account for public funds. Certain forms of

expenditure for the public benefit are traditionally undertaken

at private expense, such as the provision of a chorus at Athens

for the annual dramatic works, fitting out a galley for the

Navy or equipping a state pilgrimage. This serves to direct

attention to private generosity, and to^-^j otAoTT/Ife u fci*
in particular in its sense of generous but judicious spending

from a motive of patriotism.

The Intellectual Virtues, Science, Art, practical wisdom

(^ oV $ )f intelligence or scientific insight ( iTMfivj
and visdom55 likewise do not receive emphasis in the Confucian

system of the early period.

The sustained and accurate analytical power which

Aristotle brings to bear on the highly subjective material

of happiness, duty and ethics is unmatched In any other writing,

Confucian or Christian. And the cool, clear insight of the

Greeks is represented at its best by the summary at Book X,

Chapter V, near the and of the NIchomachean Ethics: "Pleasure

accompanies and perfects the healthy exercise of our activities

55Nich. Eth. VI. iil-vii
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directed to good ends."^

a° °f thS DUnBary *" <* J- A. K. Thcson



.Chapter VII

THE CHRISTIAN IDEAL

Before we look in the final section of this study at the Con¬

fucian ideal in comparison and contrast to the Christian ideal, let

us pause to review the framework of the study thus far. We had first

to set the stage and see the problems of interpretation and compari¬

son of ethical terras in idioms as different as classical Chinese and

the Western family of languages. The particular subject of study was

the character of the gentleman in the best known of the Chinese

Classics, the Analects of Confucius. But in order to appreciate the

inward nature and significance of this ethical ideal, one of the most

historically influential of all the creations of the human spirit,

it was necessary to bring some light to bear upon it from two sources,

one personal, the other literary. Confucius' own character and con¬

duct influenced his delineation of 'the gentleman' which he con¬

stantly held up as an ideal to his followers. Indeed, as was inevi¬

table, the actual Confucius and the abstract 'gentleman' became

mingled in their minds. Therefore, some examination of the jife of

Confucius and the social setting of his times was desirable, in snite

of the difficulty of disentangling historical and psychological fact

from the mythology which grew up around such a famous figure.

The social background was also an important factor in the

second, the literary 'control* which was brought to bear upon the

subject through an examination of the use of the term •gentleman' or

135
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'lord® in the pre-Confucian folk-verse of the Odes. In the Odes

we saw the beginning of a process carried much farther in the Ana¬

lects whereby a transfer is made in the meaning of the tern for

3gentlemen1 from the aristocratic to the ethical sense. The central

examination of the term in the Analects was then made and a compari¬

son with the Greek ideal followed in which it became clear that both

Greeks and Chinese laid great stress on moderation and the middle way,

but the Greeks treated this, as they treated all questions, in a logi¬

cal and theoretical manner very different from the more intuitive

Chinese appraoch. The value of the Greek approach as leading to the

organization and extension of knowledge has long been recognised. The

value of the Chinese approach for stable community living is coming to

be more fully recognised.

As soon as any comparisons or contrasts are made across cul¬

tural or temporal boundaries we run into difficulties. To obtain use¬

ful comparisons of barometric pressures readings must be reduced to

a common point at sea-level. But the corresponding reduction to a

common denominator is scarcely possible in the ethical sphere. It is

therefore fashionable, in the scientific mode, to restrict scholarship

to description and analysis and rigorously to avoid difficult compari¬

sons especially those involving judgment of value.

But the game of comparison is worth the candle. Fresh light

can be shed on the ideals of different cultures by a balanced and ob¬

jective assessment. And no ethical comparison is possible without

the introduction of value-judgments.

We come, then, to the comparison of the Confucian with the

Christian ideal. It must be emphasised again that our aim is not to

present three complete pictures of the Chinese, Greek and
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Christian ideals and compare them. Our task is the more restricted

one of outlining the Confucian ideal man and comparing and con¬

trasting certain features in him with one or two facets of the ideals

known to us in the West, at the points where the ideals most notice¬

ably converge or diverge.

Discussion of the distinctive Christian contribution may

perhaps best begin at the point of the implementation of the ideal,

the obstinate 'how' of the moral life, how to rut the picture of

the ideal man into practice, the question of the power to act, to

live out the vision in everyday existence.

"Seated once with his ageing mother by her fireside at

Ecclefechan, and inveighing against the preachers of his dey,

Thomas Carlyle exclaimed: 'If I had to preach, I would go into the

pulpit and say no more than this: "All you people know what you

ought to doj well, go and do it." His mother continued knitting

in silence and then replied: "Aye, Tammas; and will ye tell them how^"

....Kan needs redeening grace if he is to be lifted to a new level
1

of moral freedom.'

The 'how' is important as a critique of Confucianism from

the Christian standpoint. The way in which the Christian reaches

towards the goal may even reflect a difference in the goal itself.

We shall be concerned later with the Christian way in more

detail when we come to the thought of St. Paul. But from the out¬

set it is evident that the transcendental note is strong in the

Christian ethic. The 'how' for the Christian is bound up from the

beginning with God's presence. The good man is, not good in the ab¬

stract; he is good only by virtue of a certain relationship to a
mill n - •«

J. S. Whale, "The Protestant Tradition" p. 16. Cambridge
University Press I960
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transcendent and personal deity, !,He who merely studies the com¬

mandments of God (mandata Dei) is not greatly moved. But he who

listens to God commanding (Deum mandantem), how can he fail to be
2

terrified by majesty so great?" Fear before the holiness of God —

a sense of sin and personal responsibility leading to repentance —

then by God's mercy the gift of forgiveness and new life — these

are the ground of Christian morality, this is the way in which

enabling moral power fills the life of the believer. Although the

field of our enquiry is primarily ethical and not religious, it

is necessary to place the Christian ethic in context. The religious

element is not accidental but of the essence.

The first two notes in this sequence are also sounded in the

Analects, namely the sense of divine transcendence and the sense of

human and personal unworthiness. The latter is not developed in

such a way as to correspond to a sense of sin, but it is distinctly

present in the Analects. Let us take up in some detail these two

points, which represent in Confucianism the main evidence of that

interaction between religion and ethics which is central in the

Christian system.

Divine Transcendence; A good deal has been made of Confucius'

humanism and of his refusal to discuss the gods of popular religion.

This is ; robably one reason why his philosoply appealed so strongly

to the intellectuals of eighteenth century Europe, "The Master

never talks of prodigies, feats of strength, disorders (of nature)
3

or spirits." He was much less interested than his contemporaries

2 Martin Luther, Works, Weimar Ausgabe, iv. 305 quoted J.S.Whale
"Christian Doctrine" P.151

3 Anal. vii. 20 'Spirits' here a J J the two following passages
is the translation
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in ghosts, spirits or the cult of the dead. "Tzu-lu asked how one

should serve ghosts and spirits. The Master said, Till you have

learnt to serve men, how can you serve ghosts? Tzu-lu then ventured

upon a question about the dead. The Master said, Till you knot* about
4

the living, how are you to know about the dead?" A third passage

sometimes adduced in support of this non-religious attitude of

Confucius — "keeping the spirits at a distance" ■— has in fact the

opposite meaning, indicating that Confucius seemed in favour of the

ordinary religious observances. The discussion was on the topic of

the wisdom of rulers: "The Master said, He who devotes himself to

securing for his subjects what it is right they should have, who by
5

respect for the spirits keeps them at a distance, may be termed wise."

Waley explains: "When the Spirits of hills and streams do not re¬

ceive their proper share of ritual and sacrifice, they do not 'keep

their distance* but 'possess* human beings, causing madness, sickness,

pestilence etc. The crucial sentence may therefore be paraphrased,

"The wise ruler by respect for the spirits keeps in a right relation¬

ship with them." This is moderate religion, but not anti-religion.

Then there is a well-known passage about prayer which, in the

Chinese manner of implicit rather than explicit statement, reveals

something of Confucius* attitude. "The Master being very sick, Tzu-lu

asked leave to pray for him. He said, May such a thing be done?

Tzu-lu replied, It may. In the Eulogies it is said, Prayer has been

made for thee to the spirits of the upper and lower worlds. The Master
6

said, My praying has been for a long time."

^ Anal. xi. 11.
Anal, vi, 20. Waley's translation above is to be preferred to Legge's
"while respecting spiritual beings, to keep aloof from them."

° Anal, vii 34 tr, Legge
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7
Creel, in discussing this passage, refers it to the time when

Confucius' death was drawing near (because of the occurrence of the

ideograms for 'very sick' or 'serious illness') and paraphrases thus?

"Tzu-lu requested permission to pray for him and the Master asked,
8

Is it done? Tzu-lu assured him that it was customary,' but Confucius

only smiled and said, "My kind of praying was done long ago."

This is a good instance of legitimate paraphrase in the trans¬

lation of classical Chinese. The word 'smiled' is nowhere in the

g
original: it is a part of the 'cement' supplied in the mind of the

writer and reader. But it seems to me that Creel is right and that

we have here a picture of quiet and gentle irony amid the understand¬

able fuss of slightly pedantic disciples, so eager to do the right

thing. It is not certain how the compilers of the Analects meant

this passage to be taken, but the effect is to contrast the anxious

quoting of a precedent for prayer with Coflfucius' lofty independence

of thought, detached in his view of outward religious observance

but intending no disrespect nor unbelief in a fundamental moral order

or even divine ordering of' the universe, Confucius' enquiry 'Is it

done?' must surely be a half-ironical comment in tune with Confucian

veneration for precedent but showing in this case that he is living

in a realm of spiritual reality and immediacy in which such a prece¬

dent is of little Importance.

This pregnant and mysterious phrase, "My praying was done

long ago", or probably better in the continuous tense, "My praying has

been going on for a long time" should be linked with Confucius' ot&er
Op. cit. p. 55
One is reminded of Socrates prior to his d' ath ordering the cueto-
mary sacrifice oj^oock to be made to Aesculapius,
v. supra in chapter on Semantics p. -j q
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saying about prayer in Anal, iii.13, "He who offends against Heaven

has none to whom he can pray.""0 Confucius seems to feel that the

life he has endeavoured to live in accordance with the will of Heaven,

in pursuit of goodness and in training others, is itself a form of

prayer more effective than a particular ritual observance even at

the time of approaching death. This is reminiscent of the phrase in

which St. Paul directs men to "pray without ceasing" (I Thess.v.17)

where he is evidently thinking of prayer as an attitude of mind, a

direction of the whole trend of life, rather than a specific ob¬

servance.

From all of the foregoing it seems, therefore, that Confucius

was an opponent of superstition and only mildly interested in the

observances of popular religion. But where he mentions t'ien2,
'Heaven* the tone is completely different. There are six main refer¬

ences to 'Heaven' in the Analects, which may be divided as follows:

four seem to indicate (one cannot be too dogmatic here) a divine

power concerned with morality and having some relation with men.

The other two references indicate some power of a more impersonal

nature, 'the law of the universe' or 'destiny'.

Of the first four references, three are from the earliest

stratum of material in the Analects. The first one reads: "The

Master said, Heaven begat the power ( ^^§*te~ Legge 'virtue') that
is in me. What have I to fear from such a one as Huan T'ui?"^"

Here^ t'ien', 'Heaven', is the divine power in which Confucius
places his trust and this delivers him from fear of man. We are

here bey@nE* the realm of superstition and have entered the realm
10 v. sub p. 144

Anal, vii, 22.
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of religion, marked by a new incentive and new freedom from fear.

As such the passage is profoundly moral as well as religious. But

we are still only on a threshold of religious sanction for morals,
2

owing to the ethically colourless nature of the word te 5power® or

'virtue®, Waley translates this ideogram as 'power® or 'moral force®,

and so throughout his book, while Legge's translation is 'virtue®,

I incline to the view that Waley is too rigid in his treatment of
2

te as only equal to 'magical force* and 'moral force' as opposed

to 'physical force®. That sense of magical force predominates in

many instances, but here it would seem there is the beginning of a

sense of 'moral virtue*, and of this Heaven is given as the source.

Whatever the exact shade of meaning, this passage must have been of

help in strengthening the moral fibre of young officials faced with

difficult decisions in public life.

This is parallelled by a passage from the later material

in Book xiv, in which again Heaven is the supreme spiritual refer¬

ence point. "The Master said, The truth is no-one knows me! (i.e.

no ruler recognises ray merit and employe me.) Tzu-kung said, What

is the reason that you are not known? The Master said, I do not

'accuse Heaven nor do I lay the blaae on men®,

"But the studies of men here below are felt on high, and per-

12
haps after all I am knownj not here but in Heaven!"

It cannot be said here, any more than in the last passage

quoted, that we have a clear religious sanction for morals. But w©

have the preparation for such a sanction. By this acknowledgment

of Heaven as that ultimate by which man's life stands or falls,

12
Anal. xiv. 37
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Confucius shows that his system is no moral relativism, that

e>c s/6f>« froSjU6Xat'v is not the last word and that Heaven is

concerned with the lives even of individual men.

We approach more closely a religious sanction in the third
•i

passage of the first grouo, which again comes from the earliest

material. "When the Master went to see Nan-tzu (the wicked concubine

of Duke Ling of Wei), Tzu-iu (a disciple close to the Master) was

not pleased. Whereupon the Master made a solemn declaration con¬

cerning his visit, saying, Whatsoever I have done amiss, may Heaven
14

avert it, may Heaven avert it!" I take this to represent a

situation in which Confucius' own conscience is clear, but he realises

his visit to this somewhat notorious Court lady might be open to ser¬

ious misinterpretation. He endeavours to offset any bad results by

a solemn declaration in which Heaven is invoked to avert the evil.

The form of the declaration "May Heaven avert it!" could be taken to

point to an early stage of semi-magical thinking; yet on the other

hand what we know of Confucius otherwise would indicate a rather more

advanced and consciously ethical view. From the whole passage I would

therefore again suggest we are here on the threshold of a true re¬

ligious sanction in morals.

The clearest and most forceful statement in the Analects of

the link between religion and morals occurs in Anal, iii.13 (early

material)t where there is a marked contrast between the trivial open¬

ing statement and Confucius' grave, not to say terrifying, conclusion.

13 'Man is the measure (sc. of all things)'.
14

Anal. vi. 26.
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"Wang-sun Chia asked about the meaning of the saying,
•Better pay court, to the stove
Than pay court to the Shrine!'

The Master said, It is not true. He who has put himself in the

wrong with Heaven has no means of expiation left." (Waley) For the

last section Legge has: "The Master said, Not so

f. He who offends against Heaven has none to whom he can

pray " Waley illuminates this condensed chapter by stating, "This

rhymed saying means that it is better to be on good tems with the

hearth-god and have a full belly than waste one's food on the Ances¬

tors who cannot enjoy it. Confucius, who is usually able to rein¬

terpret old maxims in a new moral sense, finds himself obliged to

reject this cynical piece of peasant-lore in toto".

It should be noted that Heaven is not the object of worship

at the "mysterious" nlace or shrine at the south-west corner of the

house, but rather the family\ancestors, 'lares et penates'. But

the ultimate sanction comes from Heaven and Heaven is outraged if

the ceremony is not observed. In the passage the religious sanc=

tion for morals is stated the other way round - a mora] basis is

necessary for the religious life.

His statement of the principle in the religious and ethical

sense gains in weight from the fact that Confucius -was prepared to

live by it in the social and personal sense, if Legge is correct in

supposing that Wung-sun Chia, Commander-in-Chief of the State of Wei

(mentioned under the year 502 B.C. in the Tso Chuan) was hinting in

his quotation of a popular saying, that it might be to Confucius*

advantage to pay court to him. Confucius consistently refused
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throughout his career to trim his conduct to suit the demands of

the authorities in the various states where these demands seemed

to him to be morally wrong.

There seems to be here some parallel both in principle and

practice with the prophet Amos two hundred years earlier in Israel,

His contemporaries assumed it was possible to continue in a life of
•>

self-indulgence and dishonesty and yet obtain the favour of Heaven

by religious observance at the national shrines. Amos pours scorn

on this ideas "Come to Bethel and transgress; at Gilgal multiply

transgression; and bring your sacrifices every morning and your

tithes after three years...,for this liketh you, 0 ye children of

Israel, saith the Lord God..,. I hate, I despise your feast days, and

I will not smell in your solemn assemblies..,. Take thou away from

me the noise of thy songs; for I will not hear the melody of thy

viols. But let judgnent run down as water and righteousness as a

15
mighty stream."

Amos' uncompromising ethic and his insight into the fact that

Israel and Judah were doomed unless they lived by God's standard of

justice led to a conflict with the authorities. The priest at the

royal shrine of Bethel reported Amos to the king as one who was

spreading alarm and despondency and promoting sedition: "Amos hath

conspired against thee (^roboam) in the midst of the house of

Israel: the land is not able to bear all his words."^° It was implied

Amos was seeking publicity and a livelihood by becoming a demagogue

-*•5 Amos iv, 4, 5b: v.21, 22a, 23, 24
Amos vii. 10.
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and raising a revolutionary partys "also Ariaziah (the priest) said

unto Aitios, V thou sear, go, flee thee away into the land of Judah,

and there eat bread and prophecy there. But prophesy not any more

at Bethels for it is the king's chapel and it is the King's court."17

This adducing of the public Interest to quash a moral protest

has been a common reaction of those in authority. But Amos made it

clear that he was no professional prophet, that he spoke because he

was compelled ey the conviction that God had bidden him make clear

that justice the only basis on which the national life could be

maintainedj and the burden of his message was, in effect, "He who
1 P

offends against Heaven has none to whom he can pray."'

For the purpose of this comparison between the ethic of

Confucius and that of Amos it is not necessary to assume that what

Confucius understood by 5^(fieri) was the same as that which Amos

meant by the term J&hweh, for this was certainly not the case. But

beneath and behind the various religious practices of the Chinese

it is evident that there is a general, if vague, belief in a single,

overruling power known as T'ien, which is held to be supreme over

the destinies of men and nations and to be on the side of, if not

indeed the source of, equity and justice.

The phrase in the Analects "no means of expiation left"

raises the whole question of the possibility of divine forgiveness.

There is little stress upon this possibility in Amos and no sign of

it in the Analects. Here is the great difference which marks the

Christian faith. Christianity does not hold that once a raan has sinned

Aiaos vii. 12, 13.
Amos* . iii 13 v. supra p.144
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against Heaven there is no hope of his reaching ground on which he

may stand in repentance and prayer. But the Christian truth of the

possibility of forgiveness lies beyond and not on this side of the

conviction held by Confucius and by Amos of the law of justice in¬

herent in the nature of things. There is nothing more false to truth

and fatal to goodness than a prematurely attempted synthesis of the

wrath and mercy of God, All men stand existentially and always under

the judgnent of Heaven. When we sin^we have no right to expect

that human observances of religion will be of any avail. If it

please God to grant us a place of repentance, as in the Christian be¬

lief it has pleased Him to redeem us by the Cross of Christ, then

it may be we have hope. But we only have hope when we have accepted

to the full the absolute demand on our lives implied in embryonic form

in this chapter of the Analects of Confucius.

We shall revert to the subject of forgiveness when we return

to the thought of St. Paul, but at this point let us glance at one

or two further references to Heaven in the Analects, The following
20

are those categorised above as more impersonal, representing 'the

law of the Universe' or 'destiny'. Though less strongly transcendental

than the foregoing, they are nevertheless important as giving the

spiritual background against which Confucius conceived the moral life

had to be lived out. The first passage reads: "The Master said, I

would much rather not have to talk. Tzu-kung said, If our Master

19' The ,change to the first person is intentional, since the statements
that fallow can only strictly be made in an existential and exper¬
iential context. They are to be made not in the lonely subjective
singulalh^rn! but in the plural of the confessing community,
v.c. 1U. \ :
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did not talk, what should we little ones have to hand down about

him? The Master said, Heaven does not speak; yet the four seasons

run their course thereby, the hundred creatures each after its
21

kind, are born thereby. Heaven does no speaking!"

Confucius sees the futility of many words. He may have in

mind his own struggle to persuade the rulers of his day to adopt

ju3t policies in government. But above all he shares the insight,

fundamental to all Chinese thought, that there 3s a

a Way of the Universe, which operates silently, mysteriously and in

all things to produce harmony and order.

The Uuietists would agree with Confucius that silence is

more desirable than speech in the effort for the good life. They

would maintain that speech only confuses the issue ana hinders the

natural emergence of the Way. But they would go further and claim

that even action should be avoided (the doctrine of

non-action^ ^ h&naony of Nature is to appear and to prevail
in society. The literal avoidance of all acts of any kind is,

of course, impossible! but what the iiuietists appear to have had in

mind was regulatory and inhibiting actions designed to school men

into the good life, a process they claimed (and would not the early

Christians agree?) wa3 not only useless and self-defeating but

positively harmful.

Confucius in saying, "I would much rather not have to talk"

is voicing a very deep-seated and universal longing of those who

have travelled any distance in the spiritual life, and his linking

21
Anal, xvii.19
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of this with the effortless operation of the law of Heaven is highly
22

significant.
The second example is ifa Anal. ix.5 and 6 and intimates that

Heaven intended Confucius to become a sage. This involves some idea
of predestination and shows Heaven viewed as having a hand in history,
a concept which was self-evident and required no proof to the Chinese
mind,

A parallel idea to that of Heaven (7^.) is to be found in the

ideogram ndng^, meaning 3command', "ordinance' and par excellence
the 'ordinance or will of Heaven'. The two ideograms/n"^' are often
found in conjunction, ming^ occurs alone in the Analects with the
idea of the Will of Heaven or destiny in ix,l and also in xx.3: "With¬
out recognising the ordinance {se. of Heaven) it is impossible to be a

11

chun tzu".

Sense of Unworthineass The other point at which some correspondence
is to be found between the Confucian and Christian views is in a sens©

■yx
of human inadequacy and unworthiness. For example, "The Master said,

The thought that I have left my moral power untended, my

learning unperfected, that I have heard of righteous men but been unable
to go to them; have heard of evil men but been unable to reform them -

2L
it is these thoughts that disquiet me."^

Wsley here takesj^i^ ,righteousness9 and 'righteous men* and ^*.
similarly for 'evil men'. But I incline to follow Legge who translates
merely with the general terms for the ethical qualities in the second
half of the paragraph, as follows; "not being able to move towards
righteousness of which a knowledge is gainedj and not being able to

change what is not good; - these are the things which occasion me solici¬
tude^15
It should be clearly pointed out that this chapter does not provide
solid evidence for the personal views of the historical Confucius.
That the passage is late in date is likely from three consecrations;
1, it is in Bk. xvii which is not part of the authentic early
material; 2, it represents a view with a strong Taoist flavour;
3. the sentence "what should we little ones have to hand down" has
an obviously self-conscious and late 'ring' about it. But the pas¬
sage is included because it represents the other, the non-Confucian,
Quietiet side of Chinese thought which is of the greatest Importance
ethically as well as aesthetically but cannot be treated fully here.

©V. supra p. 138
^ Anal, vli.3
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And similarly in this passage Confucius admits his unworthi-
25

ness, "The Master said, In letters I am perhaps equal to other

men, but the character of the superior man carrying out in his eon-

duct what he professes, is what I have not yet attained to."~

The chapter immediately following this one in the Analects
2f-

has already been cited to illustrate the humility of the gentleman,

and there can be little doubt that one of the great contributions of

Confucius and his early disciples was that the;/ insisted that moral

standards be taken seriously. They wore therefore aware of their
29

own faults and shortcomings. As has been pointed out their

notion of Goodness (/(^jenc) was almost a mystical one and there¬

fore they were reluctant to apply the term indiscriminately. In

Anal, v.18 the Grand Minister Tzu-Wen (mid-seventh century B.C.)

is being discussed and "Tzu-chang said, VJould you not call him

Good? The Master said, I am not sure. I see nothing in that to

merit the title Good." This is reminiscent of Christ's words to

the rich young ruler, "thy callest thou me good? There is none

30
good save one, that is God."

The power of moral virtue and at the same time its remote¬

ness from ordinary men is emphasised in a passage concerning the

legendary sage, bhun. "The Master said, Yu (familiar name of Tzu-lu)

25
It must be aomitteo. there is a textual difficulty with the
word 'perhaps' but the sense is not in any case appreciably
altered.

26 11
literally "an in-person-acting cfaun tzu" - Legge's note.

^' Anal. vii. 32.
28 v, supra p. 9tp
7? V. supra p. £6.7)
2° Matt.jwix.17
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those who understand moral force ( te^) are few. The Master

said, Among those that ruled by inactivity surely Shun may be

counted. For what action did he take? He merely placed himself
31

gravely and reverently «ith his face due south; that was all."

To take a seat solemnly facing south - that this is sufficient to

ensure good government is an idea so absurd, so "oriental" end

exotic that it exerts a certain charm but is surely not to be taken

seriously as part of the art of government. So any modern man might

think and dismiss ihe iaatter as the reductio ad absurdum of formal¬

ism.

There is no doubt a large element of magic in the •virtue'

which reputedly enabled Shun to rule by 'non-activity1, in this

Taoist-influenced passage. But when full allowance is made for

the magical and mystical, it 3s still not to be underestimated as an

instance of government by example and by force of character, a fav¬

orite Confucian theme. The passage is not so absurd when the conno¬

tation of the words 'divine Cage' and the moral ascendance ascribed

to bnun are realised. Here is a leader who through a series of

moral decisions is supposed to have become recognised by all as the

non-pareil of virtue. His perfect moral character is established;

it is a datum. The significance of his talcing his seat "gravely and

reverently with his face due south" is that thereby he makes formal

claim to rule. By this act, equivalent to coronation in the 'estern

religious concept of kingship, he asserts legally hie 'dominium',

the 'jus et imperium' of the Chinese Empire over the people. His

Anal, xv, 3, l+.
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right to rule would be recognised and by the majority he would be

obeyed.

But in the light of ail we know of human nature it may be

doubted whether the force of character even of a Shun would suffice

to ensure universal obedience, justice and tranquillity. It is at

this point that the Christian belief diverges from the Confucian.

The Confucian outlook seems to fail to take account of the

deeper, more tragic elements in human nature. There is a perversity,

a root of bitterness, in Man with which 1 he Confucian moralist fails

to grapple. '¥idoo meiiora proboque, deteriora sequor': this is

the daily repeated story of the majority of mankind; but the giants

among men may miss the fact. Socrates in saying 'vice is ignorance

and virtue is knowledge1 seems tc attribute to men other than him-
32

self a strength of character they do not possess. And Confucius

says, "Is virtue a thing remote? 1 wish to be virtuous, and lo!
33

virtue is at hand."'* But is it not truer to say with St. Paul,

"for what 1 would, that 1 do not; but what I hate, that do I ....

for to will is present with me, but how to perform that which is

good I find not .... 0 wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me

from the body of this death? I thank God through Jesu3 Christ our

Lord.1'"^
The time of the Reformation saw the question raised again

in a different form. "Erasmus .... had insisted" as J. S. 'Whale

says, "that man's will is unambiguously free and that he can fulfil

32
W. K. C. Guthrie, op. cit. pp. 114-5 has some illuminating
remarks on this point.
Anal. vii. 29 (Legge's translation).
Romans vii, 15, IB, 24, 25. A.V.
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the demands of the moral law if he will. Erasmus had too little

experimental understanding of the profound psychology of Romans v.ii

(the evil that I would not that 1 do) to appreciate the insight of

Luther's dictum: 'a debere ad posse non valet eonsequentia' ('can k

is no necessary result of ought') But Luther discovered, as St.

Paul discovered, that God justified the ungodly. "No wonder that

Luther once burst out, in that mixture of German and Latin of which
IT

his Table Talk is so full: 'llemissio peccatoruaa soil dich frohlich

mach.en.Noc est caput doetrinae Christiana.©, et tamer periculosis-

siira praedicatio." (forgiveness of sins ought to make thee rejoice.

This is the very heart of Christianity and yet it is a mighty
.36

dangerous thing to preach.) The essence of the Christian discovery

is "that the only really good man is the pardonea man, since he

alone has been set free from the self-centredness which underlies

all sin. His life has a new centre of gravity; he is 'in Christ'

and no longer in bondage, the result being that he is living on a

?7
new level of moral competence. ''

It is not possible to develop this theme at greater length

here. It must simply be stateu that the doctrine of forgiveness and

the unmerited grace of God is the doctrine most distinctive of

Christianity and forms the ground of Christian morality, and that

J. S. Whale, The Protestant Tradition. Cambridge 3 960 p. 1,3.
There is an echo of this in Anal, vi.10. "Yen Ch'iu said, It is
not that I do not delight in your doctrines but my strength is
insufficient."
J. S. Whale, 'Christian Doctrine' pp. 79-80.

^ ibid. p. BO
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there is no trace of it in Confucian doctrine.

* # « « •*

Confucius and his early followers, it is clear from our

ft

discussion of the chun tzu, were concerned with Man in Relation
ti

rather than Man in Isolation or even with Kan as Such. The chun tzu

is a more definitely individualised type than the Ideal Man in most

other systems. (The very fact that the character of the chun tzu

stood out so clearly, though he is a composite construct and not

an historical person, was, I think, the main factor which drew me

\ 11
to take up the investigation here presented.) The chun tzu is an

individual but he is never an isolated individual. The ethic of

which he is a main part is not an individual but a social ethic.

Of the characteristics which we discovered to be his outstanding

ones only two, resolute firmness and independence are qualities

which might be considered to exist in lonely isolation, though

even independence requires a correlate: it must be independence

from someone or from some social influence. The chun tzu's other

qualities, in the realms of conciliation,reciprocity, ritual or

civilized behaviour and trustworthiness are all eminently marks of

Man in Relation.

The catalogue of the Five Relationships, Prince and Minister,

Father and Son, Husband and Wife, Elder Brother and Younger Brother,

Friend and Friend, belongs to a later stage of Confucianism, but

the relationships themselves are there in essence from the beginning
tf

as a basic datum in Confucian thought. The character of the chun tzu
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only has meaning as we see him in his interactions with superiors,

equals and inferiors.
t

In a similar way though from very different presuppositons St.

Paul is interested in Man in Relation. He is concerned,, often pro¬

foundly concerned, over individuals: he does not "use" them as a

means to an end. But his primary and God-given task is to build up

the <fui the Body of Christ, the company of believers, functioning

as an articulated whole. This is in a sense surprising, The infant

Church was scattered geographically; it consisted of very divers

elements, divided primarily into Jews and Gentiles and sub-divided

by many other lines of cleavage, not least that between slaves and

freemen. It would have been much easier to have preached to individ-

uals and to have been content with the conversion of discrete units.

But from the beginning and arising from a primary theological base,

that which embodies the Spirit of Christ is the Kotvwww. the fellow¬

ship of believers. Through it the individual believers are won,

taught and built up in the faith. They exist in Relation - to the

Head and to one another.

They must be appealed to individually and each must make his

response and commitment individually. But the appeal comes through

the Body, the teaching is imparted by the Body with whom alone it is

deposited, and the new life is mediated to the believer who is inte¬

grated in the Body.

Hence it is not surprising that the letters of Paul are filled

with references to the relationships of men. At the simplest level

3g " ' —-
The corporate worship and singing of a congregation as distinct
from the chanting of a group of priests is more a Christian than
a Hindu or Buddhist phenomenon. The worship of a congregation
is found also in the Jewish and Mohammedan faiths.
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the duty of men in their positions as husbands, fathers, masters of

slaves r 3 mentioned clearly and specifically in Col. iii IB - iv.l

and in Eph. vi, 1-10. But the core of the matter lies very much

deeper than that, in the Christian concept of love.

No attempt will be made here even to outline the New Testa-

ment use of *y®iTtv^ } love. But for the purpose of this study some
39

thirty chapters towards the end of each Epistle traditionally

attributed to St. Paul were examined and those verses noted in

which human conduct is discussed, however briefly, either by way of

warning or exhortation. It must be remembered that Paul did not

set out to write a system of dogmatic theology nor a treatise on

Christian ethics. His insights and his counsels are dashed off,

sometimes at white heat, to meet the immediate needs of particular

groups of Christians, in doubt, in error, in threatened schism,

or in complacency. An analysis of the ethical sections of these

letters will not therefore be expected to yield any formal or com¬

plete picture of "the Christian man".

But from the very informality and existential nature of St.

Paul's writing a tiruer and more realistic picture may emerge. The

Rom. xii, xiii, xiv Col. iii, iv
I Cor. xiii, xvi I Thess. iv, v
II Cor. xiii I Tim. ii, iii, vi
Gal. v, vi II Tim. i, ii., iii, iv
Eph. iii, iv, v, vi Titus ii, iii
Phil, i, ii, iii, iv
These are treated as a body of early Christian material. For
our purpose it is not necessary to go into the Pauline or non-
Pauline authorship of each Epistle.
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first impression one receives from such an analysis is that St. Paul

is concerned first and foremost with all that is implied in the re-

) /_
lationship of Christian love, c* y* and, significantly, with two
opposites of love in the two different directions, namely lust and

strife. Christian love is to be understood throughout in a warm and

strong but not a sentimental sense, and a6 derived from the love of

God. >

9 /
^ j

References to love pcyoCTTv| charjpty, kindness,'

omitted references to love which occur in a metaphysical or trans¬

cendental context, such as "being rooted and grounded in love" - "to

know the love of Christ and be filled with all the fulness of God",41
and included only those verses which contain direct ethical counsels

or promises of moral gifts from God and the work of the Spirit in

men's lives. It must be remembered, moreover, that many of the

thirty chapters have only one or two verses concerned with moral

ideals, the remaining verses being concerned with theology, contro¬

versy or information. The references to love in its'practical appli¬

cation therefore seem to me significantly numerous^

hospitalityliving peaceably is and the
40 hlike occur twenty-six times in these thirty chapters. I have

40
Rom.xli 10, 13

xlil 8, 9
xiv 10

I Cor.xiii
Gal.v 2
Eph.iv 2f32

v 2
Phil.11 2

Col.Ill
X Thess.lv
I Tim. vl
II Tim. 1
II Tim. 11 2fl'
Titus ill

'A i

41 Eph. iii. 17 & 19.
I Cor. xiii has been counted
all 13 verses are concerned wixn xove.

though almost
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So also are the references to the opposite of love, lust and

anger. Thus uncleanness ftp and sexual sins

there are nine references,^'" and to strife , anger, bitter-
t to

ness TTtK^K1- there are twelve' references^ in the thirty chapters.
To no other single moral counsel, in positive or negative

form, does there seem to be any number of references comparable to

those which concern love. The references to patience, meekness, gen¬

tleness, (closely allied to Christian love) are nine in number^ to

honesty and righteousness, eightand to courage, standing fast,
LS

being strengthened with might, nine.

U2 Ron,i 23 - 25
xiii 12 - 11+

Gal.v 20 - 22
Eph.lv 17 - 21

v 3
Col.ill 5
I Thess. iv 3
II Tin.11 22

ill 1 - 7

Ul|. Rom.xii 16
xiii 1

Gal.v 20 - 23
vl 9

Eph.lv 2
Phil.il Ik
I Thess.v Ik
I Tin,ii 9

vi 11
Titus iii 1

1+3 Rom. i 23 - 25
xii 18
xiii 12 - lip

Gal.v 20 - 23
Eph.lv 3,26,31
Phil, il 3
Col.ill 8
II Tim. ii 21+

iii 1 - 7
Titus iii 2

1+5 Phil, iv 8
I Thess.iv 6,12
I Tlm.vi 11
II Tira.il 15,22

. A: .

1+6 Eph.iii 11+ - 21
vi 10

Phll.i 27
I Tim.vi 12
II Tim.i 7

ii 1,3
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In listed form, then, we have:

References to love

References (in addition) to lust
to strife

9
12

26

References to patience 9

References to honesty S

References to courage 9

xx

The statistical method employed above, however, has only a

limited value. It does serve to establish the primacy of love in th®

Christian way of life but there its value ceases. The love of men

as brethren is to be understood as arising out of the love of God,

the love of God in both the passive and the active sense, as His

love for men and their response to Him. The emphasis is therefore

on a primary personal relationship and other relationships stemming
47

from the primary one. The human relationships exist in their bare

actuality in gill human life, from China to Peru. They exist, more¬

over, everywhere in much more than their bare actuality, in idealised

and beautiful form. The refinement of relationship through the

ennobling, of character was oneof the great aims of Confucius and his

school.

But the point to be made here about Christianity is that under

its system the whole network of secondary relationships among men

acquires in principle (regardless of th® relative success or failure

of believers in practice) a special quality from being dependent on

^■7 it is in a sense a leap of faith to describe both the relation
of man to God and of man to man by the same word 'personal'.
But this is part of the Christian belief: the definition must
be left to religious philosophers.
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the primary relationship with God as Father. This dependence means

essentially that there can be no fixed rules. Christian ethics,

along with everything else Christian, is dependent upon God the

Holy Spirit. He guides, He inspires, He provides the grace and the

power, He leads into all truth; and to live by rule and law is to

deny His sovereign power and leading.

No wonder Iuther called this dangerous doctrine! It is.

This is not to say there are no standards or norms of conduct.

The letters of St. Paul and the Gospels are full of injunctions,

sketches, vignettes, incidents and definite commands, many of them

commands of Christ himself which taken together, present a very clear

and lofty standard for the life of a Christian. This gives the lie

to a fashionable antinomianisra of the present day which favours re¬

lativism in morals and opposes charity to chastity in a manner entirely

without support in the New Testament,

But the Christian standardsdo not form a watertight system of

rules nor a fixed stereotype. Christ's word to the Rich Young Ruler

about selling all he had does not apply automatically as a literal

rule to everyone. It indicates rather the particular application

by the Spirit and in the Spirit to this man of a norm of thinking and

acting in regard to material things, a way of life, an attitude of

mind which Is detached, surrendered, yet not indifferent, but rather

active in stewardship of God-given resources,

This is one instance of the meaning of Donald ail lira's

perceptive words;

"The truth is that in the last analysis a Christian does not

live by practising any ethic or moulding himself on any ideal, but
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by a faith in God which finally ascribes all good to Him, To de¬

tach the ethic from the whole content of the

Christian secret is to make it irrelevant because it is impossible.

The main function of the impossible ethic is to drive us away from

ourselves to God: and then there grows that peculiar kind of good¬

ness which can never be achieved by mere moral endeavour, the Christian
/ 8

kind, which is all unconscious of itself and gives all glory to God."

Strictly speaking, therefore, we have no one in the Christian

system, to whom to compare the Confucian gentleman, tie have a St, Paul

and a St. Augustine and a St. Francis, men of moral stature and gen¬

tleness, on whose lives the Christian faith has put an unmistakable

mark| and we have countless more ordinary men and women^fn varying

degree reflect what can only be described as Christian character,

There is a recognisable Christian ethic. But there is no character
ri

composite or type corresponding to the cfaun tzu.

Two passages in the New Testament may be considered to provide

the closest approximation to a Christian type, namely Galatians V. 22,

on the fruits of the Spirit, and Matthew V. 1-16, the Beatitudes.

The first gives a clear picture of an ideal, with primacy given to

the gentler qualities of love and patience (in line with the statis¬

tics given above), but the picture is an outline only and in general

terms.

The Harvest of the Spirit: A strong contrast is dravai between the

"works of the flesh" (A.V.), "the kind of behaviour that belongs to

the lower nature" (New English Bible and the "fruits of the

Spirit" (A.V.), "harvest of the Spirit" (N.E.B.)^'* The marks of

^ D. M. Baillie "God was in Christ" pp. 115-6.
% sw • 5 • a T* W "hi r*("P

. o Gal. . •£ Ha/wof Too ttv£ToS
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the lower nature fall into four groups, which are so indicated by

punctuation in the New English Bible, vis. sexual sins, idolatry,

sins of anger (the largest and most detailed group) and sins of

intentperance. It will be seen that again offences against love in

the opposed forms of lust and strife seera to predominate. In the

winning and attractive galaxy of qualities attributed to the creative

working of the Spirit (verse 22) many can be duplicated in the

Chinese ideal, yet the total result is indefinably different. Per»

haps this is owing to the nature of the two first qualities in the

Galatians passage, love of the special kind denoted by cu.y ^
which seems to have been a new note in the history of man's relations,

and "Joy", especially distinctive of Christianity at its best and

indicative of the sense of release and of "belonging" in a world

known to be under the provident governance of God the Father.

The two qualities, on the other hand, which seem nearest to
II '^

those stressed in the character of the chun tzu are '
9 /

(faith or fidelity) and (temperance or self-control).

We have already seen the importance in the Chinese social network

of the relationship of fidelity between superior and subordinate,

which is one aspect of The capacity for self-con¬

trol is important in every aristocratic system and seems to have

been accorded an especial place in the Confucian scheme in which a

calm and courteous exterior is a necessary characteristic of the

gentleman, whatever the emotions which may be seething beneath. Less

TT"~™ ~~ ™ " "
^ It is clear that the author of Galatians had in mind the man-man

relationship of 'fidelity'. To what extent he also had in mind
the nan- God relation of 'faith' does not immediately concern us
here.
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emphasis is to be noted in Confucianism than in either Greek or

Christian writings on the sexual temptations to loss of self-control,

There is, however, a passage in the Analects which has relevance

here: "The Master said, I have never yet seen anyone whose desire to
52

build up his moral power was as strong as sexual desire."

The second passage in the New Testament, referred to above,

which gives some approximation to a Christian type is the Beatitudes,

and with them the sayings of Jesus collected in the Sermon on the
53

Mount. It is much more detailed and complete than the GalatianS

passage and has exerted an incalculably great influence on history,

both ecclesiastical and secular. It also raises large questions for

the critic which cannot be dealt with here. But certain points are

clear and would command general agreement. The character outlined

in the Beatitudes as "blessed" is of a paradoxical nature, delib¬

erately painted as the exact opposite of one who attains wordly suc¬

cess, but yet as destined to obtain a blessedness beyond anything

the world has to offer. The key-note is given at the very beginning,
5U"Blessed are the poor in spirit." This derives from the special

Hebrew notion of the righteous poor man who is to be justified and

vindicated by God and who is the special object of His mercy. We are

^ Anal. ix. 17 The word for 'moral power' here is 4, te*%
which has primitive, semi-magical associations. It is well known
that sexual continence is considered in primitive societies to
conserve a man's 'inner force'. The passage, therefore, may have
only limited value as an illustration in the purely ethical realm;
but in any case it is testimony to a recognition of the strength of
sexual desire as opposed to self-control, exercised for whatever
reason.

^ Matt, v, vi, vii.
^ -trr Wi Gov. -Tvi Matt. V.3
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moving in a world which is anything but that of the aristocrat. The

qualities mentioned, mourning, meekness and mercy, are not those

associated with noblemen in the ordinary social sense. The man of

the Beatitudes is concerned with society but it is the New Society

which derives its nature from God,

This has two consequences when the New Society comes to be

described in the Sermon on the Mount, First, the reference is trans¬

cendental throughout - as in Matt. V. v.16 M. . . that they may see

your good works and glorify your Father...", and v, 2,0 "Lay up

treasure in heaveni" and v. 25, "Take no thought for your life. .

and v, 33s "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God. , . " Second, and

as a consequence, the reference is inward. Not outward acts but

the utter reality of the inward thought and motive is the only thing

which counts when God is present and His reign actual, "Ye have

heard that it hath been said by them of old time .... but I say

unto you, whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed
55

adultery with her already in his heart.' The qualities which are

needed most are gentleness, humility, purity and a longing for goodness.

The most marked contrast with the Confucian ideal is to be

found in such characteristics as being "poor in spirit", mourning and

meekness. Some similarity might be found in peacemaking, correspond¬

ing to the Confucian stress on harmony, and in the longing for good¬

ness, remembering the mystical quality ascribed to ^ 12. Jen" Good-
56

ness, in the Analects.

55
Matt. v. 27,28, and similarly with anger and revenge in w. 21,

56 38 and 43.y

A. Waley, "The Analects of Confucius", pp. 27-9 in the Introduc¬
tion gives a valuable summary of the meaning of Jen"-,
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But whan all is said and dons the Man of the Beatitudes is

ft

not comparable to the chun tzu, for he is the Man Beyond, the Man in

the Kingdom, the Kan already under God's Rule. We are in the realm,

of the eschatological, of the Day of Judgment and the Last Things,

There is danger in stating the matter thus. The ethic of the

Sermon on the Mount is not divorced from this present evil world.

It has a profound effect on the here and now, and history constantly

testifies to this fact. Nevertheless the fact remains that the

Sermon on the Mount is not a code of rules but a beckoning picture

of what life under the Reign of God is like.

The difficulty of understanding the ethic of the Gospels and

also/transforming power latent within it both come from the dual

nature of the Kingdom as it was understood by the people of the New

Testament. For the Kingdom is both present and future; it has been

given, it has arrived in our midst, but it is not yet consummated as

one day it will be, xn the "Day of the Lord". And it is not, there¬

fore, enough to s&y that the ethic of the Kingdom Is a specialised

ethic for a few or for a certain time only, an Interirnsethik. It

partakes according to the Christian interpretation, of the nature

of an ultimate ethic; yet it can only be realised, inhere and now by

sinful man as God gives grace and power.

If the major difference between the Confucian and the Christian

ethic were to be singled out, it would be found in this, that the

first is centred upon Man, the second upon God. The essential

venture of the Christian ethic is nowhere better expressed than in

a passage in which D. M. Baillie is discussing its contrast with
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humanism. (His words apply also in our context) "There is a cer¬

tain kind of interest in human 'personality® which is not only ab¬

sent from the Hew Testament but alien to the Christian religion

and to any true Christian ethic. To a true Christian ethic the

'chief end of man' is not the cultivation of his personality, or

even the formation of his character on ideal, lines, or anything so

57
self-centered and introverted as that,'' but faith and love towards

God as He comes to us through our relationships with our fellow-

creatures - in short ®to glorify God and enjoy Him forever*. Con¬

centration on the development of personality or the cultivation of

character does.not really produce a soundly integrated personality

and certainly does not produce the Christian character, The good

man, in the Christian sense, is not centered upon himself, but on
58

God."

it & a * •» * a

SUMMARY. The character of the ideal man is outlined with some pre¬

cision in the Analects of Confucius, and the term employed,
\\

chun tzu, has been deliberately changed in meaning from the hereditary

and aristocratic to the ethical sense. He is a firm and resolute

person, but courteous and polite. He has evident aristocratic lean¬

ings and his education, which he values highly, though cultural in

nature, has been mainly moral in emphasis and designed to fit hira to

^
Cf. J, S. Whale, "The Protestant Tradition", pp. 34-5. "Of all
the epressive, traditional imagery which Luther uses to describe
the sinners' rebellion and his resulting predicament - unbelief,
pride, idolatry, self-love, concupiscence - none is more apt than
the phrase, 'incurvatus in se', 'curved inwards upon himself!"
D. M. Baillie, "God Was in Christ" pp. 44-5
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rule. But he is not a mere stereotype. He has an ease of manner,,

a certain independence of judgment. Human relations are of the

first importance to him, but of these the filial, friendly and polit¬

ical are stressed and the relationship between men and women minimised.

He is a practical humanitarian. Though he recognises the sovereignty

of Heaven and has a genuine longing for goodness, he is on the whole

little affected by the mystical dimensions of life.

Yet for all its apparent simplicity Confucianism remains

something of a puzzle. It is not 'law* in the Pauline sense. It
59

became later more rigidly codified, even ossified. Put in origin

it was a free ideal pursued with no little devotion. It is not in

the realm of 'grace* in the Pauline 3ense either, for the7'© is no

conversion experience nor religious enthusiasm connected with it.

It is not 'mere morality' for no true morality is 'mere'. Morality

is hard for Man to come by, harder still to live by: and Confucius

and his followers have an immense quality of conviction.

They seem - and the subject is still full of obscurities -

to have established, though not entirely to have initiated, a social

system with a mainspring, a drive, a secret. The secret which made

59
Cf. "The continuity of the formulas that he (sc. Confucius)
inherited and transmitted provides a perfect example of how
manners, once their tone junction and purpose become overlaid,
degenerate into etiquette; and how etiquette in its turn can
become fossilised with ceremonial." Harold Hicol son, "Good
Behaviour" Constable 1955, p. 32. Protest, however, against
the rigid ceremonialism of Confucianism was not lacking in
Chinese, as witness the behaviour of Liu Ling, one of the Seven
Sages of the Bamboo Grove ( 3 cent.AIJ who drove about the
streets of the capital in a little cart drawn by two deer. He
was followed by two slaves, one carrying a wine-^la3^ the
other a spade, with orders to bury him on the spot, when he
died, without any ceremonial whatever.
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the system so successful and so longlasting is hard to define.

But perhaps it is hinted at in phrases used of Confucius, that

he was "a nan ravished by moral beauty", and that "he endowed

compromise (op the middle way) with emotional glamour." The

form of Confucius' achievement was determined by the political

and social conditions of his day, involving the attempt to assert

the power of the prince with the loyal support of the lesser nobles

against the ruthless bids for power by some of the great nobles.

But the significance of Confucius' ethical system and its kernel

in the type of the gentleman went far beyond the time and place in

which it took its rise to become the greatest moral influence for

twenty-four centuries not only in China but over the whole Far East.

The Greek ideal differs from the Chinese principally in the

higher value it places upon aesthetic considerations, physical

beauty, all-round perfection, upon courage and upon the intellec¬

tual search for truth. It is an ideal less simply and succinctly

defined than the Confucian because the Greek mind leans mo re

towards theoretical ramification than the Chinese. But the essen¬

tial lineaments of justice and goodness and the necessity for the

rule of order in human society show an agreement in both civiliza¬

tions which is a striking testimony to the basically moraJ nature

of Man. Both agree in particular on the dangers of excess in what¬

ever direction and the value of the golden mean in human conduct.

The restless curiosity of the Greek mind is in striking con¬

trast to the more staid and consciously conservative Chinese ideal.

BO ~~
The phrases are Arthur Waley's.
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The former hae led to advances in philosophy, science, theology

and the formulation of ethical principles, while the latter has

helped to build a civilisation whose power of survival and sus¬

tained creative endeavour is coining to be !r,ore fully recognised

as one of the most massive achievements of the human genius,

What is to be said of the Christian ideal in relation to

the two preceding ones? Any Western writer is apt to be too

involved in the subject, either by sympathy or antipathy, to be

able to make ar, objective statement. But it would have to be

seid of this ideal that, in addition to and not as a substitute

for the antique virtues of justice, courage, courtesy and good¬

ness, there is now another of paramount importance, love of

man stemming from the love of God - men able and inspired to

love one another in a new way because they stand, and know them¬

selves to stand, by His mercy, in a new relationship to God.

But for this very reason, because of this type of free and

spirit-led relationship, the Christian ideal is the hardest of

all to define within a stereotype. It is to he found in all. its

fullness in the Life of One who is believed to be at the same time

Man and God. It is to be fulfilled in varying degrees in His

followers by the indwelling of His Spirit, which is in essence

indefinable by human standards yet clearly recognisable in the

fruits of love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,

faith, meekness and self-control. Moreover this ideal is the

property of no man nor race of men. It belongs to God and fulfils
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the longings and aspirations of all men: "that they should seek

the Lord, if haply they might feel after Hi.ru and find Him,
61

though He be not far frora every one of us."

^
Acts xvii. 27.

•s •» •!.- a
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